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STELLINGEN 
I 
Iedere semi-norm p op een eindig dimensionale Archimedische Riesz ruimte 
E zodanig dat p(x) = p(|x|) voor alle x e E is een Riesz semi-norm. 
De verwijzing die Aliprantis en Burkinshaw voor deze stelling geven is 
niet terecht omdat deze stelling reeds in 1961 is bewezen door Bauer, 
Stoer en Witzgall. 
Aliprantis, C D , en Burkinshaw, 0. 
Locally solid Riesz spaces, Academie Press (1978). 
Bauer, F.L., Stoer, J. en Witzgall, C. 
Absolute and monotonie norms, 
Numer. Math., Vol. 3, pp. 257-264 (1961). 
II 
Als p een reguliere vectoriële pseudonorm: £ ^ IR is, N(p) = {x e £ n; p(x) = 0} 
en R(p) = (p(x); x e % } , dan is dim R(p) < n - dim N(p). 
III 
Als op een Archimedische Riesz algebra E een L-norm II- I gedefinieerd is dan 
bestaat er op E een semi-inproduct. 
Als E een Archimedische $-algebra is en (E, II. II) een AL-ruimte, dan is er 
een norm II- II' op E zodanig dat (E, I -II') een Hubert ruimte is. 
IV 
De lineaire ruimte B(X,Y) met operatornorm van alle norm begrensde lineaire 
operatoren van X naar Y, waarbij X * {0} en Y genormeerde lineaire ruimten 
over F zijn, is juist dan norm compleet als Y norm compleet is. 
Het analogon van deze stelling in Riesz ruimten, met orde begrensd in plaats 
van norm begrensd en Dedekind compleet in plaats van norm compleet, is geldig 
onder de beperking dat de orde duale X van X voldoet aan X =£ {0}. 
Pfaffenberger, W.E. 
A converse to a completeness theorem, 
Amer. Math. Monthly, Vol. 87, no. 3, p. 216 (1980). 
Aliprantis, C D . 
On order properties of order bounded transformations, 
Canad. J. Math., Vol. 27, no. 3, pp. 666-678. 
V 
Als X een lineaire ruimte over K is, Y een Dedekind complete Riesz ruin 
en p: X -> Y een sublineaire operator van de vorm |Lx| (L een lineaire 
operator van X naar Y) , dan is voor iedere x e X de verzameling 
K = {y e X; p(x + y) = p(x) + p(y)} een pre-kegel in X. 
VI 
Zij voor alle n e H de n x n matrix A gegeven door A (i,j) = e '1 J' 
(i, j = 1, ... , n). 
e + 1 Voor de spectraal straal p(A ) van A geldt lim p(A ) = _ •, . 
VII 
Veksler en Geiler hebben bewezen dat iedere voorwaardelijk lateraal com-
plete Archimedische Riesz ruimte de projectie eigenschap bezit. 
Bernau zegt van deze stelling een generalisatie te geven in tralie-geor-
dende groepen. In tegenstelling tot zijn bewering is zijn resultaat voor 
Riesz ruimten zwakker dan dat van Veksler en Geiler. 
Veksler, A.I. en Geiler, V.A. 
Order and disjoint completeness of linear partially 
ordered spaces (Russisch), 
Sibirsk Mat. 1., Tom. 13, pp. 43-51, 
English transi.: Siberian Math. J., Vol. 13, pp. 30-35. 
Bernau, S.J. 
Lateral and Dedekind completion of archimedean lattice groups, 
J. London Math. Soc. (2), Vol. 12, pp. 320-322. 
VIII 
De statistische selectie- en rangschikkingstechnieken, waarvoor recent 
in de statistische literatuur veel belangstelling aan de dag is gelegd, 
verdienen in het landbouwkundig onderzoek grote aandacht. 
IX 
Het verdient aanbeveling de uitdrukking "een x-aantal" niet te bezigen 
zonder specificatie van x. 
X 
De overheid dient ten aanzien van alternatieve groeperingen geen alter-
natieve gedragslijn te volgen. 
Stellingen bij het proefschrift "Disjunctive linear operators and partie 
multiplications in Riesz spaces". 
B. van Putten 
Wageningen, 17 december 19Î 
VOORWOORD 
De aanleiding tot het schrijven van dit proefschrift was een projectvoor-
stel, gericht aan de Vaste Commissie voor de Wetenschapsbeoefening van de 
Landbouwhogeschool, dat als titel had "vectorial norms on linear spaces". 
Dit was tevens de titel van mijn afstudeerverslag (mei 1976). Dit project-
voorstel werd goedgekeurd en in september 1977 werd begonnen met de uit-
werking van dit project. 
Daartoe werden normen bestudeerd, die waarden aannemen in Dedekind comple-
te Riesz ruimten. Al spoedig kreeg ik daarbij te maken met de operatoren, 
die in dit proefschrift een belangrijke plaats innemen en die zeer de 
moeite waard leken om te worden bestudeerd. Voor verdere studie van het on-
derwerp was kennis van deze operatoren noodzakelijk en zo langzamerhand 
werden de ruimten die het bereik zijn van deze normen het domein van studie. 
Intussen bleek dat de operatoren die mijn belangstelling hadden ook bestu-
deerd werden door enkele anderen, meestal vanuit verschillende achtergronden. 
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Chapter I 
RIESZ SPACES 
In this chapter we give an exposition of the elements of the theory of 
Riesz space; for a short historical introduction we refer to the books 
of Aliprantis and Burkinshaw [1978] and Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971] . 
1. Order relation 
An order relation on a non-empty set S is a subset < of the Cartesian 
product S x S of S with the following properties: 
< is transitive, i.e. if (x,y) e < and (y,z) e < for x,y,z e s, then 
also (x,z) e < ,< is reflexive, i.e. (x,x) e < for all x e S, < is 
anti-symmetric, i.e. (x,y) e < and (y,x) e < for x,y'e S implies x = y. 
It is common to write x < y instead of (x,y) e < . 
A partially ordered set is now defined as a pair (S,<) where S is a 
non-empty set and < is an order relation on S. 
Two elements x and y are called comparable if at least one of the state-
ments x < y, y < x holds, otherwise they are called incomparable. 
A non-empty subset X of a partially ordered set (S,<) is called a chain 
in (S,<) if all pairs of elements of X are comparable. 
(S,<) is said to be totally ordered if S itself is a chain in (S,<). 
If x is an element of a partially ordered set (S,<) such that x < y for 
y s s implies x = y, then x is called a maximal element of (S,<). 
x is a minimal element of (S,<) if y < x for ye S implies y = x. 
For elements x,y,z of a partially ordered set (S,<) the following nota-
tions are used: 
x < y for x < y & x # y; 
y > x for x < y; 
y > x for x < y; 
x < y < z for x < y & y < z; 
x,y < z for x < z & y < z; 
[x,y] for the order interval {zeS; x < z < y}. 
I f X and Y are non-empty subsets of a pa r t i a l l y ordered set ( S , < ) , then 
X is majorized by Y, in formula X < Y, i f x < y holds for a l l xeX and 
y e Y . In that case Y is cal led minorized by X. I f Y is a singleton { y } , 
then we wr i te X < y instead of X < {y } , y is said to be a majorant of X 
then. 
Dually, i f X is a singleton { x } , then we wr i te x < Y instead of {x} < Y 
and x is said to be a minorant of Y. 
A non-empty subset X of ( S , < ) is cal led majorized in ( S , < ) , in formula 
X <, i f there exists a z e s such that X < z, minorized in ( S , < ) , in 
formula < X, i f there exists a y e S such that y < X and bounded, in fo r -
mula < X < , i f X is majorized and minorized at the same time. 
As a consequence, we have that a non-empty subset X is bounded i f and 
only i f there ex is t y,z e S such that X c [y ,z ] . 
Now we can formulate Zorn's lemma, which we give in the fol lowing form. 
1.1. Zorn's lemma. If every chain in a partially ordered set (S, < ) is 
majorized in ( S , < ) then (S, < ) contains at least one maximal element. 
An element x of a partially ordered set (S,<) is called a supremum of a 
non-empty subset X of S if x is a majorant of X and at the same time a 
minorant of the set of all majorants of X, in formula X < x and if X < y 
for some ye S then x < y. It follows from the anti-symmetry of the order 
relation that a supremum is unique. 
The supremum x of X + tf> is denoted by sup X. 
Dually, z e s is called an infimum of X if z is a minorant of X and at the 
same time a majorant of the set of all minorants of X, in formula z < X 
and if y < X for some y e s then y < z. Also an infimum is unique and is 
denoted by inf X. 
1.2. Definit ion. A lattice is a partially ordered set ( S , < ) with the 
property that for all x , y £ S holds that sup {x.,y} and inf {x,y} exist 
in S. 
In the sequel we wr i te x.Vx^V... Vx for sup { x , , x 2 , . . . , x } and 
x,Ax2^...Ax for i n f { x , , x 2 , . . , x } . 
A l a t t i c e ( S , < ) is cal led d i s t r i bu t i ve i f for a l l x , y , zeS holds that 
(xVy)Az = (xAz)V(yAz). 
A l a t t i c e ( S , < ) is d i s t r i bu t i ve i f and only i f for a l l x , y , z£S holds 
that (xAy)Vz = (xVz)A(yvz) (c f . e.g. Birkhoff [1967, I . 6 thm 9 ] . 
1.3. Def in i t ion . A lattice ( S, < ) is called 
(a) (order) complete if sup X and inf X exist in S for every non-empty 
subset X of S. 
(b) Dedekind complete if sup X exists for every majorized subset X of S 
and inf Y exists for every minorized subset Y of S. 
(c) Dedekind a-complete if sup X exists for every majorized countable 
subset X o f S and inf Y exists for every minorized countable subset 
Y of S. 
1.4. Def in i t ion . A distributive lattice ( Sj <) is called a Boolean 
algebra if 1 : = sup S and 0,: = inf S exist and if for every x e S there 
exists a (necessarily unique) x ' e S such that xAx' = 0 and xVx' = 1 . In 
that case x' is called the complement of x. 
2. Par t ia l l y ordered l inear spaces and Riesz spaces 
2 . 1 . Def in i t ion , A tripel ( E J + J < ) is called a (partially) ordered linear 
space if 
(a) (Ej+) is a linear space over H 
(b) (E, <) is a partially ordered set 
(cl) x < y implies x + z < y + z for all x^y^z e E 
(c2) 0 < x and A > 0 implies 0 < Ax for all A e ]R and x e E. 
In the sequel we abbreviate (E,+ , < ) to E for f ixed + and<. 
An element x of a p a r t i a l l y ordered l inear space E is cal led i n f i n i t e l y 
small with respect to 0 < y e E i f n x < y and -nx < y hold for a l l n e n . 
The set of a l l x e E such that x is i n f i n i t e l y small with respect to a 
given 0 < y e E is denoted by IS(y) . We abbreviate u { i s ( y ) ; 0 < y e E) to 
IS(E). E is cal led Archimedean i f IS(E) = {0} . 
2 .2 . Def in i t ion . A partially ordered linear space ( E3+, < ) is called a 
Riesz space if ( E^  < ) -is a lattice. A Riesz space ( E,+, '<) i s called 
dedekind complete if (E3<) is Dedekind complete, and Dedekind a-complete 
if ( Ej< } t s Dedekind a-complete. 
2 . 3 . Propos i t ion . A Riesz space E -is Archimedean if and only if nx < y / o r 
x,y e E and a l l n e IN implies x = 0. 
Proof: ->- : follows d i rec t l y from the de f in i t i on 
+• : i f nx < y and -nx < y hold for certain x e E, 0 < y e E and a l l 
n e]N, then n.sup (x , -x) < y holds for a l l n e fl. Now i t follows from 
sup (x , -x) > x, sup (x , -x) > -x that 2 sup (x , -x) > 0, so sup (x , -x ) > 0. 
Hence sup (x , -x) = 0 or x = 0. 
Next we give some examples of p a r t i a l l y ordered l inear spaces. A l l examples 
which are given here are well known in the l i t e ra tu re and there exists a 
reasonable uniformity in the l i t e ra tu re about a standard name of most of them. 
2.4. Examples. 
2 (a) ]R is the real plane partially ordered componentwise, i.e. 
(x,,x2) < (yi.y2) if *i < Yi and *2 < y2 at tne same time. Provided 
with the usual algebraic operations 1R is a Riesz space, where 
(z,,Zp) = (x, ,x2)V(y,,y2) if z. is the maximum of x. and y. (i = 1,2). 
Note that K is even Dedekind complete. 
(b) (F , lex) is the real plane ordered lexicographicly, i.e. 
(Xj.Xg) < (y1,y2) if [ Xj < yj] or [ x : = y l & x2 < y2] . 
With the usual algebraic operations (F , lex) is a Riesz space which 
2 
is totally ordered. However (K , lex) is not Archimedean, because 
n(0,l) < (1,0) for all n e IN. 
(c) P(1R) is the linear space of all real polynomials on the real axis 
with pointwise linear operations and pointwise partial ordering, i.e. 
x < y in P(R) if x(t) < y(t) for all t e R. 
P(]R) is a partially ordered linear space, which is moreover Archime-
dean. However, P(1R) is not a Riesz space because xVy does not exist 
for x and y incomparable, which obviously exist in P(1R), e.g. x and 
y with x(t) = 1 and y(t) = t for all t e P are incomparable. 
(d) C(X) is the linear space of all continuous real valued functions on 
a topological space X with pointwise linear operations and pointwise 
partial ordering. 
C(X) is an Archimedean Riesz space, but in general not Dedekind com-
plete. If C(X) is Dedekind complete then X is called extremally dis-
connected. 
(e) (cf. e.g. Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, ex.ll.2(ix)]). 
If H is a Hubert space over the complex numbers, with inner product 
(.,.), then by M we denote the real linear space of all bounded Her-
mitean operators on H, provided with the partial ordering given by 
S < T for S,T e x if (Sx,x) < (Tx,x) for all x e H. 
3C is an Archimedean partially ordered linear space. JC is a Riesz 
space only if the dimension of H is 0 or 1. 
(fj (Compare e.g. Aliprantts and Burkinshaw [ 1978, ex. 2.13 (2)]). 
If (X,r,y) is a measure space, i.e. a non-empty set X and a a-field 
r of subsets of X on which is defined a non-negative countably 
additive measure u, then let M(X,y] be the linear space of all real 
measurable functions on X. If we provide M(X,u) with the partial 
ordering given by x < y if x(t) < y(t) for all t e X, then M(X,u,< ) 
is a Dedekind a-complete Riesz space. 
(g) (cf. e.g. Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, ex. 11.2(v)]). If in M(X,u) from 
example (f) x is called equivalent with y (x ^  y) if x = y p-almost 
everywhere, then ^  is an equivalence relation on M(X,u). The linear 
space M(X,y) of all equivalence classes [x] in M(X,y) (natural algebraic 
operations) can be provided with a partial ordering given by [x] < [y] 
if x < y p-almost everywhere. M(X,u,<) is a Dedekind complete Riesz 
space. 
(h) s is the linear space of all sequences of real numbers. With pointwise 
partial ordering s is a Dedekind complete Riesz space. 
(i) b is the linear space of all bounded sequences of real numbers. With 
pointwise partial ordering b is a Dedekind complete Riesz space. 
(j) c is the linear space of all sequences of real numbers which converge. 
With pointwise partial ordering c is an Archimedean Riesz space, which 
is not Dedekind complete, because if A = {(1,0,0,0,...),(1,0,1,0,0,...), 
(1,0,1,0,1,0,0,...), . . . } , then A < (1,1,1,...). however sup A does not 
exist. 
(k) c„ is the linear space of all sequences of real numbers which converge 
to 0. With pointwise partial ordering cQ is a Dedekind complete Riesz 
space. 
(1) cQQ is the linear space of all sequences of real numbers which are 
eventually 0. With pointwise partial ordering cnn is a Dedekind complete 
Riesz space. 
(m) FR is the linear space of all sequences of real numbers which have a 
finite range. With pointwise partial ordering FR is an Archimedean 
Riesz space which is not Dedekind complete, because if A = {(1,0,0,0,...), 
(1,^,0,0,0,. . . ) , (1 , ^ ,0 ,0 , ..),...} then A < (1,1,1,...), however sup A 
does not exist. 
3. Elementary properties of Riesz spaces 
In this section some abbreviations are given, most of which are commonly 
used, further some elementary properties are derived. 
For an element x of a Riesz space E the positive part x of x is defined 
by x = xVO, the negative part x" of x by x~ = (-x)VO and the absolute 
value |x|of x by |x| = xV(-x). 
x is said to be orthogonal to y, or disjoint to y, in formula xiy, if 
|x|A|y| = 0. The orthogonal complement x of a subset X of E is defined by 
A = {y e E; yix for all x G X}; {x} is abbreviated to x . A subset X of 
E and a subset Y of E are said to be orthogonal, or disjoint, in formula 
XIY if xiy for all x e X and y e Y. {x}lY is abbreviated to xlY. 
3.1. Definition. A subset P of a Riesz space E is called a polar of E if 
P = PU. 
It is known that for every subset X of a Riesz space E the equality 
X1 = X111 holds (cf. e.g. Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, thm 19.2(ii)]). 
This implies that every subset of the form A (for some X c E) is a polar 
of E; it is evident that conversely every polar is of this form. Every 
polar of E is a linear subspace of E (cf. e.g. Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, 
thm 14.2]). 
For subsets X and Y of a Riesz space E we use X = {x ; x e X}, 
X" = {x~; x e X} |X| = {|x|; x e X}, X + Y = {x + y; x e X, y e Y}, 
X - Y = {x - y; x e X, y € Y}, XVY = {xVy; x e X, y e Y} and 
XAY = {xAy; x 6 X, y e Y}. We abbreviate {x} + Y to x + Y, similar abbre-
viations are made in the other cases. For A e R we denote {Ax; x e X} by AX. 
In every Riesz space E the equality E = E - E holds (cf. e.g. Schaefer 
[1974, p. 58]). E+ is called the positive cone of E; the elements of E are 
called the positive elements of E. 
3.2. Proposition. For x and y positive elements of a Riesz space E the 
vncluszon x + y c (x + y) holds. 
Proof: If x + y i s for some s e E then from 0 < x, 0 < y it follows that 
x l s and y 1 s. But then also u I s and v i s for all u e x and v e y , 
hence u + v i. s, which implies u + v e (x + y) 
3.3. Theorem, (cf. e.g. Aliprantis and Burkinshaw [ 1978, thm. 1.1], Luxem-
burg and Zaanen [1971, cor. 12.3] and Schaefer [1974,11, prop. 1.4, cor. 1, 
cor. 2 ] ). 
For x,y,Z elements of a Riesz space E we have 
(a) x = x+ - x", |x| = x+ + x~, x+ A x~ = 0 
(b) xvy = -((-x)A(-y)), xAy = -((-x)v(-y)) 
(a) x + (yvz) = (x + y)V(x + z), x + (yAz) = (x + y)A(x + z) 
(d) A(xvy) = (Ax)V(Ay) for all A e IR+ ; |Ax| = \\\\x\forall AGIR 
(e) (xvy)Vz = xv(yvz), (xAy)Az = xA(yAz) 
(f) x + y = xvy + xAy, |x - y| = xvy - xAy 
(9) (x - y) + = x and (x - y)~ = y if xAy = 0 
(h) xiy if and only if |x + -y| = |x - y| 
(i) (Birkhoff's identity) |xvz - yvz| + |xAz - yAz| = |x - y| 
(J) (x + y)Az < (xAz) + (yAz) if x ,y ,z e E+ 
(k) x < y is equivalent to x < y & y" < x~ 
a; ||x| - |y|| < |x + y| < |x| + |y|, (x + y) + < x+ + y+, (x + y)" < x" + y" 
(m) if xi y then |x + y| = |x| + |y|, (x + y) + = x+ + y+, (x + y)" = x" + y" 
(n) 0 < xAy < xvy < x + y tfx,y e E 
The following theorem is frequently used in Riesz space theory. 
3.4. Theorem, (compare e.g. Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, cor. 15.6]) 
(a) (Dominated décomposition property) If x, ,... ,x and y are positive 
elements of a Riesz space E such that y < x, + ... + x holds, then 
there exist y,,... ,y in E such that y = y, + ... + y and y- < x. 
for all i = 1,..,n. 
(b) (Riesz interpolation property) If x,y,z,x,,..,x are positive elements 
of a Riesz space E such that x = y + z = x, + .. + x then there exist 
y^,.. >yn>zi>- • >zn ïn E such that y = y1 + ... + yp and 
z = z-, + ... + z and x. = y- + z- for all i = 1,. . ,n. 
3.5. Theorem, (cf. e.g. Schaefer [ 1974, II thm 1.5]) 
If X is a non-empty subset of a Riesz space E such that sup X exists in E, 
then for every x e E also sup (xAX) exists in E and the equality 
sup (xAX) = xA sup X holds. 
Now we collect some notions of extreme importance in Riesz space theory. 
3.6. Definition. If E is a Riesz space, then 
(a) a linear subspace R of E is called a Riesz subspace of E if for 
x,y e R holds that xAy e R. 
(b) a linear subspace J of E is called an (order) ideal of E if |x| < |y| 
for x e E and y G J implies x e J. 
(a) an ideal B of E is called a band of E if the following holds: 
if X is a subset of B such that sup X exists, then sup X e B. 
(d) an ideal J of E is called a o-band if for every countable subset X 
of J for which sup X exists holds that sup X e J. 
(e) an ideal J of E is called a principal ideal if there exists a z e E 
such that J = {x e E; |x| < Az for some X e R}. 
(f) a band B of E is called a principal band if there exists a z e E SUCTÎ 
t/zat B = z U. 
(g) a band B of E is called a projection band if B + B = E. 
(h) a band B of E which is a principal band and a projection band is called 
a principal projection band. 
For an element z of a Riesz space E the ideal {x e E;|x| < Az for some 
A e K} is called the principal ideal generated by z, and is denoted by I . 
11 The band z is called the principal band generated by z, and is denoted 
by Bz. 
If z is an element of a Riesz space E, then the set IS(z) of all infinitely 
smalls with respect to z (cf. sect. 2) is an ideal of E, because if 
x,y e IS(z) and A,y e ]R then for all n e IN we have n|x| < z and n|y| < z 
hence,f or all ne]N,n|A||x|<zandn|y||y|<z, son|A||x| + n|y||y| < 2z, 
which implies that n| Ax + yy| < n| A| |x | + n|y||y| < z holds for all n e IN, 
hence Ax + yy e IS(z). If x e IS(z) and |y| < |x|, then also n|y|<z for 
all n e IN, hence y e IS(z). Also IS(E) is an ideal in E, which can be proved 
likewise. 
Note that for a Riesz subspace R of a Riesz space E also xVy e R whenever 
x and y are in R. Hence, any Riesz subspace R of a Riesz space E, with the 
linear space structure and the order structure inherited from E, is a Riesz 
space by itself. Note further that every ideal is a Riesz subspace. 
It follows from Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, thm 19.2(i)] that every polar 
of a Riesz space E is a band; the converse implication holds under the 
additional assumption that E is Archimedean (cf. Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, 
thm 22.3] ). 
As an immediate consequence of the definitions we have (cf. Luxemburg and 
Zaanen [ 1971, thm 17.4] ). 
3.7. Theorem. Any arbitrary non-empty set-theoretic intersection of Riesz 
subspaces (or ideals, or bands, or polars) is a Riesz subspace (or an ideal, 
or a band, or a polar). 
ByL(E), respectively R(E), 1(E), B(E), F(E) we denote the set of all linear 
subspaces, respectively Riesz subspaces, ideals, bands, polars of E, each 
partially ordered by inclusion. 
As a consequence of thm 3.7 all these sets form lattices under their or-
dering. For, the infimum fo two elements is the intersection of these ele-
ments, the supremum of two elements is the intersection of all linear sub-
spaces, respectively Riesz subspaces, ideals, bands, polars of E which 
contain these two elements. 
It is also an immediate consequence of thm 3.7 that all these lattices are 
complete, moreover 1(E), B(E) and P(E) are distributive (cf. Schaefer [ 1974, 
II prop. 2.31 for 1(E), Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, thm 22.6] forB(E), and 
e.g. Bernau [1965 a, thm 1] for f(E)); 1(E) andR(E) are not distributive in 
general. 
We give a simple example for 11(E): Take E = IR , R = {(x.,xJ e E; x, = x„}, 
S = {(xjj^e E; Xj e R ] , T = {(0,x2) e E; x2 e R} then (RVS)A(RVT) = E, 
but RV(SAT) = R,if supremum and infimum in A(E) are denoted by V and A 
respectively.P(E) is a complete Boolean algebra (cf. Sik [1956 ] or Bernau 
[1956a ]);I(E) and B(E) in general are not. 
3.8. Definition. An ideal J of an Archimedean Riesz space E is called order 
dense if for all f s E with 0 < f there exists a g e J with 0 < g < f. 
In some representation theories of Riesz spaces the following two notions 
play an important role. (cf. [Schaefer, III def. 2.1, II def. 3.2]). 
3.9. Definition. An ideal J of a Riesz space E is called a prime ideal if 
x e E,y e E and xAy e J imply x e J or y e J. 
3.10. Definition. An ideal M of a Riesz space E is called a maximal 
ideal if M =£ E and there is no ideal in E properly between M and E 
(i.e. any ideal J such that M c J C E holds, satisfies either J = M 
or J = Ej. 
3.11. Definition, (cf. A.L. Peressini [1967, chap II, prop. 5.13b ]) 
A Riesz space E is called countably bounded if E contains a countable 
subset C with the property that for each x e E there exist e G C and 
A e ]R such that x < Ae. E is called bounded if there exists an e e E 
such that for each x e E there exists a A € ]R such that x < Ae. In 
the last case e is called a strong order unit of E. 
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It is evident that every bounded Riesz space is countably bounded; the 
converse does not hold, for the Riesz space c Q 0 of all sequences of real 
numbers with only a finite number of components not equal to 0, is count-
ably bounded (let C be the subset of c Q 0 whose elements are (1,0,0,0,..), 
(2,2,0,0,..), (3,3,3,0,...) ), but c Q 0 is not bounded. 
In a bounded Riesz space E the order unit e has the property that e = {0}, 
for if xle, then, if |x| < Xe, we have |x|AXe = 0, which implies x = 0. 
3.12. Definition. A Riesz space E is called weakly bounded if there exists 
an e £ E with the property that e = {0} . In that oase e is called a weak 
order unit of E. 
It is evident that every bounded Riesz space is weakly bounded and every strong 
order unit is a weak order unit. The converse does not hold because the 
Riesz space E of all sequences of real numbers has a weak order unit 
e = (1,1,1,...), but no stronn order unit. 
The foregoing two examples can serve to demonstrate that a Riesz space E 
can be countably bounded without being weakly bounded, and weakly bounded 
without being countably bounded. 
The following theorem gives an important characterization of bounded 
Archimedean Riesz spaces. 
3.13. Theorem (cf. e.g. Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, thm 27.6]). 
The intersection of all maximal ideals of a bounded Archimedean Riesz space 
consists of the zero element only. 
3.14. Definition. A Riesz space E is said to have the projection property 
(abbreviated to PPj if every band of E is a projection band. E is said 
to have the principal property (abbreviated to PPPJ if every principal 
band of £ is a (principal) projection band. 
Now we can state an important theorem for Riesz spaces. 
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3.15. Theorem (cf. Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, thm 25.1]) 
With obvious notational abbreviations the following implications hold in 
any Riesz space E. 
<* Ded. a-complete ^  
Ded. compl. ^  PPP =» Arch. 
PP ** 
No implication in the converse direction holds; further E can have PP 
without being Dedekind a-complete and conversely; Dedekind a-completeness 
and PP together imply Dedekind completeness. 
F ina l l y , we discuss b r i e f l y the notion of la tera l completeness. 
3.16. Definit ion. A Riesz space E is called (conditionally) lateral complete 
if for every (bounded) set D in E of pairwise disjoint elements sup D exists 
in E. 
We remark that the notion of lateral completeness was already defined in 
Nakano [1950] for Dedekind complete Riesz spaces. 
A fundamental breakthrough was achieved by Veksler and Geiler [1972] , who 
proved that every Archimedean conditionally lateral complete Riesz space has 
PP. Futher contributions are by Aliprantis and Burkinshaw [1977], Bernau 
[ 1966] , [ 1975] , [ 1976] , Bleier [ 1976] , Conrad [ 1969] , Fremlin [ 1972] , Jakubik 
[1975] , [ 1978] and Wickstead [ 1979] . 
For a Riesz space E lateral completeness and being Archimedean are indepen-
2 
dent properties, for (]R , lex) is lateral complete but not Archimedean, 
C[0,1] is Archimedean but not lateral complete. 
For an Archimedean Riesz space E lateral completeness and Dedekind complete-
ness are independent properties, because the Riesz space of all bounded 
sequences of real numbers is Dedekind complete, but not lateral complete. 
The Riesz space E of all real functions on ]R which are right locally 
constant in every te]R, (i.e. x e E i f for all t e K there exists an 
E > 0 such that x is constant in [ t,t + e)) is an example of a lateral 
complete Riesz space, which is not Dedekind complete. Aliprantis and 
Burkinshaw [1978, ex. 23.30] and Wickstead [1979] give examples of such 
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a Riesz space; especially the example in Aliprantis and Burkinshaw [1978] 
is rather complicated. 
3.17. Proposition. Every Dedekind complete Riesz space E is conditionally 
lateral complete. 
Proof: Evident 
3.18. Proposition. Every lateral complete Riesz space E contains weak 
order units. 
Proof: Lets be the set of all subsets X of E of pairwise disjoint elements. 
S * <t>, for {0} e s . We supposes to be ordered by inclusion. Application 
of Zorn's lemma gives that there exists a maximal element M in S. Now 
e: = sup M i s a weak order unit of E, because eix for some x * 0 would 
imply that S could be enlarged with |x|, contradiction. 
3.19. Definition. A Riesz space which is Dedekind complete and at the same 
time lateral complete is called universally complete or inextensible. 
Universally complete Riesz spaces are very important in Riesz space theory; 
every Archimedean Riesz space admits a unique universal completion (cf. e.g. 
Conrad [ 1971] ). 
4. Linear operators 
In this section, E and F are arbirary Riesz spaces. The zero operator 
from E to F will be denoted by 0. The identity operator on E will be 
denoted by I^, or simply by I. For a linear operator T from E to F the 
nullspace N(T) is defined by N(T) = {x e E; Tx = 0}. A linear operator 
T from E to F is called positive, in formula T > 0, if T(E+) c F+ . 
By £(E,F) we denote the linear space of all linear operators 
from E to F, provided with the partial ordering S < T if and only if 
T - S > 0, the socalled operator ordering. 
In the case E = F the space £(E,F) can be given moreover an algebra 
structure by composition. In that case £(E,F) is a partially ordered 
algebra, i.e. an algebra which is at the same time a partially ordered 
linear space, such that the product of two positive elements is posi-
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five again. A linear operator T e £(E,F) is called a Jordan operator 
if T is the difference of two positive linear operators. The class 
£ (E,F)of Jordan operators is a linear subspace of £(E,F). £ (E,F) is a 
partially ordered linear space under the operator ordering and in the 
case E = F a partially ordered algebra. A linear operator T from E to 
F is called order bounded if the image of every order bounded subset 
of E under T is an order bounded subset of F. Also the class £ (E,F) of 
all order bounded linear operators is a linear subspace of £(E,F) and a 
partially ordered linear space under the operator ordering and in the 
case E = F a partially ordered algebra under composition. 
4.1. Lemma. A mapping t from E to Y which satisfies 
(&) t(x + y) = t(x) + t(y) for all x, y e E+ 
(b) t(Ax) = At(x) for all'x e E and X > 0 admits a unique extension to 
a linear operator T from E to F. If moreover the range of t is con-
tained in F , then T is positive. 
Proof: Let T: E -*- F be defined by Tx = t(x+) - t(x"), then T is a linear 
operator, which is an extension of t. If s is another linear operator which 
is an extension of t, then sx = sx - sx = t(x ) - t(x~) = Tx, hence S = T. 
If t(E+) c F+ then T(E+) c F+, hence T is positive. 
4.2. Theorem, (cf. e.g. Schaefer [1974, IV prop. 1.2 ]). For a linear 
operator T from a Riesz space E to a Riesz space F for the assertions 
(a) J exists in £(E,F) 
(b) T is a Jordan operator 
(c) T is order bounded 
holds that (a) =* (b), (b) => (c). In the case F is Dedekind complete all 
assertions are equivalent. 
4.3. Theorem. (Riesz-Kantorovic, cf. e.g. Schaefer [ 1974, IV prop. 1.3 ]). 
If E and F are Riesz spaces and F is Dedekind complete, then £ fE,F) is 
a Dedekind complete Riesz space, in which sup T /orTc£ (E,F) such that 
T < is given by (sup T)(x) = sup { T ^ + ... + T ^ ; {Ty ... , Tp} finite 
subset of T, x,, ... , x > 0-and x = x, + ... + xn) (x > 0) 
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Krengel [ 1963 ] gives an example of a Jordan operator T from C [ -1, 1 ] 
to C[-l,l ] for which T does not exist. No answer seems to have been 
given in the literature to the question whether PP for F is already 
sufficient to garantee that £ (E,F) is a Riesz space. 
The following example shows that PP is not sufficient. 
4.4. Example. If E is the Riesz subspace of s generated by e = (1,1,1,...) 
and cQ0, then E, with the Riesz space structure induced by s, is an 
Archimedean Riesz space, namely the Riesz space of all eventually constant 
real sequences. Note that e is a strong order unit of E. 
If for all m e IN the element e of E is defined by e (n) = & for all 
m
 J
 nr ' m,n 
n e w (where S is the Kronecker function), then the elements e,e,,e?)... 
form a basis B of E. Let a linear operator T from E to'FR be given by 
Te = 0, Te, = e, and Te = - e
 r e , for all n>2. 
1 1 n n n n-1 n-1 
For an element y e FR we write y or (y) in stead of y(n) (n e IN). 
Let 0 < x e E be arbitrary, say 
CO 
x = Ae + 2 x.e., then A > 0 and A. >-X for all i e IM; almost 
i=l n n 1 
all A. are equal to 0. 
T is a Jordan operator, because T = I - (i-T), where I is the canonical 
embedding operator from E into FR, and I-T is positive because 
00 00 oo A . A . 
(I -T)x = Ae + 2 x.e. - s A, Te, = Ae + s (x.e. + — e. , - y 1 e,), 
i=2 n n i=2 1 n i=2 ! n i-1 1_i n n 
so for n e II we have ((I - T)x)n = A + \(^-) + Xn+1(£) > A - A ( ^ ) - A(±) = 0. 
Suppose T + exists in £ (E,FR), then for all n e u we have T en > (Ten) = - en, 
hence (T+e ) > - 6n m for all m e IN. v
 n'm n n,m 
n v n' n n' 
If for certain pair (N,M) e IN x IN holds that H * M and (T e ) > 0, then 
let S e £J(E,FR) be defined by (Se) = (T+e) for all m * M, 
rn m 
(se)M = (T+e)M - (T +e N) M, (sen)m = (T +e n) m for all (n,m) e u x « such that 
(n,m) * (N,M) and (SeN)M = 0. 
S > 0 because for all m * M we have (Sx) = (T x)„ > 0 and 
x
 'm v 'm 
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(sx)M = A(Se)M + ^ X ^ S e ^ = A(Se)M + ^ A ^ s e ^ + XN(seN)M 
on 00 
<T+e>M - X ( T \ > M + ^ V T + e i>M = (T +(A e - . ^ XTT+ei - ^ » M * ° = X( 
'M ' H ' M 
S > T because for all m * M we have (Sx)m = (T x) m > (Tx)m and 
(sx)M= x(se) M + ^ xi(sei)M = A(se)M+ X M ( s e M ) M + .^ xi(sei)M 
i*M 
CO 
= M s e M ) M + X(S(e - e M)) M + XM(seM)M + ^ Xi(Sei)M > X(SeM)M + XM(SeM)M > 
i^M
 > - y i + v = 
M M v 'M 
S < T + because for m * M we have (Sx)m = (T x) m and 
oo ó> 
(SX)M = x<Se>M + .x=l M S e i ) M = x(T+e>M - x < T + e A + ^ M S e i ) M + V S e A 
i*N 
X(T+e)M- X ^ e ^ + ^ X ^ T + e . ^ 
-U 
i^ N 
s < T+, because 0 = (SeH)M < (T+eN)M. 
It follows that for all n,m e fi that (T+e ) = 0 if n * m. 
+ n mi l 
If for certain K e fi we have that (T eR) > ±, then let R e £J(E,FR) be 
such that (Re)n = (T+e)n for n * K, (ReL. = i , Re„ = T+e„ for all n * K 
1 n n iv is. n n 
and
 ^ K = K V 
R > 0, because (Rx) = (T x) for all n * K and 
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( R X ) K = X(Re)K + ^ X. (He. ) K = X(Re)K + ^ X.(He. ) K + XK(ReK)R 
= *(*>K + j j VT+en>K + V R e A = ïï + r > è - I - °-
i#K 
oo 
R> T because (Rx)n = (T+x)n > (Tx)n for n * K and (Rx)R-= X(Re)K + s ^ ( R e ^ 
co 
X(ReK)K + X(R(e - e R)) K + ^ X. (Re. ) R + XK(ReK)K> X(ReR)K + XK(ReR)K > 
co 
R < T+ because (Rx)n = (T+x)n for all n * K and (Rx)R = X(Re)R + _2 Xi(Rei)K = 
^
+ r <(X
 + XK)(T+eK)K< 
co 
X(T+eK)K + X(T+(e - e K)) K + XK(T+eK)K + ^ X^\)K = 
co co 
X(r\)K + X(T+(e - e K)) K + £ X . ( ? + e . ) K - X(T+e)K + ^ x.(T+e.)K = (T+x)K 
R < ï+ because i = (ReK)K < (T +e K) r 
It follows that (T+eJ = ^  for all n e u . v
 n n n 
If for certain p e M w e have (T+e)p > (T+ep)p, then letw e £ (E,FR) be such 
that (We)n = (T+e)n for all n * p, (we) = \ and Wep = T+en for all n e w . 
CO 
W > 0 because for n i= p we have (Wx) = X(we) + s A. (We.) = 
CO CO 
(T + x) n > 0 and (wx)p = X(we)p + _ï X . f w e ^ = £ + s X . ( T + e . ) p = 
£ + M T V p = F + r>0 ' 
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W > T because (Wx) = (T+x) > (T-x) for all n * p and 
(Wx)p = x(We)p + 2 A^We.^ = | + / > F+i p P = (Tx) 
w < T + because (Wx)„ = (T+x)n for n # p and (Wx)„ = X(We)„ + 2 A.(We. 
oo oo 
= A
 + 2 \(T+e.)F < A(T+e)p + 2 X.(T+e.)p = (T+x)p. 
w < T + because ^  = (We)p < (T+e)p. 
It follows that (T+e) = - for all n e]N, but this is in contradiction 
n n+ + 
with the finite range of T e, hence T does not exist. 
Note that FR is not Dedekind complete, but FR has PP (Aliprantis and 
Burkinshaw [ 1978, Ex. 2.13 (3) ]). 
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Chapter II 
SOME TYPES OF CONVERGENCE 
In this chapter three types of convergence are given; some attention is 
paid to the relations between them and finally continuity of linear 
operators with respect to these types of convergence is defined. 
5. Sequences in Riesz spaces 
In this section E is an arbitrary Riesz space. 
A sequence in E is a mapping f from IN to E. A sequence f in E is called 
increasing, in formula tf, if f(n) < f(n+l) holds for all n G IN , and 
decreasing, in formula 4if, if f(n) > f(n + 1) holds for all n e H . 
We write ftx if tf and sup f(N) = x, fl-y if if and inf f(!N) = y. 
The class of all sequences in E is denoted by seq(E). On seq(E) we define 
a linear structure by (f+g)(n) = f(n) + g(n), (Af)(n) = Af(n) for all n e IN, 
if X e F and f,g G seq(E). 
A partial ordering on seq(E) is defined by f < g if and only if f(n) < g(n) 
for all n e IN. (seq(E), < ) is a Riesz space in which (fvg)(n) = f(n)Vg(n) 
for all n e ]N. 
In the sequel (seq(E), < ) is abbreviated to seq(E). 
For x e E and f G seq(E) we define x + f G seq(E) by (x+f)(n) = x + f(n) 
for all n e IN . 
The sequence in E with range {0} is denoted by 0. 
For f G seq(E) and n G ]N we write occasionally f or (f) instead of f(n). 
If f is a sequence in E and a: IN ^  IN is a strictly increasing function, 
then the sequence f°c is called a subsequence of f. 
By n(E) we denote the power set of E, i.e. the set {X; X c E}. 
6. Order convergence 
The first type of convergence we discuss is order convergence. 
In this section E is an arbitrary Riesz space. 
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We define a mapping °L, called order limit, from seq(E) to n(E) which 
assigns to f e seq(E) the element of n(E) consisting of all x e E such 
that there exists a g e seq(E) with the property that |f - x| < g and 
g;o. 
In the case °Lf i=<t>, it is well known (cf. e.g. Luxemburg and Zaanen 
[1971, thm 16.1 (i) ]) that there exists exactly one x e E such that 
Lf = {x}. In that case f is called order convergent, or more precisely, 
order convergent to x, and we write Lf = x. 
6.1. Theorem (compare Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, thm 16.1 ]). 
For f,g e seq(E) and x,y e E, A,y e R it holds that 
(a) if ftx or f4-x then Lf = x 
(b) if t'f or 4-f and Lf = x then ftx or f4-x respectively 
(c) if °Lf = x and °Lg = y, then °L(Af + yg) = Ax + yy 
(d) if °Lf = x and °Lg = y then °L(fVg) = xVy and °L(fAg) = xAy 
(e) if f' is a subsequence of f and Lf = x then Lf' = x 
(f) if 0 < f < g and °Lg = 0 then °Lf = 0 
From this theorem it follows that the class of all order convergent 
sequences is a Riesz subspace of seq(E),and the class of all sequences 
order convergent to 0 is an ideal of seq(E). 
6.2. Theorem (compare Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, sxc. 16.10 ]) 
For a Riesz space E the following assertions are equivalent 
(a) E is Archimedean 
(b) if for x e E, A e R, f e seq(E) and a e seq(R) holds that °Lf = x and 
°La = A, then °L(af) = Ax. 
Proof: (a) -*• (b) : There exists a sequence g in E such that |f - x[ < g 
and g4-0. If aQ = sup |a(W)|, then we have for all n e 1*4 that 
0 < |a(n)f(n) - Ax| < |a(n)f(n) - a(n)x| + |a(n)x -Ax|. 
Further it holds that |af - ax| < aQg and acg4-0, hence by thm 6.1 (f) it 
follows that °L(|af - ax|) = 0. 
We also have that L(|ax - Ax|) = 0. 
By thm 6.1 (c) it follows now that °L(|af - ax| + |ax - Ax|) = 0. One more 
application of thm 6.1 (f) gives °L(|af - Ax|) = 0, hence °L(af) = Ax. 
(b) -* (a): Suppose nx < y for certain x,y e E and all n e |J. If f,g e seq(E) 
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and a e seqQR) are such that f(n) = x, g(n) = y and a(n) = — for all 
n e u , then °La = 0, hence °L(ag) = Oy = 0. 
From 0 < f < ag it follows now by thm 6.1(f) that Lf = 0, hence x = 0. 
7. Regulator convergence 
In this section E is an arbitrary Riesz space. We define a mapping L, 
called regulator limit, from the Cartesian product seq(E) x E to 11(E) 
which assigns to (f,u) e seq(E) x E the element of 11(E) consisting of 
all x e E such that for all e > 0 there exists an N e IN such that 
|f(n) - x| < eu holds for all n > N . 
L(f,u) is called the regulator limit of f with respect to regulator u. 
For u{rL(f,u); u e E+} we write rLf. 
If for some pair (f,u) e seq(E) x E there is anx e E such that 
Y* Y* 
{x} = L(f,u), then we write x = L(f,u). 
f e seq(E) is called regulator convergent if Lf * $ . 
It follows directly from the definitions that for all u e E holds that 
L(0,u) = IS(u). If u is a strong order unit of E, then L(0,u) = IS(E), 
because if n|x| < y for some x e E, y e E and all n e j|, and m e IN is 
such that y < mu, then n|x| < mu for ail n G IN, hence n|x| < u for ail 
n e | , so x e IS(u). Hence, IS(u) = IS(E). 
7.1. Theorem (compare Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, thm 16.2 (ii) ]) 
If x and y are elements of a Riesz space E and if f ,g e seq(E) such that 
x € Lf and y £ Lg., then 
(a) Ax + uy e rL(Af + yg) for all A,y G M. 
(b) xVy e rL(fVg) and xAy € rL(fAg) 
r r 
(a) if f' is a subsequence of f and Lf = x then Lf' = x 
(d) if 0 < f < g and 0 € rLg then 0 G rLf. 
From this theorem it follows that the class of all regulator convergent 
sequences is a Riesz subspace of seq(E) and the class of all sequences 
which are regulator convergent to 0, is an ideal of seq(E). 
+ r 
7.2. Proposition, !ƒ x e E, u e E and f e seq(E) such that x e L(f,u) 
then rL(f,u) = x + IS(u). 
Proof: if z e IS(u), then by definition n|z| < u for all n e u . 
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x G rL(f,u), hence for all e > 0 there exists anw G IN such that 
|f(n) - x| < EU holds for all n > N . If e > 0 then for all n e IN such 
1 that n > max (N 1 , entier (•*-)) we have that 
|f(n) - (x + z)| < |f(n) - x| + |z| < Jeu + leu = eu, hence x + z e rL(f,u). 
Conversely, if y G L(f,u), then for all e > 0 there exists anM G IN such 
that |f(n) - y| < eu holds for all n > M . 
Let e > 0. For all n > max (Nj , Mt ) we have that 
|x - y| < |f(n) - x| + |f(n) - y| < Jeu + Jeu = eu, hence x - y G L(0,U) = 
IS(u). 
7.3. Example. If E = (F , lex), u = (0,1) and f G seq(E) is such that 
f(n) = (0»i) for all n e IN, then rL(f,u) = {0} because 0 G rL(f,u) and 
IS(u) = {0}. However IS(E) = {(0,A); XG]R}. 
Note that rL(f,(l,l)) = IS(E) because (1,1) is a strong order unit of E. 
7.4. Proposition. If x G E and f G seq(E) such that x 6 rLf, ifosn 
rLf = x + IS(E). 
Proof: if z e IS(E), then there exists a y e E such that n|z| < y holds 
for all n e IN. x e rLf implies that there exists a u e E such that for 
all e > 0 there exists anN e ]N such that |f(n) - x| < eu holds for all 
n > N . If e > 0 then for all n > N we have that 
e e 
|f(n) - (x + z)| < |f(n) - x| + |z| < eu + ey = e(u + y), hence 
x + z G ri.f. 
r r 
Conversely, if y s Lf, then by thm 7.1.(a) we have x - y e L0, hence 
x - y e IS(E). 
7.5. Theorem. A Riesz space E is Archimedean if and only if for X G E 
r r 
and f e seq(E) it follows from x G Lf that x = Lf. 
Proof: -> if x,y e rLf, then x - y e rL0 = IS(E) = {0}, hence x = y. 
+• 0 e rL0, hence {0} = rL0 = 0 + IS(E) = IS(E) by prop. 7.4. 
7.6. Theorem (cf. e.g. Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, thm 16.2 (i) ]). 
V» 
In an Archimedean Riesz space E it follows from X= Lf for xG Land 
f G seq (E) that x = °Lf. 
+ r If E is an Archimedean Riesz space and f G seq(E), u, v G E , then L(f,u) 
can be different from rL(f,v) if u * v. A simple example to demonstrate 
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this is E = F, f(n) = ^  for all n e U , u = 1, v = 0, then rL(f,u) = 0 , 
r n 
however L(f,v) = 0. 
Note that in any Riesz space E we have L(f,0) + 0 for f e seq(E) if 
and only if f is eventually constant in E. 
7.7. Definition (cf. e.g. Luxemburg and Zaanen [ 1971, def. 39.1, def. 
39.3 and def. 42.1 ] ). 
If u G E and f e seq(E) such that for all e > 0 there exists an N efj 
suah that for all n,m > N holds that |f(m) - f(n)| < eu, t/zew f -is called 
a U-Cauchy sequence in E. 
f £ se.q(E) is called a regulator Cauchy sequence in £ if f is a u-Cauchy 
sequence in E for some u e E . 
E is called u-completeif for every u-Cauchy sequence f in £ holds that 
L(f,u) =£0. E is called regulator complete if E is U-complete for every 
ueE+. 
7.8. Theorem (cf. Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, p. 281 (ii)]). 
For every Riesz space E the following assertions are equivalent 
(a) E is Dedekind o-complete 
(b) E has PPP and E is regulator complete. 
7.9. Theorem (cf. Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, p. 281 (ii) ]). 
For every Riesz space E the following assertions are equivalent 
(a) E is dedekind complete 
(b) E has PP and E is regulator complete. 
7.10. Theorem (cf. Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, thm 43.1 ] ). 
The Riesz space C(X) is regulator complete for any topological space X. 
8. Characteristic convergence 
The third notion of convergence we define here is the notion of character-
istic convergence, which seems to be new. In this section E is an arbitrary 
Riesz space. 
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Let CL be the mapping, called characteristic limit, from seq(E) to n(E), 
which assigns to f e seq(E) the element of n(E) consisting of all x e E 
such that there exists a (countable) subset {P ; n e H } of the Boolean 
algebra J>(E) of all polars of E such that f(n) - x e p for all n e IN , 
P
 1 c p for all n e IN and n {p ; n e n } = {o}, f is called character-
istic convergent if cLf f <t>. If cLf = {x} for some x e E then we shall 
write Lf = x. 
8.1. Lemma, If {P ; n e IN } and {Q ; n e M } are (countable) subsets of 
P(E) such that Pn+1 c P^, Q n + 1 c Q^ for all n e n and n {Pp; n e IN } 
= n {Pn; n e H } = n {Qn; n e IN } = {0}, then n {(Pn + Qn)1-L ; n e IN } = {0}. 
Proof: We shall denote suprema and infima in p(E) by V and A respectively. 
Now we have for P, Q e P(E) that PAQ = P n Q, PVQ = (P u Q) 1 1 = (P + Q) 1 1 
(cf. e.g. Bernau [1965 a, proof of thm 1 ] ). 
Let N e IN . It follows from Bigard, Keime! and Wolfenstein [1977, prop. 
3.2.16 ] that n {(Pn + Q n ) i i ; n e fl } = n {(Pn + QJ 1 1 ; n e IN , n > N} 
C n {(PN + Q n ) U ; n e W } = A { P N V Q n ; n £ W } = V ( A { Q n ; n e W D 
= PjjV{0} = P I t follows that n {(Pn + Qn) i i ; n e N}c n {p^; N e fl } = {0}, 
hence n {(Pn + Q n ) i i ; n e ]N } = {0}. 
8.2. Theorem, !ƒ f e seq(E) -is characteristic convergent then Lf = x /or 
some x G E. 
Proof: Suppose x, y e Lf, then there exist (countable) subsets 
{Pp; n e H } and {Qn; n e j \ } of f(E) such that f(n) - x e Pn> f(n) - y e Qn, 
Pn+1 C Pn and Qn+1 c Qn for a11 n e IN and n {p^; n e H } = n {Qn; n e H } 
= {0}. Now we have x - y = f(n) - y - (f(n) - x) e Pn + Qn c (P + Q J11 
for all n e n . From the foregoing lemma it follows that x = y. 
8.3. Theorem. If x, y e E and f, g e seq(E) are such that x = Lf and 
y = cLg, then 
(a) cL(Xf + ug) = Xx + yy 
(b) cL(fVg) = xVy and CL(fAg) = xAy 
(c) x = Lf' for every subsequence f' o/ f. 
(d) cLg = 0 if 0 < g < f and CLf = 0. 
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Proof: Let {P ; n e IN } be a (countable) subset ofP(E) such that 
f(n) - x e Pn, g(n) - y e Qn> Pn+1 c Pn and Q n + 1 c Qn for all n e N , 
n {Pn; n e w } = n {Qn; n e IN } = {0}. 
(a) |Xf + yg - (Xx + yy)| < |X(f - x) | + |y(g - y)|, hence for all n e H 
|Xf(n) + yg(n) - (Xx + yy)| e Pp + Qn c (Pn + Q^ 1 1. From (Pn+1 + Q n + 1 ) u 
c (Pn + Qn)iJ- for all n e IN and lemma 8.1 it follows that cL(Xf + yg) 
= Xx + yy 
(b) From Birkhoff's identity (thru 3.3 (i)) and (a) it follows that for 
all n e IN we have |(f(n) - g(n))+ - (x - y ) + | < |f(n) - g(n) - (x - y) | 
G
 (Pn + \ ^ ' nence °L^ ~ 9)+ = (x " y) + - 0ne more application of 
(a) gives cL((f - g) + g) = (x - y) + y, hence cL(fVg) = xVy. 
cL(fAg) = xAy follows similarly. 
(a) If a: H •* H is a strictly increasing function, then n {P . .; n € N } 
= {0}
'
 Pa(n+1) C Pa(n) for a11 n e ^ and (f»a)(n) - x e Pa(n) for all 
n e IN , hence cL(f°a) = x. 
(d) For all n e IN we have 0 < g(n) < f(n) e P , hence cLg = 0. 
It follows from this theorem that the class of all characteristic con-
vergent sequences in E is a Riesz subspace of seq(E), moreover the class 
of all sequences which are characteristic convergent to 0 is an ideal of 
seq(E). 
9. Comparison of convergences of sequences 
In this section we compare the foregoing three types of convergence. 
In this section E is an arbitrary Riesz space. 
The relation between order convergence and regulator convergence for 
sequences has been studied in Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, §16 ] . 
Their main results are the following. 
9.1. Definition. A Riesz apace E is called order convergence stable if 
for any f e seq(E) with flO there exists a 0 < a e seq(R)3 such that 
ta, {a(n); n e W is not majorized and L(af) = 0. 
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9.2. Theorem. An Archimedean Riesz space E is order convergence stable 
if and only if every order convergent sequence in E is also regulator 
convergent. 
9.3. Theorem. Every regulator convergent sequence f in an Archimedean 
r o 
Riesz space E is also order convergent, moreover Lf = Lf. 
9.4. Example. The condition that E is Archimedean cannot be omitted 
in the foregoing theorem, because in example 7.3 we have L(f,u) = IS(E) 
for some f e seq(E) and u e E , while IS(E) is not a singleton. 
9.5. Theorem. If for f e seq(E) and x,y e E holds that Lf = x 
and Lf = y then x = y. 
Proof: It is sufficient to show that if cLf = 0 and °Lf = x then x = 0. 
There exists a g e seq(E) such that |f - x| < g and gJ-0, hence 
f(n) e [x - g(n), x + g(n) ] for all n efli. 
For a l l n e IN we have [x - g(n + 1 ) , x + g(n + 1) ]. c [ x - g(n) , x + g(n)] 
and n [x - g(n) , x + g(n) ] = { x } . 
On the other hand f(n) e p with P e D(E) such that P
 ±1 c P for all v
 ' n n • v ' n+1 n 
n e h and n{Pn; n G IN} = {0}. 
It follows now that x = 0. 
9.6. Example. Not every characteristic convergent sequence f in a Riesz 
space E is automatically order convergent. If E = C[0,1 ] and f e seq(E) 
is such that (f(n))(t) = -n2t + n if t e [0,n_1 ] and (f(n))(t) = 0 if 
t e [n_1,l ] for all n e l , then n{f( n) i i; n e JO = {0}, f(n) e f(n) U 
and f(n + l) 1 1 c f(n)11 for all n e IN, hence cLf = 0. 
But Lf = 0 because (f(n); n e IM} is not bounded. 
Next we show that regulator convergence and characteristic convergence 
do not imply each other. 
If in an arbitrary Archimedean Riesz space E * {0} we have x > 0, then 
the sequence f in E with f(n) = n x for all n e IN is regulator conver-
gent to {0} (regulator x). 
Suppose that f is characteristic convergent, then f is characteristic 
convergent to {0} by thms 9.3 and 9.5. 
However, f(n) = (— x) = x for all n e IN, hence f is not characteris-
tic convergent to {0}, contradiction. 
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Conversely, if E is the (Dedekind complete) Riesz space of all sequences 
x of real numbers with componentwise linear operations and componentwise 
partial ordering, such that |x| is bounded by a real multiple of 
r = (1,2,3,...) and f is the sequence in E such that 
f(n) = (1,2,3,..,n,0,0,0,..) for all n e]\|, then, if g = f - r, we have 
f(n) - r e g(n)iJ-, g(n + 1 ) U c g ( n ) U for all n,£K and 
n{g(n) n ; n e IN} = {0}, hence cLf = r. 
Suppose f is regulator convergent, then Lf = r by thms 9.3 and 9.5. 
If u is the corresponding regulator, say u < Ar, then certainly Ar is 
regulator, but then also r is regulator. 
It follows that for all e > 0 there exists a H e fi such that for all 
n > N£ it holds that |f(n) - r| < er; however, if we take e=i, then 
there does not exist a n e u such that for all n > N holds that 
|f(n) - r\ < |r, because this would imply that f(n) > |r for n > N, 
contradiction. 
Hence, f is not regulator convergent. 
From the foregoing it follows that order convergence does not imply 
characteristic convergence. 
10. Some notions of ideals 
In the sequel we need some carefully chosen notions of ideals, which are 
defined below. 
In this section E is an arbitrary Riesz space. 
For an element x e E we write I = {y e E; |y| < Ax for some A e R } 
(sect. 3). 
10.1. Definition. A d—ideal of a Riesz spaoe E is an ideal J of E with the 
property that x = y and xe J; y e E imply y G J. 
The notion of d-ideal seems to have been introduced by Ball [1975 ] under 
the name full convex Jl-subgroup. 
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10.2. Proposition, (cf. Ball [1975, thm 1.1 (ii)] ) An ideal J of a Riesz 
space E is a d-ideal if and only if x c J for every x e J. 
10.3. Proposition. Every band B of a Riesz space E is a d-ideal. 
Proof: if x e B, y e E and x = y , then by Luxemburg and Zaanen 
[1971, thm 24.7 (ii)] it holds that |y| = sup{|y| A n|x|; n G M }. For all 
n e Uwe have |y| A n|x| e B, hence also |y| e B, so y e B. 
10.4. Example. Not every d-ideal of a Riesz space is a band. Let E be the 
Archimedean Riesz space of all continuous functions x on a locally compact 
Hausdorff space S, which is not compact. If J is the ideal of E consisting 
of all x e E which have a compact support, then J is a d-ideal of E, 
because if y e x for x e J, then the support of y is contained in the 
support of x, hence is compact. But J is not a band because J is not a 
polar, for J = E and J f E. 
10.5. Definition. An ideal J of a Riesz space E is called 
(a) an o-ideal if for all 0 < x G J holds that y e J whenever y e Lf 
for some 0 < f £ seq(I ) such that +f. 
x
 r 
(b) a r-ideal if for all 0 < x e J holds that y e J whenever y e Lf 
for some 0 < f e seq(I ) such that tf. 
r 
(a) a c-ideal if for all 0 < * e J holds that y e J whenever y e Lf for 
some 0 < f £ seq(I ) such that tf. 
o r c x 
( L, L and L are taken in E) . 
We note that there is a close relation between r-ideals defined here, and 
z-ideals, which are defined by Huijsmans and De Pagter [1980 ]. 
10.6. Proposition. Every d-ideal J of a Riesz space E is an o-ideal. 
Proof: if 0 < x e J, 0 < f e seq(I ), +f and y = °Lf, then it follows 
from thm 6.1(b) that f + y. For all n e H we have that f(n) e I c x11. 
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From x is a band it follows now that y e x , hence y e J. 
A detailed discussion of the mutual connections between o-ideals, 
r-ideals and c-ideals is planned for the near future. 
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11. Continuity of linear operators 
In this section we study continuity of linear operators with respect to 
the three types of convergence defined above. E and F are arbitrary 
Riesz spaces in this section. Every linear operator T from E to F induces 
a linear operator, also denoted by T, form seq(E) to seq(F) by (Tf)(n) 
= T(f(n)) for all n e n . 
11.1. Definition. A linear operator T from E to F is called 
(a) (sequentially) order continuous (or an integral operator) if for 
every f G seq(E) holds that °L(Tf.) = 0 whenever °Lf = 0. 
(b) (sequentially) regulator continuous if for every f e seq(E) holds 
that rL(Tf) = IS(F) whenever rLf = IS(E). 
(a) (sequentially) characteristic continuous if for every f G seq(E) 
holds that CL(Tf) = 0 whenever cLf = 0. 
11.2. Example. Not every positive linear operator T from a Riesz space 
E to a Riesz space F is order continuous, becuase if T is the linear 
operator from C [0,1 ] to R which assigns to x the value x(0), then T 
is positive, however, if f e seq(C [0, 1 ] ) is such that for all n e W 
we have (f(n))(t) = 0 if t e [ n_1,l ] and (f(n))(t) = 1 - nt if 
t e [0,n_1] , then f 4- 0, hence °Lf = 0. However, °L(Tf) = 1 because 
(Tf)(n) = 1 for all n e ]N . 
11.3. Theorem, (compare Vulikh [1967, thm VIII 1.2 ]). Every Jordan 
operator T from a Riesz space E to a Riesz space F is regulator con-
tinuous . 
Proof: It is sufficient to give a proof for positive T only. 
If rLf = IS(E) then 0 e rLf, hence there exists a u G E+ such that for 
all e > 0 there exists a N e IN such that for all n > w holds that 
e e 
|f(n)| < eu. But then also |Tf(n)| < T|f(n)| < eTu holds for all n > N , 
hence 0 e rL(Tf,Tu) c ri_(Tf). By prop. 7.4 we have now that rL(Tf) = IS(F). 
11.4. Example. Not every positive linear operator T from a Riesz space E 
to a Riesz space F is characteristic continuous, because if T is the 
canonical embedding operator from C [0,1 ] into the Riesz space F of 
all real functions on [0,1 ] , then T is a positive linear operator. 
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If f e seq(E) is such that for all n e N and t e [ 0,1 ] we have 
(f(n))(t) = 0 if t e [n_1,l ] and (f(n))(t) = -nt + 1 if t e [0,n_1 ] , 
then cLf = 0, because f(n) e f(n) U for all n e IN , f(n+l)ii c f(n)ii 
for all n e M and n {f(n)11 ; n e H } = {0}. But (Tf(n))11 D X U for 
all n e j) where x e F is such that x(0) = 1 and x(t) = 0 for t e (0,1 ] , 
hence CI-(Tf) f 0. 
It may be questioned whether every integral operator is order bounded. 
For a rather extensive class of integral operators (not exhaustive) this 
question is answered by Peressini [1967, prop. I. 5.15, prop. I. 5.13b ] , 
where it is proved that every integral operator from an Archimedean Riesz 
space to an Archimedean countably bounded Riesz space is order bounded. 
11.5. Example. Not every positive linear operator T from a Riesz space 
E to a Riesz space F is an integral operator. Let E = C [0,1 ] , F = F , 
T: E •+ F such that Tx = x(0), then T is a positive linear operator. If 
f e seq(E) is such that for all n e M we have (f(n))(t) = 0 if 
t e [ n_1,l ] and (f(n))(t) = 1 - nt if t e [ 0,n_1 ] , then °Lf = 0, but 
Tf(n) = 1 for all n e n , hence °i-(Tf) = 1. 
11.6. Theorem. If E and F are Archimedean Riesz spaces and E is order 
convergence stable, then every order bounded linear operator T from E 
to F is an integral operator. 
Proof: If for f e seq(E) holds that °Lf = 0, then there exists a 
g e seq(E) such that |f| < g and g + 0. E is order convergence stable, 
hence there exists a 0 < a e seq(R) such that ta, (a(n); n e K } is 
not majorized and °i.(ag) = 0. The latter implies the existence of x e E 
such that |ag| < x. Now we have that i'a(n) f(n); n e M } is order bounded, 
because -x < -ag < af < ag < x. But then also T({a(n) f(n); n e K } is 
order bounded in F, say -y < T(a(n) f(n)) < y for all n e n . It follows 
that |T(f(n))| < (a(n))-1y for all n e H such that a(n) f 0. Since F is 
Archimedean, we have °i-(Tf) = 0 by thm 6.2 (b). 
11.7. Example. If an Archimedean Riesz space E has the property that 
every order bounded linear operator T from E to an arbitrary Archimedean 
Riesz space F is an integral operator, then E is not necessary order 
convergence stable, even if E is universally complete. 
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To demonstrate this we use a Riesz space which appears in Tucker [ 1974 ] . 
If E is the Riesz space (with pointwise linear operations and pointwise 
ordering) of all realvalued functions on the set S of all 0 < a G seq(R ) 
such that fa, a(l) > 0 and {a(n); n e M } is not majorized, then E is 
universally complete. It follows from Fremlin [1975, cor. 1.13 ] that 
every order bounded linear operator from E to an arbitrary Archimedean 
Riesz space F is an integral operator. However, E is not order conver-
gence stable, because, if f G seq(E) is such that (f(n))(a) = (a(n)) , 
then f 4- 0 because inf{(f(n))(a) ; n G fi } = 0 for alla e S, as 
(f(n))(a) = (a(n))"1 for all n e IN. But if 0 < a, fa, a(l) > 0 and 
{a(n); n e K } is not majorized, then for all n e IN we have that 
a(n)(f(n))(a) = 1, hence L(af) f 0. This implies that E is not order 
convergence stable. 
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Chapter III 
DISJUNCTIVE LINEAR OPERATORS 
In this chapter we study disjunctive linear operators, especially ortho-
morphisms and disjunctive linear functionals. Further we give some 
examples of unbounded orthomorphisms. 
12. Orthomorphisms. 
A notion of rather recent origin is the notion of disjunctive linear 
operator. The study of some special types of disjunctive linear operators 
such as Riesz homomorphisms, is much older. 
12.1. Definition, (cf. Cristescu [1976, p. 186 ] ). A linear operator T 
from a Riesz space E to a Riesz space F is called a disjunctive linear 
operator if for all x, y e E holds that Tx 1 Ty whenever x 1 y. 
12.2. Theorem. For a linear operator T from a Riesz space E to a Riesz 
space F the following assertions are equivalent 
(a) T is a disjunctive linear operator 
(b) |T|x|[ = |Tx| for all x e E 
Proof: (a) •* (b): x 1 x , so Tx 1 Tx . Now |TX| = |TX - Tx | 
= |Tx+ + Tx"| = |T|X|| by thm 3.3 (h). 
(b) -> (a): if x l y then |x| A |y| = 0. Now |T|X| - T|y| | = |T( | |x| - |y| | 
= |T(|x| - |y|) + + T(|x| - |y|)"| = |T|X| + T|y||, because (|x| - |y|) + 
= |x| and (|x| - |y|)" = |y| by thm 3.3 (g). By thm 3.3 (h) we have 
Tjx| i T|y|, hence |T|X|| I JT|y||, so |TX| l |Ty|, consequently Tx l Ty. 
The most important disjunctive linear operators are the positive ones, 
called Riesz homomorphisms. A bijective Riesz homomorphism is called 
a Riesz isomorphism; a Riesz space E is called Riesz isomorphic to a 
Rieszspace F if there exists a Riesz isomorphism from E to F. 
With the aid of Riesz homomorphisms factor spaces of Riesz spaces can 
be defined, which are Riesz spaces themselves (cf. e.g. Luxemburg and 
Zaanen [1971, §18 ]). This is a consequence of the preservation of the 
lattice operations by a Riesz homomorphism, a fact which is stated below. 
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12.3. Theorem. For a linear operator T from a Riesz space E to a Riesz 
apace F the following assertions are equivalent 
(a) T is a Riesz homomorphism 
(b) T(xVy) = TxVTy for a l l x, y e E 
(c) T(xAy) = TxATy for a l l x, y 6 E 
(d) |Tx| = T|x| for a l l x e E. 
(compare Schaefer [1974, II, prop. 2.5 ] where similar statements are 
proved; Riesz homomorphism are called lattice homomorphisms there). 
There exists an important relation between real valued Riesz homomorphisms 
on a Riesz space E and maximal ideals of E. This relationship is expressed 
in the following theorem. 
12.4. Theorem, (compare e.g. Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, thm 27.3 (i) ] 
and Schaefer [ 1974, cor. of II. prop. 3.4 ] ). If <$> i s a r e a l v a l u e d R i e s z 
homomorphism on a Riesz space E, then the nullspace N((f>) of § is a maxi-
mal ideal of E. If M is a maximal ideal of E and x £ E is arbitrary such 
that x £ M, then there exists exactly one realvalued Riesz homomorphism 
<|> on E such t h a t <j>(M) = {0} and <j>(x) = 1. 
12.5. Definition. A realvalued Riesz homomorphism § on a Riesz space E 
with strong order unit e is called standard if <t>(e) = 1. The set of all 
standard realvalued Riesz homomorphisms on a Riesz space E is denoted by 
R(E), or simply by R if there is no ambiguity. 
12.6. Theorem. For an Archimedean Riesz space E with strong order unit e 
the set R is total, i.e. R is not empty and if <)>(x) = 0 for certain 
x e E and a l l <j> e R then x = 0. 
Proof: By thm 3.13 the set of all maximal ideals of E is not empty. Let 
M be a maximal ideal of E, then e £ M. Now by thm 12.4 there exists a 
standard realvalued Riesz homomorphism on E, hence R f <P. If <J>(x) = 0 
for all <j> e R, then by thm 12.4 we have that x e M for every maximal 
ideal M of E, hence by thm 3.13 we have that x = 0. 
12.7. Example, (cf. Meyer [1979, Ex. 1.4 ]). Let E be the Riesz subspace 
of C [0,1 ] consisting of all x e C [0,1 ] such that the right differen-
tial quotient of x in the point t = -^  exists as a real number x'(-~). 
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let T: E •+ ]R be the linear operator such that Tx = x'(T). If x l y in E, 
1 1 then x'^) = 0 or y ' W = 0, hence Tx l Ty, so T is a disjunctive linear 
operator. Note that neither T nor -T are Riesz homomorphisms. 
12.8. Theorem, (cf. Meyer [1979, Thm I. 6 ] ).A disjunctive linear oper-
ator is a Jordan operator if an only if it is order bounded. 
12.9. Definition. A linear operator T from a Riesz space E to itself 
is called a stabilizer on E if T preserves orthogonality in the fol-
lowing strong sense: if x 1 y then also Tx 1 y. 
12.10. Theorem. For a linear operator T from a Riesz space E to itself, 
the following assertions are equivalent 
(a) T is a stabilizer on E 
(b) T is polar preserving, i.e. T(P) c P for every polar P of E 
(c) Tx e xiJ- for every x e E. 
Proof: (a) •+ (b): if x e P, then x l y for all y e F , hence Tx l y for 
all y e r , or Tx l P1, hence Tx e P11 = P 
(b) -> (a): evident 
(a) ->- (a): Suppose x l y. Tx e x ,• hence Tx l y. 
The linear subspace of £(E,E) consisting of all stabilizers on E is 
denoted by Stab(E). In section 4 it was observed that £(E,E) is a par-
tially ordered algebra if we suppose on £(E,E) the operator ordering and 
if multiplication is the composition of mappings. Stab(E) is a partially 
ordered subalgebra of £(E,E) because x, y e E, x i y and S, T e Stab(E) 
imply Sx l y, hence TSx i y. 
Until recently it was unknown whether every stabilizer is also a Jordan 
operator. A negative answer to this question was given independently by 
Meyer [ 1979 ] and Bernau [ 1979 ]. Their counterexamples are essentially 
the same and in fact a modification of a well known (norm) unbounded 
linear operator, namely the differential operator in an appropriate 
Hubert space. 
Really surprising is the fact that there exist also unbounded stabilizers 
in some universally complete Riesz spaces. This was proved by Wickstead 
[1979 ] by a kind of Hahn-Banach proof for the existence of an (unbounded) 
extension of the Meyer-Bernau stabilizer to the universal completion of 
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the underlying Riesz space. Abramoviï, Veksler and Koldunov [1979 ] 
assert that there exists a bijective unbounded stabilizer on the Riesz 
space M([0,1 ] , y, < ) where y is Lebesque measure (example 3.4 (g) ) . 
We give more examples of unbounded stabilizers in section 14. 
The fact that there exist unbounded stabilizers implies that Stab(E) for 
a Riesz space E is in general not a Riesz space, because for every Riesz 
space E holds that E = E - E (every element of a Riesz space can be 
written as the difference of two positive elements, section 3). 
12.11. Definition. A linear operator on a Riesz space E which is the 
difference of two positive stabilizers on E is called an orthomorphism 
on E. 
Note that every positive orthomorphism is a Riesz homomorphism. 
The linear subspace of £(E,E) consisting of all orthomorphisms on E is 
denoted by Orth(E). Orth(E) is a partially ordered subalgebra of Stab(E). 
In contrast to Stab(E) we have that Orth(E) is a Riesz space in general, 
whenever E is Archimedean. This was independently proved by Bigard and 
Keimel [1969 ] and Conrad and Diem [1971 ] . A direct proof was given by 
Bernau [ 1979 ] . However the last proof is rather complicated and not very 
transparent. 
A linear operator T from a Riesz space E to itself is called a ûêntre 
operator on E if T is bounded in the operator ordering of £(E,E) by two 
multiples of the identity operator l £ on E, i.e. if there exist A, y e IR 
such that Al < T < yl. 
Every centre operator T on a Riesz space E is an orthomorphism, because 
if AI < T < yl for A, y e R then T is the difference of |y|l and 
|y|l - T. |y|l is positive and a stabilizer because x l y implies |y| x l y. 
Also |y|l - T is positive because T < yT < |y|l and a stabilizer because 
if x l y then |y| |x|A|y| = 0, hence ( |y|l - T) |x|/\|y| = 0, so certainly 
|(|y|l - T)x|A|y| = 0, hence (|y|l - T)x l y. 
The linear subspace of £(E,E) consisting of all centre operators on E is 
denoted by Z(E). We note that Z(E) is a partially ordered subalgebra 
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of Orth(E). It follows immediately from the definitions that Z(E) is a 
Riesz subspace of Orth(E), whenever E is an Archimedean Riesz space. 
12.12. Example. If E is the partially ordered linear space of all func-
tions x from an arbitrary non-empty set S to E , with pointwise linear 
operations and pointwise partial ordering, then E is a universally com-
plete Riesz space. If we define an algebra structure on E by pointwise 
multiplication, then E is a partially ordered algebra with multiplicative 
unit e, the function constant 1 on S. 
If for z e E we define the linear operator fl by fl x = xz, then fl is a 
stabilizer, because if x l y in E, then x(s)y(s)= 0 for all s e S, hence 
x(s) z(s) y(s) = 0 and this implies xz i y, or fi x i y. In fact, fl is an 
orthomorphism, because fl = fl + - A and fl
 + and fl are positive linear 
operators. 
Every stabilizer can be written conversely as an operator fl for some 
z e E, hence is an orthomorphism. This can be seen as follows. If T is 
a stabilizer on E and z = Te, then for every x e E and every s e s we 
have (x - x(s)e)(s) = 0, hence x - x(s)e l x where xAt) = 0 if t / s, 
Xs(s) = 1. 
It follows that also T(x - x(s)e) l x > hence (Tx - x(s)z)(s) = 0, which 
implies that (Tx)(s) = x(s)z(s). Hence T = fl . 
It is one of our purposes to find a description of orthomorphisms as 
multiplication operators in an arbitrary Archimedean Riesz space. While 
not every Archimedean Riesz space can be provided with an appropriate 
multiplication, we shall deal in the sequel with multiplications in 
Riesz spaces, which are only partial in a certain sense. In order to 
develop an independent theory, we shall make no use of the fact that 
Orth(E) is a Riesz space whenever E is an Archimedean Riesz space. 
12.13. Proposition, (compare Conrad and Diem [1971, Prop. 2.1 ]) 
If T is a positive linear operator from a Riesz space E to itself, then 
(a) T is an orthomorphism whenever I + T is a Riesz homomorphism 
(b) I + T is an orthomorphism whenever T is an orthomorphism. 
Proof: 
(a) if I + T is a Riesz homomorphism and x l y in E then 
(I + T)|x|A(I + T) |y| = 0 . From | T X | < T | X | < ( I + T)|X| and 
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|y| < (I + T)I y I it follows now that |Tx|A|y| = 0, hence Tx i y. 
ffcj if T is an orthomorphism and x l y then we have Tx 1 y and x l y, 
hence x + Tx 1 y, or (I + T)x i y. 
12.14. Proposition. If T is a positive orthomorphism on a Riesz space E 
then I + T is an infective orthomorphism on E. 
Proof: By the foregoing proposition I + T is an orthomorphism on E. 
If x, y > 0 in E, then from (I + T)x = (I + T)y it follows that 
y - x = T(x - y) , hence (y - x ) + = (T(X - y)) + = T(x - y ) + e (x - y ) + . 
But also (y - x) = (x - y)" e (x - y)~ . It follows that 
(y - x) e (x - y) n (x - y)~ = {0}, hence x > y. By symmetry also 
y > x, hence x = y . If x, y e E are arbitrary, then from (I + T ) X = (I + T)y 
it follows that (I + T)x+ = ((I + T)x)+ = ((I + T)y)+ = (I + T)y+, hence by 
the foregoing x = y , and similarly x~ = y", so x = y. 
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Luxemburg and Schep [1978, thm 1.3 ] 
12.15. Theorem. Every orthomorphism T on an Archimedean Riesz space E is 
order continuous. 
In this section 14 examples are given which show that thm 12.15 does not 
hold for arbitrary stabilizers. 
12.16. Theorem. Every stabiliser T on a Riesz space E is characteristic 
continuous. 
Proof: if cLf = 0 for some f e seq(E), then there exists a (countable) 
subset {P ; n e }| ) of the Boolean algebra P(E) of all polars of E such 
that Pn+1 c Pn for all n e IN , f(n) e Pn for all n e N and 
<~i {Pp; n e IN } = {0}. Now by thm 12.10 we have that TP c p for every 
n e u , hence also (TP ) U C P for all n e n . 
n n
 ii M 
It follows that Tf(n) e (TP n) u for all n e W , (TP + 1) C (TP ) for 
all n e ]N and r> {(TP ) U ; n e N } c n { p U ;
 n e n } = {0}, hence 
n
 UTPn) 1 1; n e ]N } = {0}, so cL(Tf) = 0. 
12.17. Theorem. Every orthomorphism T on an Archimedean Riesz space E 
preserves all c-ideals of E, i.e. TJ C J for every c-ideal J of E. 
Proof: It is sufficient to give a proof for positive T only. 
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Let O < x e J. Define f e seq(Ix) by f(n) = TxAnx for all n e IN , then 
0 < f and -t-f. Further we have |f(n) - Tx| = (TX - nx)+ for all n e f\ . 
If we define P = (Tx - nx)+ for all n e M , then f(n) - Tx e p for 
all n e n . Also Pn+1 c Pn for all n e IN . n {pn; n e j| } = {0}, because 
if for 0 < v e E holds that 0 < v e (TX - nx) + ii for all n e IN , then 
vi (Tx - nx)~ for all n e f| , hence v i (n~ Tx -x)~, so v i (x - n" Tx) + 
for all n e K . E Archimedean implies that x = sup{(x — T x ) + ; n e n }, 
hence by thm 3.5 it follows that vi x, so v l TX. But then certainly 
vi (Tx - nx) , hence v e (TX - nx)+ for ail n e n . it follows that 
v = 0. Hence, cLf = Tx. cLf e J because J is a c-ideal, thus Tx e J; 
we conclude that TJ c J. 
12.18. Theorem. Every orthomorphism T on an Archimedean Riesz space E 
preserves all o^ideals of E, i.e. TJ c J for every o-ideal J of E. 
Proof: It is sufficient to give a proof for positive T only. Let 0 < x e J. 
Define f e seq(I ) by f(n) = TxAnx for all n e u , then 0 < f and tf. 
11 By thm 12.10 we have Tx e x , hence Tx = sup{f(n); n e n }. From 
thm 6.1 (a) it follows now that Tx = Lf, hence Tx e J, so TJ c J. 
12.19. Remark. Not every orthomorphism T on a Riesz space E preserves all 
ideals J of E. If E is the Riesz space s of all sequences of real numbers 
and J is the ideal of all sequences converging to 0, e = (1, 1, 1, ...) e E, 
y = (1, -£, -j, ...) e J and T e Orth(E) is such that (Tx)(n) = nx(n) for all 
n e M , then Ty = e £ J, hence TJ f. J. 
12.20. Theorem. (Bigard, Keimei and Wolfenstein [1977, thm 12.2.7 ]) If 
T is an orthomorphism on an Archimedean Riesz space E, then the nullspace 
N(T) of T is equal to T(E) - . 
We note that the proof is by elementary means. 
A direct consequence of this theorem is 
12.21. Theorem, (compare Bigard [ 1972 ] ) If S and T are orthomorphisms on 
an Archimedean Riesz space E which coincide on a subset X for which X = X., 
then S = T. 
Proof: X c N(S - T) , hence E = X U c N(S - T ) U = N ( S - T ) , so S = T 
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Orthomorphisms on Archimedean Riesz spaces with strong order unit have 
special properties. Here we shall prove two of them. 
12.22. Theorem. If E is an Archimedean Riesz space with strong order 
unit e, then TM c M for every T e Orth(E) and every maximal ideal M of E. 
Proof: It is no restriction to give a proof for positive T only.R is the 
set of all standard real valued Riesz homomorphisms on E. Let M be an 
arbitrary maximal ideal of E. By thm 12.4 there exists a <f> e R such that 
<|>(M) = {0}. Let A be the real number <j>(Te). Without loss of generality we 
1 1 "1 
may assume that A < -*•, otherwise take the orthomorphism -*\ T instead of 
T. A > 0 by the positivity of <}>°T. 
We shall prove now that if 0 < x e M then Tx e M. We have by the positivity 
of <}>OT that y > 0 if y = <(>(Tx). I + T is an orthomorphism by proposition 
12.13 (b), by the positivity of I + T we conclude that I + T is also a 
Riesz homomorphism. 
It follows now with thm 12.3 that 
0 < (u(l - A)e - x ) + < (I + T)(u(l - A)e - x ) + 
= (u(l - A)Te - Tx + y(l - A)e - x ) + e M, because 
<K(u(l - A)Te - Tx + y(l - A)e - x)+) = (<J>(y(l - A)Te - Tx + u(l - A)e - x)) + 
= (y(l - A)A - y + y (1 - A) - 0 ) + = (yA - yA2 - y + y - yA) + = (-yA2)+ = 0. 
By the ideal property of M we have now 
(u(l - A)e - x ) + e M, hence <ft(u(l - A)e - x)+) = 0, hence 
(y (1 - A) - <j)(x))+ = 0, so y(l - A) < 0. If y > 0, then necessarily 1 - A < 0, 
so A > 1, contradiction. It follows that y = 0, hence Tx e M. 
12.23. Theorem, !"ƒ E is an Archimedean Riesz space with strong order 
unit e, then 0rth(E) = Z(E). 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove that every positive orthomorphism T on E 
is a centre operator. There exists a À'E F such that Te < Ae, because e 
is a strong order unit. We shall prove now that Tx < Ax for all x > 0. 
If x > 0 a.nd M is an arbitrary maximal ideal of E, then let <)>: E -*• F be 
the unique Riesz homomorphism such that c(>(M) = {0} and cj>(e) = 1. Now we 
have x - <(>(x)e G M. With the foregoing theorem it follows that 
T(x - <j>(x)e) = Tx - c()(x)Te e M, hence also (Tx - <()(x)Te) e M, but then 
certainly (Tx - tj)(x)Ae) e M. 
Further we have that <}>(x)Ae - Ax e M, because c(>(<f>(x)Ae - Ax) 
= A<l>(x) - A<t>(x) = 0, hence also (<J>(x)Ae - Ax) +e M. 
Because 0 < (Tx - Ax) + < (Tx - <j>(x)Ae) + (<j>(x)Ae - Ax) e M we also have 
(Tx - Ax) + e M. So by thm 3.13 we have (Tx - Ax) + = 0, hence Tx « Ax. 
Consequently 0 < T < AI, so T is a centre operator. 
13. Nullspaces of disjunctive linear functional 
In this section we determine the nullspaces of disjunctive linear 
functionals on a non-trivial Riesz space E. 
It appears that the forms of these nullspaces resemble the notions 
of prime ideals and maximal ideals, which we have already encountered 
in section 3. 
It will be necessary to apply the notion of primeness to subspaces 
of a more general type than ideal. 
In this section E is an arbitrary Riesz space.R(E) and 1(E) are 
abbreviated to R and I respectively. 
13.1. Definition. A linear subspaae L of E is said to be prime if it 
follows from x,y e E and xAy e L that at least one of x and y is an 
element of L. 
13.2. Example. If E = C[0,1] and L = (x e E; x(0) = x(l) = 0} then L 
is not prime because if x(t) = tande(t) = 1 for all t e [0,1] , then 
x^(e - X ) G L, however x £ L and e - x f L. 
If M is the linear subspace of all polynomials in E, then M is prime, 
because if x,y e M then xAy e M if and only if x and y are comparable, 
i.e. xAy = x or xAy = y. It follows that x e M or y e M. Note that M 
is not an ideal of E. 
13.3. Lemma. For a linear subspaae L of E the following assertions are 
equivalent. 
(a) L is a prime linear subspaae 
(b) if xVy e L then x e L or y e L 
(a) if xVy = 0 then x e L or y e L 
(d) if xAy = 0 then x e L or y e L 
Proof: la)-*(b): xvy e L implies -(xVy) = (-x)A(-y) € L, hence x e L or 
Y e L. 
(b) •*• (o) : evident 
(o) ->• (d) : xAy = 0 implies -(xAy) = (-x)V(-y) = 0, hence x e L or y e L 
(d) -*- (a) : i f xAy = h e L then (x - h)A(y - h ) = 0 , s o x - h e L o r 
y - h e L, hence x e L or y e L. 
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As a consequence of Cd) we have: if for linear subspaces K and L of E 
holds that O L and L is prime, then K is prime. 
If X is a subset of E, then the intersection of all linear subspaces L 
of E such that L 3 X is also a linear subspace, which we call the linear 
subspace of E generated by X, in formula Lss(X). 
Completely similar, by thm 3-7, we can define the Riesz subspace, res-
pectively ideal, band, polar of E generated by X as the intersection 
of all Riesz subspaces, respectively ideals, bands, polars of E which 
contain X, in formula Rss(X), respectively Id(X), Band(X), Polar(X). 
In the following we abbreviate Rss(Xù{x}) to Rss(X,x) and Id(Xu{x}) to 
Id(X,x) for X c E, x e E. 
In this section we are especially interested in Rss(X) for a given X c E. 
In general, it is difficult to give a closed description of the elements 
of Rss(X) for X c E arbitrary. 
In the following we shall meet two exceptions to the rule, the first in 
thm 13.4, where we consider the Riesz subspace generated by a linear 
subspace, the second in thm 13.22 where we consider the Riesz subspace 
generated by a subset consisting of a prime Riesz subspace and an 
arbitrary element of E. 
13.4. Theorem. For a linear subspace L of E the Riesz subspace Rss(L) 
of E consists of all finite infima of alt elements of E which are finite 
suprema of elements of \., in formula 
Rss(L) = { A V x ,,,; x,|, e [_ for all j e J, ke K, with 
j' e J k e K JK JK 
J and K arbitrary finite index sets}. 
Proof: If R(L) is the right hand set, then it is evident that Rss(L) => R(L). 
We are done if R(L) is a Riesz subspace of E. 
If x,y e R(L) then we have also xAy e R(L). 
By Bigard, Keimel and Wolfenstein [1977, cor. 1.2.15] we have for all 
finite indexsets I,J and K and elements x .,• (i e I, j e J, k s K) that 
V A V x... = A V x •jk1 - T ,• ê j ° ( i ) k i ' 
i e l j e J k G K w ^ w k e K 
this implies that if x,y e R(L) then we have also xvy e R(L). 
Further, i f x = A V
 x,-k and y = A V y , , 
j e j k e x J K i e I m e M nm 
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then x + y = A { V x.. + V y, } 
je J keK JK m e M ™ 
ie I 
A v {x,k +y. } e R(L). j e J k e K JK im 
i e I m e M 
If A > O, x e R(L) then also Ax e R(|_). 
Finally, - ( A V x,.) = V A (-x..) 
j e J k G K JK j G j k G K JK 
=
 A
 J V (-"iahV £ R(L)' 
It follows that Rss(L) = R(L). 
13.5. Lemma. If x G E+then Rss({x}) = {Xx; X e ]R} 
Proof: evident 
13.6. Theorem. For any Riesz subspaoe S of a Riesz space E and x G E 
such that x £ S, there exists a Riesz subspaoe R of E u-ti/z tfce following 
properties 
(a) x £ R 
fW R D S 
^
C/)
 •*-ƒ for certain Riesz subspaoe T of E holds that X £ T and T 3 R tfeew 
T = R. 
Proof: Let R
 s = {U G R; X £ U, U 3 S) be partially ordered by inclusion, 
then R
 s =£ <t>, because S G P . 
If 2 is'an arbitrary chain in'ft^
 s, then Rss(US) e R and Rss(lE) o S. 
If x e Rss(US), then x = A v x1L, for certain finite indexsets J 
j G J k G K jk 
an d K, x.. G U 2; as a consequence of the finite cardinality of the set 
{x.. ; j G J, k G K} there exists a W in the chain z such that 
{x,k; j G J, k e K} c W, so x G W. Since x £ W it follows that x £ Rss(U£). 
Hence, Rss(lE) G R 
Now, Zorn's lemma can be applied, and the desired result follows. 
13.7. Definition. A Riesz subspaoe R with the properties listed in thm 
13.6 is called a Riesz subspaoe maximal in R with respect to the property 
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of containing S and not having x as element, abbreviated to R is S,x-
maximal in R. A Riesz subspace R is called x-maximal in R if R ts S,x-
maximal in R /or some S. R xs called anR-relative maximal Riesz subspace 
if R ie S,x-maximal in R /or some S an<i x ^  S. 
13.8. Proposition. For Riesz subspaces R and S of E such that R D S 
and x G E such that X £ S i/ze following assertions are equivalent 
(a) R is S,x-maximal in R 
fW R is {0}jX-maa:imaZ •£« R 
Proof: evident 
13.9. Theorem, (cf. e.g. Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, thm 33.5 ]). 
For any ideal J of a Riesz space E and x £ E such that x ^  Jj there 
exists an ideal M of E with the following properties. 
(a) x £ M 
(b) M 3 J 
fej if for certain ideal N of E holds that x £ N and N 3jj t/ze« N = J. 
13.10.' Definition. An ideal M wi£/z t«e properties listed in thm 13.9 is 
called an ideal maximal in I with respect to the property of containing 
J and not having x as element, abbreviated to M is J,x-maximal in I. 
l^w ideal M -is called x-maximal in Ï if M is J,x-maximal in I for some J. 
M is called an \-relative maximal ideal if M is J,x-maximal in \ for 
some J and x £ J. 
13.11. Proposition. For ideals M and J of E swc/z that M 3 J and x e E 
SMC« that x £ J tne following assertions are equivalent 
(a) M is J,x-maximaZ in I. 
(W M is {0} ,x-maximal in \. 
Proof: evident 
In Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, thm 33.4 ] ft is proved that every 
I-relative maximal ideal is prime. Here we give a proof based on the 
distributivity of the lattice I, in which sup and inf are denoted by V 
and A respectively. 
13.12. Theorem. Every \-relative maximal ideal M is prime. 
Proof: if M is x-maximal in I and y,z e E are such that neither y nor z 
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is an element of M, then since M is x-maximal in I we have x e Id(M,y) 
and x e Id(M,z), hence x e Id(M,y)nid(M,z) = Id(M,I )nid(M,IE) = 
(MVI )A(MVI ) = MV(I AIZ) = MV{0} = M. Since x $ M it follows that M is 
prime. 
In thm 6.12 the s im i l a r i t y between R-relat ive maximal Riesz subspaces 
and I-relative maximal ideals breaks down, because, as a consequence of 
the fact that R is not distributive in general, for a Riesz subspace to 
be prime and to be R-relative maximal are independent properties. This 
will be shown in the following example. 
13.13. Example. Let E be the Riesz space as defined in ex. 12.7. If x e E 
is such that x(t) = t for all t e [0,1 ] , and S is the Riesz subspace of 
E consisting of all y e E such that y(0) = y(l), then S is x-maximal in 
R, because if S is strictly contained in a Riesz subspace R, then there 
exists a z € R such that z(0) + z(l). Now for r e E with r(t) = 
z(0) +(z(l) - z(0))t we have r - z e S, hence r - z e R, but then also 
r e R, hence s e R if s(t) = (z(l) - z(0))t for all t e [0,1 ] , thus 
(z(l) - z(0))_1s = x e R. 
However S is not prime, because if e(t) = 1 for all t e [0,1 ] , then 
xA(e - x)e s, but x $ S, e - x £ S. 
If W = {x e E; x(|) = x'(|) = 0}, then W is a prime Riesz subspace. 
But W is not x-maximal in R for some x e E . For, suppose x'(J) * 0, 
then for T = {y € E; y'(J) = 0} holds that x £ T, but W is strictly 
contained in T. If x'(|) = 0 and x(J) * 0 then for V = {y € E;y(i) = 0} 
holds that x £ T, but W is strictly contained in V , hence W is not a 
R-relative maximal Riesz subspace. 
13.14. Example. An ideal J in'a Riesz space E can be x-maximal in I for 
certain x e E without being x-maximal in R. If E is the Riesz subspace 
in the Riesz space of all real sequences, generated by CQQ (all real 
sequences which are eventually 0), e = (1,1,1,...) and r = (1,2,3,...), 
then c„0 is e-maximal in I, but e £ Rss(cQ0,r), hence C Q 0 is not e-
maximal in R. 
13.15. Theorem. Every proper Riesz subspace R is the intersection of all 
Riesz subspaces S such that R c S and S is ^-relative maximal. 
Proof: Let R R be the set of all those Riesz subspaces S such that R c s 
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and S is R-relative maximal. It is evident that Re n Rn. Suppose x e n R R > 
x £ R. Then there is a S e IL such that S is x-Taximalin R, hence x £ S, 
contradiction. It follows that R = n R 
We note that the situation in I is completely similar. Often, that theo-
rem is given in a milder form, namely that every proper ideal is the 
intersection of all prime ideals which contain it (cf. e.g. Luxemburg 
and Zaanen [1971, thm 33.5 ] ). It is surprising that just the analogue 
of this milder form does not hold in R, as the following example shows. 
13.16. Example. If E = C [0,1 ] and R = {x e E; x(0) = x(l)} then R is a 
proper Riesz subspace of E. R is not prime, because if e(t) = 1 and 
y(t) = t for all t e [0,1 ] then y A (e - y) = 0, however y £ R, 
e - y £ R. The only Riesz subspace which contains R properly is E. Hence, 
the intersection of all prime Riesz subspaces containing R is equal to E. 
It is well known (cf. e.g. Schaefer [1974, III thm. 2.2 ]) that 
(M e I; M 3 J} is a chain in I whenever J is a prime ideal. Here another 
disagreement appears; the following example will demonstrate this. 
13.17. Example. Let E be the Riesz space as defined in ex. 12.7. Then 
P = {x e E; x(-~) = x'^) = 0} is a prime Riesz subspace of E. The Riesz 
1 1 
subspaces R = {x e E; X(^) = 0} and S = {x e E; x'(p-) = 0} both contain 
P strictly, but R ? S and S <f- R. 
13.18. Definition. A prime Riesz subspace R is oalled minimal in R with 
respect to a Riesz subspace S if R D S and if it follows from S c T c R 
for certain prime Riesz subspace T that T = R. We abbreviate this by 
saying that R is a prime Riesz subspace which is S-minimal in R. R is 
called ^-relative minimal if R is S-minimal in R for some S. 
13.19. Example. If a prime Riesz subspace is R-minimal in R for some 
Riesz subspace R then it is not necessarily {0}-minimal in R because if 
E = C [0,1 ] and R is as in example 13.16 then it follows from this example 
that E is R-minimal in R. But E is not {0}-minimal in R, because for 
J = {x e E; x(0) = 0} it holds that J is a prime ideal and J ^  E. 
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13.20. Theorem. For every Riesz subspaae R there exists a prime Riesz 
subspace S which is R-minimal in R. 
Proof: Let R R = {T € R; T => R and T prime} be ordered by anti-inclusion. 
R R * 4,, because E e RR. Let s be a chain in RR. Then by thm 3.7 nseR, 
also n s D R. If xAy = 0 for x,y e E and x£n s, y f ni then there exist 
K, L e s such that x £ K, y # L. Without loss of generality we may 
suppose K C L . Then x £ K and y £ K. Hence n 2 is prime. It follows that 
n 2 is an upper bound of 2 in R,. By Zorn's lemma there exists a Riesz 
subspace which is R-minimal in R. 
In the light of example 13.16 we cannot expect that every Riesz subspace 
R is the intersection of all Riesz subspaces which are R-minimal in R, 
although it is correct if R is an ideal, as we prove in the following 
theorem. 
13.21. Theorem. Every ideal J is equal to the intersection of all prime 
Riesz subspaces which are à-minimal in R. In particular, the intersection 
of all prime Riesz subspaces which are {^-minimal in R is equal to {0}. 
Proof: By Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, thm 33.6 ] J is equal to the inter-
section of all prime ideals M such that M => J. For every prime ideal M 
such that M o J there exists a prime Riesz subspace R such that R c M 
and R is J-minimal in R. But then certainly J is equal to the intersection 
of all prime Riesz subspaces which are J-minimal in R. 
13.22. Theorem. For every prime Riesz subspace R and all x £ E we have 
that Rss(R,x) = Lss(R,x) = {r + Ax; r e R, A e R } 
Proof: Let K = {r + Ax; r e R, A G P } . From Rss(R,x) 3 K it follows that 
it is sufficient to prove that K is already a Riesz subspace of E. 
Therefore we shall prove that ( r + Xx)V(s + ux)e K for r,s e R and 
A,y e ]R. R is a prime Riesz subspace, 
(s - r + (u - A)x) A(r - s + (A - y)x) = 0, hence 
(s - r + (u - A)x)+ e R or (r - s + (A - y)x)+ e R. 
Since r,s e R it follows that 
(s - r + (u - A)x) + r e R or (r - s + (A - y)x) + s e R, hence 
(s + (y - A)x)Vr G R or (r + (A - y)x)Vs e R. This implies that 
(s + ux)V(r + Ax) - Ax e R or (r + Ax)V(s + yx) - yx e R, hence, 
there exist t,uG R such that 
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(r + Xx)V(s + yx) = t + Xx or (r + Xx)V(s + yx) = u + yx, so 
(r + Xx)V(s + yx)e K. 
13.23. Definition. A Riesz subspace R is called strongly compact in R 
if it follows from R = nr where F c R that R = S /or some S e r. 
13.24. Theorem. A Riesz subspace is ^-relative maximal if and only if 
it is strongly compact in R. 
Proof: If R is a Riesz subspace, x-maximal in R and P is a collection 
of Riesz subspaces such that R = nr, then there exists a S e r such 
that x £ S. Together with S => R this implies S = R. 
Conversely, if R is a strongly compact Riesz subspace, then 
let R* be the Riesz subspace which is the intersection of all Riesz 
subspaces S such that R e s properly. 
Then R* also properly contains R, because R* = R would imply that R 
is equal to a Riesz subspace which properly contains R, a contradiction. 
If x G R*\R is arbitrary, then R is x-maximal, because if S => R, and 
S * R, then the intersection is also taken over S, hence x e S because 
x e R*. 
13.25. Theorem. A prime Riesz subspace R =*= E is ^-relative maximal if 
and only if there is a x G E such that Rss(R,x) = E. 
Proof: Suppose R is R-relative maximal and there exists no x s E such 
that Rss(R,x) = E. 
Let y e E\R be arbitrary. Then Rss(R,y) # E, hence there exists a z e E\R 
such that z f Rss(R,y). 
By the foregoing theorem we have Rss(R,y) = {r + Xy; r G R, X e R } , 
Because z £ Rss(R.y) we have z + r + Xy for all r e R and X G ]R. 
y e Lss(R,z) would imply y = s + yz for certain s e R and y G R, y * 0 
because y £ R, hence z = y" (s - y ) , so z e Lss(R,y), contradiction, 
hence y f Lss(R,z), so by the foregoing theorem y £ Rss(R,z). 
It follows now that n{Rss(R,y); y S P.} = R; by the strong compactness of 
R we have now R = Rss(R,y) for some y £ R, contradiction. 
Conversely, if Rss(R,x) = E for some x e E and R e s , R =* S form some 
Riesz subspace S, then for an arbitrary y e S\R we have that 
y e Rss(R,x) = Lss(R.x), so y = r + Xx for some r e R and X =£ 0. 
But then x e Lss(R,y) = Rss(R,y) c S, hence x e s. It follows that R is 
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x-maximal in R. 
13.26. Theorem. If R is a prime Riesz subspaoe which is ^.-relative 
maximal, then Lss(R,y) = E for every y e E\R. 
Proof: By the foregoing theorem there exists an x e E such that 
Rss(R,x) = E. 
Let y e E\R be arbitrary, then there exists a A # 0 such that y = r + Ax 
for some r e R. Hence x = - A r + A~ y. If z e E then z = t + ux, where 
t e R, so z = (t - A_1yr) + A_1yy e Lss(R.y). 
It follows that Lss(R.y) = E. 
13.27. Definition. A Riesz subspaoe R is called (absolute) maximal in 
R if the only Riesz subspaoe which contains R properly is E. 
It is evident that every Riesz sunspace which is (absolute) maximal in ft is R« 
relative maximal. The converse holds under the additional assumption 
that the Riesz subspace is prime, as we show in the following theorem. 
13.28. Theorem. Every prime Riesz subspaoe which is ^-relative maximal 
is (absolute) maximal in R. 
Proof: this is an immediate consequence of thm. 13.26. 
13.29. Theorem. If R is a prime Riesz subspaoe which is ^-maximal in R 
for some x € E, then for every y € E there exists precisely one A G ]R 
such that y - Ax € R. 
Proof: By thm 13.26 we have Lss(R,x) = E. 
If y e E then y = r + A x for certain r G R, A e R, hence y - A x e R. 
If also y - Ax e R for certain Ae]R, say y - Ax = s, then s - r = 
(A - A)x e R. From x f R it follows now that A = A . 
In the following theorem we determine the nullspaces of disjunctive 
linear functional s on E. 
13.30. Theorem. The nullspaces of non-trivial disjunctive linear funo-
tionals are precisely the prime Riesz subspaces which are ^-relative 
maximal. 
Proof: Let T be a non- t r i v ia l d is junct ive l inear functional on E and 
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denote the nullspace N(T) of T by N. 
x e N implies |TX| = 0, hence |T|X|| = 0 by thm 12.2, hence |x| G N. 
Together with N a linear subspace this implies that N is a Riesz sub-
space. 
Furthermore, N is prime, because if xAy = 0 then Txl Ty, hence Tx = 0 
or Ty = 0, so x e N or y e N. 
Because T is non-trivial there exists a x e E\N such that Tx = 1. 
Now we have that N is x-maximal in R, because, if R 3 N and R ^ N then 
there exists a y e R with Ty = 1. Now x - y G N, hence x - y e R, but 
then also x e R. 
Conversely, let N be a prime Riesz subspace which is x-maximal in R. 
By thm 13.29 there exists a map T from E to R, which assigns to y e E 
the real number A such that y - A x e N. 
We shall prove now that T is a disjunctive linear functional with null-
space N. T is linear because if y,z G E then y + z - (A + A )x G N, 
hence T (y + z) = T y + T z and for A e ]R we have Ay - AA x G N, hence 
x x x y 
Tx(Ay) = ATxy_ 
For y e E we have by definition y - (T y)x G N and |y| - (T |y|)x G N, 
hence 
|y| - (T x | y | )x + (y - (Txy)x) = 2y+ - ( T j y | + Txy)x e N and 
|y| - (Tx|y|)x - (y - (Txy)x) = 2y" - (Tjy| - V y j x G N. 
2y A2y = 0, hence 2y+ G N or 2y~ e N because N is prime. 
It follows now that also 
(T |y| + T y)x G N or (T |y| - T y)x G N. By the fact that x ? N we have 
X X X X 
Tx|y| + Txy = 0 or Tjy| - Txy = 0, hence (in both cases) |Tx|y|| = |Txy|, 
so T is a disjunctive linear functional. 
N(T ) = N because T y = 0 for y G E implies y = y - Ox G N and y G N 
X X 
implies y - Ox G N, hence T y = 0. 
13.31. Theorem. For every 0 =£ x G E there exists an x-maximal prime Riesz 
subspace. 
Proof: It follows from thm 13.9 that there exists an ideal J maximal in 
I with respect to the property J ^  {0} and x £ J. J is prime by thm 13.12. 
Now by thm 13.6 there exists a Riesz subspace R maximal in R with respect 
to the property R => J and x f R. 
From R 3 J and J prime it follows that R is prime. 
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13.32. Corollary. For every Riesz space E # {0} the intersection of all 
prime Riesz subspaces which are n-relative maximal is equal to {0}. 
13.33. Theorem. The set of all disjunctive linear functionals on an 
arbitrary Riesz space E is total, i.e. not empty and such that x = 0 if 
Tx = 0 for all disjunctive linear functionals T on E. 
Proof: From thm 13.31 and thm 13.30 it follows that the set of all dis-
junctive linear functionals is not empty. If Tx = 0 for all disjunctive 
linear functionals T on E then x is an element of the intersection of 
all nullspaces of disjunctive linear functionals, hence, by thm 13.30 
and cor. 13.32 we have x = 0. 
It was conjectured by Krull that for every Archimedean Riesz space E 
there exists an injective Riesz homomorphism T from E to a Riesz space 
of all. realvalued functions on an appropriate non-empty set S. A counter-
example to this conjecture was given by Jaffard [1955/56 ] and many 
S 
others. Note that if E is an Archimedean Riesz space and T: E '-* K is 
an injective Riesz homomorphism, then cj>°T is a realvalued Riesz homo-
morphism for every point-evaluation in ]R , hence in E there exist maxi-
mal ideals. But there exist Archimedean Riesz spaces without any maxi-
mal ideals (cf. e.g. Schaefer [ 1974, III, exc.6']). 
A general representation theory for Archimedean Riesz spaces was given 
by Bernau [ 1965a ] , who. proved that every Archimedean Riesz 
space can be imbedded (by an injective Riesz homomorphism) in a Riesz 
space of extended realvalued continuous functions on an appropriate 
compact Hausdorff space. 
Related to this is a theorem of Brown and Nakano [1966 ] which states 
that every Archimedean Riesz space is a factor space of an appropriate 
S 
Riesz space R . 
With the help of nullspaces of disjunctive linear functionals we can 
prove the Krull-type conjecture for a T disjunctive linear operator in-
stead of a Riesz homomorphism. 
13.34. Theorem. For every Archimedean Riesz space E there exists an 
injective disjunctive linear operator T from E to a Riesz space of all 
real valued functions on an appropriate non-empty set S. 
Proof: Let V be the set of all disjunctive linear functionals on E and 
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let F be the Riesz space of all realvalued functions on P with pointwise 
linear operations and pointwise partial ordering. 
Define the linear operator T: E -»• F by (Tx)(S) = Sx for all S e p . 
x l y for x,y e E implies Sx l Sy for all S e p , hence Tx i Ty in F, so 
T is a disjunctive linear operator. 
If Tx = 0 for all x e E then Sx = 0 for all S e P, hence by thm 13.33 
we have that x = 0, so T is injective. 
14. Examples of unbounded stabilizers 
In this section we give some new examples of unbounded stabi-
lizers and we give some counterexamples for stabilizers of statements 
which hold for orthomorphisms. 
14.1. Example. Let E be the Archimedean Riesz space of all functions 
x on [1,2 ] which are piecewise polynomials, i.e. to every x e E there 
exist real numbers x-(x) such that 1 = T„(X) < ... < t n +i( x) = 2 such 
that x coincides with a polynomial x- on every [ T . ( X ) , T - + , ( X ) ) for 
i = 0,...,n-l and a polynomial x on [ T (x), Tn+i(x) ]• 
To any t e [1,2) and any x e E there is an i(t,x) such that 
1
 G [ Ti(t,x) ( x )' Ti(t,x)+l(x))' 1et ^ 2 j X ) = n- Then define 
Tt: E - F b y T t x = x i ( t f X )(0). 
If we define a ring structure on E by pointwise multiplication, then 
for all t e [ 1,2 ] the operator T. is a ring homomorphism such that 
T.e = 1 (where e is the function constant 1 on [1,2 ] and N(T.) = J., 
where J. is the maximal ring ideal of all functions x such that 
xi(t5x)(°> = ° -
But T. is for t e [ 1,2 ] not only a ring homomorphism, but also a dis-
junctive linear functional, because if xl y in E then x..,.
 x\(0) = 0 
or y.j,. JO) = 0, hence T.x = 0 or T.y = 0, so Ttxi Tty. 
Now we define a linear operator T from E to itself by (Tx)(t) = T.x(t e [1,2]]). 
If xly in E then x(t) = 0 or y(t) = 0 for all t e [ 1,2 ] , so if x. ±0 
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for some i = 0,...,n then yi(t>y)(t) = 0 for t e [T i ( t > x )(x), T. ( t > x ) + 1(x)), 
so xi Ty,hence T is a stabilizer on E. 
T is unbounded, because T([0,e ] ) is unbounded in E. Namely, if f e seq(E) 
is such that (f(n))(t) = -nt + n + n"1 if t e [ 1,1 + n"2 ] and (f(n))(t) = 0 
if t e [ 1 + n" , 2 ] , then for all n > 2 we have 0 < f(n) < e, however 
(T(f(n)); n > 2} is unbounded, because T(f(n))(0) = n + n - 1 for all n e N. 
T is not regular continuous, because for all n e H we have 0 < f(n)< n e, 
hence Lf = 0, but Tf is not even order convergent, because by the fore-
going {T(f(n)); n > 2} is unbounded. Hence T is also not order continuous. 
Another example of an unbounded stabilizer on E is the following. 
If for every t e [ 1,2) and x G E we write x'... >(t) for the right deri-
1[X,x) 
vate of the polynomial x.
 f. . in the point t and x.,9 V J 2 ) for the left 
1 [ X , X J 1 ^*_ ,X J 
limit' of x'.,.
 v J t ) for t -* 2, then define for every t e [1,2] a linear 
operator S. from E to F by S.x = x'.,.
 x^(t). 
Now again S. is a disjunctive linear functional for every t e [ 1,2 ]. 
Define a linear operator S from E to itself by (Sx)(t) = S x (t e [1,2 ] ), 
then with a similar proof as for T we can show that S is a stabilizer; 
with the same order interval [0,e] and the same f e seq (E) we can show 
that also S is unbounded . 
Also with the same f e seq (E) we can show that S is not regulator 
continuous and not order continuous. 
If we compare s and T, then the following differences are conspicuous. 
? 
We have Te = e, but Se = 0, further T = T, but for s holds that for 
nx 
every x e E there exists a n e M such that s x = 0 (take n the maximum 
X X 
of all degrees of the polynomials x- ( i = 0,..,n)). 
In general, orthomorphismson an Archimedean Riesz space commute (Bernau 
[1979 ]). However, arbitrary stabilizers on an Archimedean Riesz space need 
not commute. 
We give an example in the above Riesz space E. 
Let R be the orthomorphism on E which is the right multiplication with z 
where z(t) = t for all t e [1,2 ]. 
Then RS * SR because RSz = Re = z, but SRz = Sz = 2z. 
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Chapter IV 
f-ALGEBRAS 
In this chapter Riesz spaces are studied which also have a ring structure, 
which is connected with the Riesz space structure via a very strong com-
pability condition, the socalled f-algebras. Relations between ring ideals 
and (order) ideals are discussed, just as relations between ring homo-
morphisms and Riesz homomorphisms. A variant is given of a theorem of 
Ellis [ 1964 ] and Phelps [ 1963 ] . 
15. Introduction to f-algebras 
f-algebras were introduced in Nakano [1950 ] , Amemiya [1953 ] and Birkhoff 
and Pierce [ 1956 ]. Before giving the definition of f-algebra, we give the 
definition of Riesz algebra, which is less restrictive. 
15.1. Definition. A Riesz algebra is a quadrupel (E, +, <, .) where 
(E, +, <) is a Riesz space and (E, +, -.-) is an algebra, such that 
x . y è E for all x, y e E . 
In the sequel for fixed x, < and . we abbreviate (E, +, <, .) to E. 
Unless otherwise stated we indicate a product of two elements of a Riesz 
algebra by juxtaposition. 
15.2. Definition. An f-algebra is a Riesz algebra E in which for every 
x, y, z e E holds that y A z = 0 implies xy A z = 0 and yx A z = 0. 
15.3. Theorem, (cf. Bernau [1965b ] for positive elements) A Riesz algebra 
E is an f-algebra if and only if for all x, y e E holds that xy e r n y , 
Proof: + : if x, y e E then x A z = 0 for some z e E implies xy A z = 0, 
hence xy e x . Likewise xy £ y . I f x, y e E are a rb i t ra ry , then by the 
x • u + + ,- / +\J"L + - ,. , +J.1 - + ^ , -.11 . 
foregoing we have x y e ( x ) , x y G (x ) , x y G (x ) and 
x~y" e (x ) . I t follows that xy = (x+ - x " ) ( y + - y") = 
x y - x y - x"y + x~y~ e (x ) + (x~) c |x| = x . Likewise 
xy e y » hence x y e x n y . 
-t- : if y A z = 0 for some z e E, then for all x e E we have 
0 < xy e y , so xy A z = 0. Likewise yx A z = 0. 
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15.4. Definition. An f—multiplication on a Riesz space (E, +, <) is a 
mapping . : E x E + E such that (E, +, <, .) is an f-algebra. 
We note that every Riesz space can be given the structure of an f-algebra, 
namely by the zero-multiplication. Although this f-multi pli cation seems 
to be of no value at a first glance, sometimes it is important however; 
for an example see Keime! [1971, Introduction ] . Such an f-algebra is 
called a zero-algebra. 
In our case f-algebras with the property that many products vanish can 
give rise to pathology. A simple extra assumption can avoid this. We 
call f-algebras with this property faithful. They will be introduced in 
the following section. 
15.5. Definition. For an element x of an f—algebra ¥, left multiplication 
by x is denoted by £ , and right multiplication by (R . 
15.6. Lemma. For each f-algebra F and each x e F the mappings £ and Ü 
are orthomorphisms on F. Moreover, they are positive in the operator 
ordering if x > 0. 
Proof: straightforward. 
15.7. Examples. 
(a) ]R with componentwise l inear operations, componentwise par t ia l or-
dering and componentwise mu l t i p l i ca t i on . Note that there exists a 
mu l t ip l i ca t i ve un i t , namely e = (1 ,1) . 
(b) The componentwise mul t ip l i ca t ion on (]R , lex) is not an f - m u l t i p l i -
cation because (1,-1) > 0, (0,1) > 0, but (1,-1)(0,1) = (0,-1) ^ 0. 
Note that (x, , x 2 ) (y i ,y2) = (x-,y-, jX^y-^) is an f -mu l t i p l i ca t i on on 
(F , lex), but is not commutative 
(c) The Riesz space C(X) where X is a topological space, provided with 
pointwise multiplication is an f-algebra. 
(d) The Riesz space c Q 0 of all sequences of real numbers which are 
eventually zero, provided with componentwise multiplication is an 
f-algebra. 
15.8. Remark. Not every Archimedean f-algebra with a strong order unit 
is Riesz isomorphic to a Riesz space C(X) with X a (pseudocompact) 
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Hausdorff space (for a definiton of pseudocompact see Gillman and Jerison 
[1976, 1.4 ] ). If the Riesz space FR of all sequences of real numbers with 
a finite range is given an f-multiplication structure by componentwise 
multiplication, then FR is an Archimedean f-algebra with strong order 
unit e = (1,1,1, . . . ) . However FR is not regulator complete, because FR 
has PP but is not Dedekind complete (Aliprantis and Burkinshaw [1978, 
Ex. 2.13(3) ] and thm 7.9). Hence FR is not Riesz isomorphic to any Riesz 
space C(X) by thm 7.10. 
15.9. Theorem. In every f—algebra F we have for all x, y, z e F that 
(a) z > 0 implies z(x V y) = zx V zy and (x V y)z = xz V yz. 
(b) |xy| = |x||y|. 
Ca) x 1 y implies xy = 0. 
Cd) x2 > 0. 
(e) 0. < z < x and yx > 0 implies yz > 0 (y not neoessavily positive). 
(f) if x, y > 0, xy = yx and (x V y)(x A y) = (x A y)(x V y) then 
(x A y)c = xL A y c , (x V y)c = xc V y c . 
(g) if xy = yx, x~y = y x and (x V y)(x A y) = (x A y)(x V y) then 
(x V y)(x A y) = xy. 
Proof: (-a), (b), (a) and (d) are given by Bigard, Keimel and Wolfenstein 
[1977, prop.9.1.10 ]. 
Ce) yx > 0, so y x - y"x > 0. Together with y x A y"x = 0 this implies 
that y"x = 0. But then also y~z = 0, hence y z = y z - y z = y z > 0 . 
(f) (x V y)(x A y) = (x V y)x A (x V y)y = (x2 V yx) A (xy V y2) 
2 2 2 2 
= (x v xy) A (xy V y ) = (x A y ) V xy > xy. On the other hand we 
have (x V y)(x A y) = (x A y)(x V y) = (x A y)x V (x A y)y = 
(x2 A yx) V (xy A y2) = (x2 A xy) V (xy A y2) = (x2 V y2) A xy < xy, 
hence (x V y)(x A y) = xy. At the same time we see that 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
(x A y ) V xy = xy, so x A y < xy and (x V y ) A xy = xy, so 
2 2 2 
x V y > xy. It follows now that (x A y) = (x A y)x A (x A y)y 
? ? ? 2 2 
= x A yx A xy A y = x A y and (x V y) = (x V y)x V (x V y)y 
2 2 2 2 
= x V yx V xy V y = x V y . 
(9^ in (f) the statement is already proved for x, y > 0. By (f) and (a) 
we have now for arbitrary x, y e F that (x V y)(x V y) 
= ((x V y ) + - (x v y)"X(x A y ) + - (x A y)") = 
= (x+Vy+ + (-x" V -y"))(x+ A y+ +(-x" A -y")) = 
= x+y+ + (x+ V y+)(-x" A -y") + (-x" V -y")(x+ A y+) + x"y" 
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= x y + x (-X A -y") v y (-x~ A -y ) + x y~ 
= x y + ( O A - x y ) + ( - y x A O ) + x y = x y - x y - y x + x y 
= x y - x y - x y + x y = (x - x )(y - y ) = >^y. 
A remarkable property of Archimedean f-algebras is the following theorem, 
for which there exist two entirely different proofs, one by Zaanen [1975 ] 
by means of thm 12.20. Another proof is given by Bernau [ 1965b ]. 
15.10. Theorem. In every Archimedean f-algebra the multiplication is 
commutative. 
The following theorem shows that f-multiplication in an Archimedean 
f-algebra is sequential continuous with respect to each of the three 
types of convergence, defined in Chapter II. 
If f, g e seq(F) for an f-algebra F, then the sequence h with 
h(n) = f(n) g(n) for all n e IM is denoted by fg. If x e F then xf, 
fx e seq(F) are defined by (xf)(n) = xf(n), (fx)(n) = f(n)x for all n e h. 
15.11. Theorem. If f and g are sequences in an Archimedean f-algebra F and 
(a) Lf = x, Lg = y then Lfg = xy 
(b) rLf = x, rLg = y then rLfg = xy 
c c c 
(c) Lf = x, Lg = y then Lfg = xy 
Proof: 
(a) if p, q e seq (F) are such that 
|f - x| < p 4- 0 and |g - y| < q + 0, then 
| fg - xy| < |fg - f y | + | fy - xy| 
= |f||g - y I + If - x||y| < (|f - x| + |x|) |g - y| + |f - x||y| 
< (p(l) + |x|)q + p|y|. 
z .y. | I and fi. I are orthomorphisms in F, hence by thm 12.15 se-
quential order continuous. It follows that (p(l) + |xj)q + p|y| \ 0, 
hence Lfg = xy. 
(b) if rL(f,u) = x, rL(g,w) = y for u, w e F , then for every e > 0 there 
exists a N e u such that fo e 
and | g ( n ) - y | < e w i f n > H 
 r all n e fl holds that |f(n) - x| < EU 
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Let O < e < 1, then we have for all n e ]\| with n > max(N,,N ) that 
|f(n) g(n) - xy| < |f(n) g(n) - f(n)y| + |f(n)y - xy| 
< (|f(n) - x| + |x|) |g(n) - y| + |f(n) - x||y| 
< (u + |x | ) ew + eu|y| = e(u + |x|w + u | y | ) , hence r Lfg = xy. 
(c) i f for a l l n e M we have that P and Qn are polars in F such that 
f (n) - x e Pn, g(n) - y e Qn fo r a l l n e n and Pp+1 c Pn, Qn+1 c -Qn 
fo r a l l n e M and n {Pn ; n e ]N } = n { Q n ; n e u } = {0 } , then for 
a l l n e n we have that | f (n) g(n) - xy| < | f (n) g(n) - f (n )y | 
+ | f (n)y - xy| = | f (n ) | | g (n ) - y| + | f (n) - x| |y| e M P ^ c (Pp + QJ 
+ Q n yn 
il 
by thm 15.3, hence for all n e M we have that f(n) g(n) - xy e (p +Q ) l i , 
With lemma 8.1 and thm 8.2 it follows now that cLfg = xy. 
16. Faithful f-algebras 
f-algebras for which also holds the converse of thm 15.9(c),the socalled 
faithful f-algebras, are interesting. They have already been studied by 
Bigard, Keimel and Wolfenstein [ 1977 ] under the name "f-anneau réduit" 
and by Cristescu [1976, 4.3.3.] under the name "normal lattice ordered 
algebra". In the latter the underlying Riesz space is supposed to be 
Dedekind a-complete. Here we give another account. 
16.1. Definition. An f-algebra F for which holds that xy = 0 implies xly 
(x,y e F) is called a faithful f-algebra. 
16.2. Theorem. For an Archimedean f-algebra F the following statements 
are equivalent 
(a) F is faithful 
2 
(b) x > 0 implies x > 0 in F 
(a) the nilradical of F is equal to {0}. 
Proof: 
2 
(a)-*(b) x = 0 implies xix, so x = 0 
(b)^-(c) if n e ]N is arbitrary and x * 0 then |x| > 0; repeated application 
of (b) gives |x|2n > 0, hence x2" * 0, but then certainly xn * 0. (c)^-(a) it is sufficient to prove that for x,y > 0 in F holds that xAy > 0 
2 
implies xy > 0. xAy > 0 implies (xAy) > 0, but then it is sure 
that (xAy)(xAy) > 0, hence, by thm 15.9(g), xy > 0. 
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16.3. Lemma, J ƒ x and y are positive elements of a faithful Archimedean 
2 2 
f-algebra F, then x > y holds if and only if x > y. /Is a consequence 
2 2 
x = y holds if and only if x = y. 
Proof: If x > y, then x - y > 0. Together with x > 0 and y > 0 this 
2 2 2 2 
implies x - xy > 0, so x > xy and xy - y > 0, so xy > y . Now we have 
2 . 2 
x > y . 
2 2 2 
Conversely, if x > y , then we have (xVy - x) < (xVy - x)(xVy + x) = 
? 2 (xVy)^ - x . 2 2 2 By thm 15.9 f ƒ )we have(xVy) = x Vy , and th is implies 
/ > ,2 . 2W 2 2 2 2 _ 
(xVy - x ) < x V y - x = x - x = 0 . 
By thm 16.2 (a),(b)\ne have now xVy - x = 0, hence x > y. 
16.4. Definition. A ^-algebra is an f-algebra F in which there exists a 
multiplicative unit e, i.e. xe = ex = x for all x e F. 
From now on the symbol e (or ep) is always reserved for the multiplicative 
unit of a $-algebra F. 
The following lemma will be used frequently. 
16.5. Lemma. If x and y are arbitrary elements of an f-algebra F and 
2 2 
y > 0 then for every n e fj we have x y - nxy + n y > 0 awd 
2 2 
x y - nyx + n y > 0. 
2 
Proof: if F is a $-algebra, then by thm 15.9(W we have (x - ne) > 0, 
2 2 
hence (x - ne) y > 0 and y(x - ne) > 0, but then certainly 
2 2 2 2 
x y - nxy + n y > 0 and yx - nyx + n y > 0. 
I f F is an arb i t ra ry f -a lgebra, we have (ny - xy) A (xy - ny) = 0, so 
1 2 + + 
by de f in i t i on (xy - - x y) A(xy - ny) = 0, which implies 
[ (xy - ^x 2 y )A(xy - ny) ] + = 0, so [ xy - 4x 2 yAny ) ] + = 0, but then 
1 2 + 2 2 
cer ta in ly (xy - —x y - ny) = 0 , hence x y - nxy + n y > 0. 
The fol lowing theorem is proved by Bigard, Keimel and Wolfenstein [1977, 
cor. 12.3.9 ] . Here we give a d i rect proof. 
16.6. Theorem. Every Archimedean ^-algebra F is faithful. 
2 
Proof: by thm 16.2 it is sufficient to prove that x > 0 for every 
0 < x e F. 
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If O < x G F then since F is Archimedean there exists a n e IN such that 
+ 2 
(nx - e) > 0. By thm 15.9(d) we have (nx - e) > 0, hence 
(-n2x2 + 2nx - e ) + = 0. Now (n2x2 - nx) + = (n2x2 - nx) + + (-n2x2 + 2nx - e ) + 
2 2 2 2 + + 
> (n x - nx -n x + 2nx - e) = (nx - e) > 0. 
2 + 2 
So (nx - x) > 0 and this implies x > 0. 
16.7. Lemma. The multiplicative unit e in a ^-algebra ? is a weak order 
unit. 
2 
Proof: e > 0 because e = e > 0. 
eAx = 0 implies ex = x = 0, hence e is a weak order unit. 
Although every Riesz space can be given an f-multiplication structure, 
there are Riesz spaces, even with weak order units, which cannot be 
given a ^ -multiplication structure. We come back to this question in 
Chapter VI. 
In Archimedean $-algebras also the converse of lemma 15.6 holds. 
In fact they are characterized by this property. 
16.8. Theorem, (cf. Zaanen [1975, thm 3 ]). If T is an orthomorphism on 
an Archimedean ^-algebra F^  then there exists a z G F such that T = £ . 
11 Proof: if z = Te, then T and £ coincide on {e}. Because e = F we have 
T = JC by thm 12.20. 
It is a direct consequence of this theorem that z is the unique element 
of F such that T = £ , because if also T = £ , for z' € F, then 
£z _ z,"'= £z - £z, = 0, hence (z - z')e = 0, so z = z'. 
If T > 0, then z > 0 because z = Te. 
16.9. Theorem. For every Archimedean ^-algebra F it holds that F is 
f-algebra isomorphic to 0rth(F). 
Proof: if A is the mapping from F to 0rth(F) which assigns to z the 
element £ of 0rth(F), then A is a linear operator, bijective by thm 
16.8 and lemma 15.6. 
A is positive by the foregoing. 
It follows from Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, thm 18.5 ] that T is a Riesz 
isomorphism. 
Further for all x,y e F we have A(xy) = £ = £ £ = (Ax)(Ay), since 
xy x y 
multiplication in 0rth(F) is composition. 
Hence, T is also a ring isomorphism. 
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17. Ideals and ring ideals 
From the last theorem of the foregoing section a fundamental relation 
can be derived between orthomorphisms on an Archimedean $-algebra F 
and the ^-multiplication structure on F. 
We use the word ideal for order ideal and ring ideal for a twosided 
ringideal. 
17.1. Theorem. Every orthomorphism on an Archimedean ^-algebra F preser-
ves all ring ideals of F. 
Proof: if T e Orth(F), then by thm 16.8 there exists a z e F such that 
T = X . 
z 
For every ring ideal J of F we have now Tx = zx e J for all x e J. 
Also in faithful Archimedean f-algebras and even in a certain sense in 
every Archimedean Riesz space this phenomenon plays an important role. 
It is well known (cf. e.g. Birkhoff [1967, XVII.5, theorem of Fuchs ]) 
that a Riesz algebra is an f-algebra if and only if every polar is a 
ring ideal. In an Archimedean f-algebra even every o-ideal is a ring 
ideal. 
17.2. Theorem. Every o-ideal J of an Archimedean f-algebra F is a ring 
ideal. 
Proof: it is sufficient to show that 0 < x e J and 0 < y G F implies 
xy e J. If f e seq (Iv) is such that f(n) = xyAnx for all n e fi then 
il 0 < f and tf. By thm 15.3 we have xy e x ; from Luxemburg and Zaanen 
[1971, thm 24.7 ] it follows'now that ftxy, hence by thm 6.1(a) xy = °Lf, 
so xy e J. 
17.3. Theorem. Every r-ideal J in an f-algebra F is a ring ideal. 
Proof: i t is su f f i c ien t to Drove that 0 < x e j and 0 < y e F implies 
1 2 
xy e J and yx e j . By lemma 16.5 we have yx - nx < - y x and thus 
+ 1 2 (yx - nx) < —y x for a l l n e IN. 
Define f e seq ( I ) by f (n) = yxAnx for a l l n e n, then 0 < f and t f . 
* + 1 2 
For a l l n e ]N we have now | f (n) - yx| = |0A(nx - yx) | = (yx - nx) < —y x, 
hence yx e Lf, so yx e J . 
It can be proved similarly that xy e J ; then xy can be taken as a regulator. 
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17.4. Theorem. Every o-ideal J in an Archimedean f-algebra Y is a ring 
ideal. 
Proof: it is sufficient to show that 0 < x e J and 0 < y G F implies 
yx e J. 
If f e seq (I ) is such that f(n) = yxAnx for all n e IN, then 0 < f and 
+ +11 tf. Now we have that f(n) - yx = 0A(nx - yx) = -(yx - nx) G (yx - nx) 
For all n e ]N it holds that (yx - (n + l)x) c (yx - nx) 
If for 0 < v e F holds that v G (yx - nx) then vl(yx - nx) for all 
n e ]N. Since F is Archimedean we have y = sup{(y — y x ) ; n e IN}, by 
thm 3.5 it follows now that vly, hence vlyx, but then for all nef) we 
have vl(yx - nx) , hence v G (yx - nx) . It follows that v = 0, 
n{(yx - nx ) + i i ; n e N} = {0}. Hence yx = °Lf, so yx e J. 
so 
17.5. Remark. Not every ideal J in a f-algebra F is a ring ideal. If F 
is the f-algebra of all sequences of real numbers where the ^ multi-
plication is the componentwise multiplication, and J is the ideal of 
all sequences converging to 0, e = (1,1,1,...) G F and y = (1,^,-j,..) e J, 
z = (1,2,3,...) G F then yz = e £ J. 
In some f-algebras we are in the pleasant situation that every ideal is 
a ring ideal. By Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, p.210, 211 ] it is observed 
that in an f-algebra C(X) where X is a compact Hausdorff space (point-
wise multiplication on C(X)) this is the case indeed. 
Their arguments in fact are sufficient to show that every $-algebra in 
which the multiplicative unit is a strong order unit, is of this type. 
17.6. Theorem. Every ideal J in a Q-algebra F in which the multiplicative 
unit is a strong order unit, is a ring ideal. 
Proof: if x e J, y G F then there exists a A G R such that |y| < Xe. 
Now |xy| = |x[|y| < |x|.Xe = X|x| e J, hence xy G J. Similarly yx G J. 
17.7. Remark. The assumption that the multiplicative unit e of F is a 
strong order unit of F is necessary in thm 17.6. In the f-algebra C(0,1) 
(pointwise multiplication) the element e with e(t) = 1 for all t G (0,1) 
is multiplicative unit, but not a strong unit. If x(t) = t for all 
t G (0,1), then the ideal I is not a ring ideal, because e = xy if 
y(t) = t for all t G (0,1). 
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In Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, p. 211 ] it is shown that in C[0,1] not 
every prime ideal is a ring prime ideal. 
17.8. Theorem. (Fremlin's theorem, Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, p.211 ]). 
In every ^-algebra C(X) where X is an arbitrary topological space (point-
wise multiplication) every ring prime ideal is a prime ideal. 
We not that in the given reference a proof is given under the condition 
that X is compact Hausdorff, which is not used. 
In more general $-algebras thm 17.8 does not hold, as the following 
example shows. 
17.9. Example. Let F be the $-algebra of all continuous functions on 
[1,°°),' which are eventually polynomials (pointwise linear operations, 
partial ordering and multiplication), e with e(t) = 1 for all t e [1,°°) 
is the multiplicative unit of F. 
If J is the linear subspace of F consisting of all x .€ F such that x is 
eventually polynomial with constant term equal to 0, then J is a ring 
prime ideal. 
But J is not a prime idea l , not even an i dea l , because for x and y such 
that x ( t ) = 2t and y ( t ) = t + 1 for a l l t e [1,°°) i t holds that 
0 < y < x e J , y £ J . 
Notethat the mapping T: F -+R which assigns to x e F the constant term 
of the eventual polynomial of x, not only is a r ing homomorphism, but 
also a d is junct ive l inear funct iona l . T is not order bounded, because, 
2 
i f z ( t ) = t for a l l t e [1,°°) , then T[0,z ] is not bounded in F. Let 
therefore z„ = zAx where x „ ( t ) = t + n for a l l n e f|. 
n n nv ' 
Now we have z e [0,z ] for all n e]N, but Tz = n for all n e f\, hence 
T is not order bounded. 
17.10. Theorem. In every f-algebra F every ring prime ideal J is a Riesz 
subspace. 
Proof: it is sufficient to show that x e j implies |x| e J for every 
x e F. 
If x e J, then x2 e J. By thm 15.9(fcj and (d) x2 = |x2| = |x|2, 
hence |x| e J, because J is ring prime. 
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17.11. Remark. The foregoing theorem does not hold i f we take an 
arb i t ra ry r ing idea l . I f F = C[ 0,1 ] , x ( t ) = t - | fo r a l l t e [0,1] 
and J = {xy; y £ F ) then J is a r ing i dea l ; however |x| £ J , because 
i f |x| = xy for some y e F, then y ( t ) = -1 for a l l t e [ 0 , | ] and 
y ( t ) = 1 for a l l t e ( i , l ] . 
I t is a rather natural question to ask for necessary and su f f i c ien t 
conditions for an ideal of an f-algebra to be a r ing idea l . 
In the light of thms 17.2, 17.3 and 17.4 we can ask whether every 
ring ideal of an f-algebra is necessarily an o-ideal or a r-ideal 
or a c-ideal. The following example gives an answer to this question. 
17.12. Example. If F is the f-algebra of bounded real sequences with 
pointwise linear operations, partial ordering and multiplication and 
J is the ideal of all sequences converging to 0, then J is a ring 
ideal. 
If e = (l,l,l,..),x = ( 1 ,•«f-ös• • • ) e J and e is the sequence such 
that e (m) = 1 if m < n and e (m) = 0 i f m > n (m e IN), then for 
f € seq (I ) with f(n) = en for all n e fj, it holds that 0 < f and tf. 
o r e Further we have e = Lf = Lf = Lf, but e £ J. Hence, J is not an 
o-ideal, nor a r-ideal, nor a c-ideal. 
18. Ringhomomorphisms in Archimedean f-algebras 
In this section we study connections between Riesz homomorphisms and 
ring homomorphisms from an Archimedean f-algebra E to an Archimedean 
f-algebra F. Further a variant of a recent theorem of Kutateladze is 
proved, as is a variant of the Ellis-Phelps theorem. 
18.1. Theorem. In every Avahimedean ^-algebra F in which the multi-
plicative unit is a strong order unit, for a linear operator <j>: F -»• F 
holds that for the assertions 
(a) <j> is a Riesz homomorphism with <j)(e) = 1 or <fi(e) = 0. 
(b) <j> is a ring homomorphism 
(c) cf>(x2) = (<f>(x))2 for a l l x e F 
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we have (a) implies (b), (b ) implies (o), Co) implies (b). 
In the case ¥ is a ^-algebra C(X) (with pointwise linear operations, 
partial ordering and multiplication) and X is pseudooompaot and 
Haussdorff, all assertions are equivalent. 
Proof: 
(a) -+ (b): if <Ke) = 0 then the positivity of <f> implies that <j> = 0, 
hence $ is a ringhomomorphism. If c>(e) = 1, then the nullspace J of <f> 
is a maximal ideal of E. The following is a modification of a lemma of 
Papert [ 1962 ] . Let x, y e F+ be such that <t>(x) = <j>(y) = 0 . If c = <S>{xy), 
then c > 0. Hence <|>((ce - x)(e + y)) = 0. Now we have 
0 < (ce - x ) + <; (ce - x)+(e + y) = ((ce - x)(e + y)) e J, which implies 
(ce - x ) + e J, hence <f>((ce - x) ) = 0, so (4>(ce - x)) = 0. 
Now ()>(ce - x) < 0, hence c < <j)(x) = 0. Together with c > 0 this implies 
c = 0, hence <|>(xy) = <J>(x) <(>(y). If x, y e F are arbitrary such that 
* ( x ) = <i>(y) = o t n e n <f>(x+) = <Mx~) = * ( y + ) = «Ky") = °» n e n c e by t n e 
foregoing (J>(xy) = <|>(x+y+) + <|>(x"y~) - ()>(x y~) - 4>(x"y ) = 0. 
For the general case x, y e F let a = <J>(x), b = <i>(y) and c = <j)(xy). 
Then <j>(ae - x) = <f>(be - y) = 0. By the foregoing we have 
0 = cf>((ae - x)(be - y)) = c - ab, hence <f>(xy) = <l>(x) <f>(y). So, $ is a 
ring homomorphism and J is a maximal ring ideal, even a hyper-real 
ideal in the sense of Gillman and Jerison [1976, 5.6 ] . 
(b) •+ C'a) : evident. 
Co) •> (b) : for x, y e F we have <j>(xy) - i(<K(x + y) 2) - <t)(x2) - § { / ) ) 
= |((*(x + y ) ) 2 - (*(x))2 - (*(y))2)= *(x) *(y). 
If Fis a $-algebra C(X) with X pseudocompact and Hausdorff, then e is a 
strong order unit of F, so the only implication we have to show yet, is 
Co) •+ Ca). <t>(e) = <f)(e2) = (<t>(e)) , hence <(>(e) = 1 or <f>(e) = 0. $ is 
o o 
positive, because if x > 0, then <)>(x) = <J>((/x) ) = (d>(v^ x)) > 0, where 
/x is the pointwise square root of x. Now <f> is a Riesz homomorphism, 
2 7 9 ? 
because for x e F we have <f>(|x|) = <l>(|x| ) = cf>(x ) = (<l>(x)) , which 
implies, together with the positivity of y, that <(>(|x|) = |<}>(x)|. 
As a consequence of this theorem, every maximal ideal is a maximal ring 
ideal. 
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18.2. Example. For an arbitrary {-algebra with strong order unit the 
implication (c) -*• (a) in the foregoing theorem does not hold in general. 
If F is the Archimedean $-algebra of all piecewise polynomials on 
[ 1,2 ] (ex. 14.1) and e e F is such that e(t) = 1 for all t e [ 1,2 ] , 
then e is a strong order unit of F and at the same time the multiplica-
tive unit of F. 
If $: F •+ F is the linear operator which assigns to x e F the constant 
termx_(0) of the polynomial x (ex. 14.1), then <}> is a ring homomorphism, 
but <|> is not a Riesz homomorphism, for <J> is not positive, because 
<(>(x) = -1 < 0 for x such that x(t) = t - 1. 
In the foregoing example it appears that the ring homomorphism is at 
the same time a disjunctive linear functional. The following theorem 
shows that this is a particular case of a more general phenomenon. 
18.3. Theorem. Every ring homomorphism <J) from an Archimedean f--algebra 
E to a faithful Archimedean f-algebra F is a disjunctive linear operator. 
2 2 ? 2 
Proof: For all x e E we have |x| =x,so<J>(|x|)=(|>(x), hence 
(<M|x|))2 = (*(x))2, or (k(|x|)|)2 = (|*(x)|)2. Lemma 16.3 implies 
14>( |x| ) | = |<J>(x)|, hence ()> is a disjunctive linear operator. 
18.4. Example. The converse of thm 18.3 does not hold in general, even 
if F = K . If E is the Archimedean f-algebra of all continuous functions 
x on [0,1 ] such that x'(0) (i.e. the right differential quotient of x 
in the point t = 0) exists, then 4>: E -*• R with cf>(x) = x'(0) is a dis-
junctive linear functional, for let x e E, if (x(t) - x(0))t" has not 
a fixed sign for t e [0,6) for every 6 > 0, then it follows from the 
existence of x'(0) that x(0) = 0 and x'(0) = 0. For |x| similar argu-
ments show that ( | x | ) (0) = 0 and (|x|')(0) = 0. This implies |<f>(|x|)| 
= |(j>(x)|. If thereexists a 6 > 0 such that (x(t) - x(0))t_1 has a fixed 
sign on [0,6), then x(t) < x(0) on [0,6) or x(t) > x(0) on [0,6). In the 
case x(t) < x(0) on [0,6) we consider two subcases, namely x(0) < 0 and 
x(0) > 0. In the first (|x|)(t) = -x(t) on [0,6), hence 
|t(|x|)| =
 11m |x|(t) : |x|(0) = 1im -x(t) t x(0) 
t+0 t+0 t 
-<p(x)| = |<t>(x) 
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In the second, by the continuity of x there exists a &, e [0,6) such that 
x(t) > 0 on [ O.öj). Now we have (|x|)(t) = x(t) on [0,6^, hence |<j)(|x|) | 
= |<(i(|x|)|. The case x(t) > x(0) on [0,6) goes similarly. cf> is not a 
ring homomorphism, because <|>(e) = 0 and <f> / 0. 
Next, we give a theorem which is a variant of a theorem of Kutateladze 
(Kutateladze [1979, thm 2.5.4 ] ) and a theorem of Meyer (Meyer [ 1979, 
Thm 3.3 ]) . The statement in the theorem of Kutateladze is that if S 
and T are linear operators from a Riesz space E to a Dedekind complete 
Riesz space F and 0 < S < T and T a Riesz homomorphism then there exists 
a linear operator TT: F -*• F such that 0 < TT < Ip and s = TT°T NO proof 
is given. A proof for this theorem in the case E is Archimedean is given 
by Luxemburg and Schep.[ 1978, Thm 4.3 ] . In this proof the advantage is 
used that £ (E,F) is a Dedekind complete Riesz space. Meyer's theorem 
states that if E is an Archimedean Riesz space and F a regulator complete 
Riesz space and S and T are linear operators as above, then there exists 
a linear operator TT: J -»• J such that 0 < IT < I, and S = TT°T The 
proof of this theorem makes use of representation theory. 
18.5. Theorem. If S and T are linear operators from a Riesz space E to 
an Archimedean ^-algebra F in which, the multiplicative unit & is a 
strong order unit, and if 0 < S < T and 'S is a Riesz homomorphism, then 
TeSx = TxSe holds for all x e E. 
Proof: Let x e E be arbitrary, <j> an arbitrary Riesz homomorphism from 
F to 1R with <j>(e) = 1 (such a <j> exists by thm 12.6). 
If y = <)>(Te)x - <t>(Tx)e, then (4><>T)(y) = <J>(Te)<j>(Tx) - <f>(Tx)<f>(Te) = 0. 
<f>°T i s a Riesz homomorphism from E to F , hence a lso (e|>°T)(y ) 
= (<|)0T)(y") = 0 . We have 0 < <J>°S < <(>°T, so (<|>0S)(y+) = (cj>°S)(y~) = 0 , 
which imp l i es (<t>°S)(y) = 0. 
Now 0 = (<|>0S)(y) = <f>(Te)<j>(Sx) - <|>(Tx)(|>(se), hence 4>(Te)<J>(Sx) 
= <|>(Tx)cj>(se). By thm 18.1 if is a ring homomorphism, hence <|>(TeSx) 
= ^(TxSe). By thm 12.6 it follows now that TeSx = TxSe. 
Note that the form of the foregoing theorem is not entirely the same as 
the form of Kutateladze's theorem. In the following chapter methods 
are developed which can bring this theorem in the same form. 
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Finally, we prove a theorem which is a variant of the Ellis-Phelps theorem 
(Schaefer [1974, III. prop.9.1 ]). First we have to establish some pre-
liminaries. 
18.6. Definition. A subset C of a linear space L is called convex if the 
conditions C-, , c« e C and 0 < A < 1 imply Ac, + (1 - A)c„ £ C. c £ L is 
called an extremal point of C if the conditions C = Ac, + (1 - A)c„, 
c,, c? E C and 0 <• A < 1 imply c = c, . 
18.7. Lemma, (cf. e.g. Semadeni [ 1971, lemma 4.4.3 ] ) If C is a convex 
set of a linear space L and C and c' are elements of C, then c is an 
extremal point of C if and only if c + c' £ C together with c - c' e C 
implies c' =0. 
18.8. Theorem. For a positive linear operator T from an Archimedean 
^-algebra E to an Archimedean ^-algebra F such that Tep = epj the 
following assertions are equivalent 
(a) T is an extreme point of C = {R £ £(E,F) ; R > 0 and Rep = ep} 
(b) T is a ring homomorphism satisfying Tep = ep 
(c) T is a Riesz homomorphism satisfying Te.- = e,-. 
Proof: 
(a) •* (b): The first part of this implication is similar to Semadeni 
[1971, thm 4.5.3 ] , although there E = C(X) and F = C(Y) with X and Y 
topological spaces. 
Let yQ be a fixed element of E, such that 0 < y« < ep. Then 
0 < TyQ < Te£ = ep by the positivity of T. Let S: E -* F be the linear 
operator such that Sx = T(xyQ) - TxTy„. Now we show that T + S e c and 
T - S G C. (T + S)eE = ep + TyQ - TyQ = ep, similarly (T - S)eE = ep. 
Further, if 0 < x e E, then 
(T + S)x = Tx + T(xyQ) - TxTyQ = Tx(ep - TyQ) + T(xyQ) > 0 and 
(T - S)x = Tx - T(xyQ) + TxTyQ = T(x(e£ - yQ)) + TxTyQ > 0, hence T + S 
and T - s are positive. 
By lemma 18.7 we have now S = 0, hence T(xyQ) = TxTy« for every x e E. 
Now let yQ be a bounded element of E+, say 0 < yQ < Aep for some 
0 < A e R . Then by the preceding argument T(xA"ïy.) = TxT(A~ y n ) , hence 
T(xyQ) = TxTyQ. 
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let y e E+ be arbitrary. Define f e seq(E) by f(n) = yAneF for all n e N. 
2 2 2 2 
By lemma 16.5 we have y - ny + n eF > 0, so ny - n e F < y , hence 
(y - n e E ) + < y , or |f(n) - y| <iy 2. 
It follows that rLf = y. Thm 15.1KWgives now that rL(xf) = xy. 
By thm 11.3 this implies that rLT(xf) = T(xy). By the foregoing for 
every n e M holds that T(xf(n)) = TxTf(n), hence also ri.T(xf) 
=
 rLTxTf = TxrLTf = TxTy. From the uniqueness of the regulator limit it 
follows that T(xy) = TxTy. 
Finally, let y e E be arbitrary. From T(xy) = T(xy - xy") 
= T(xy ) - T(xy") = TxT(y ) - TxT( 
now that T is a ring homomorphism. 
T(xy+) - T(xy") = TxT(y+) - TxT(y") = TxT(y - y~) = TxTy it follows 
(b) ->• (a): F is faithful! because F is a $-algebra. Thm 18.3 implies 
now that T is a disjunctive linear operator. Now, by the positivity 
of T we have that T is a Riesz homomorphism. 
(a) ->- (a): Let Ë = {x e E; |x| < Ae£ for some A e F }, F = {y e F; 
|y| < yep for some y e TR }. Then T(Ë) c F because, if x e Ë, say 
|x| < AeE for some A e F , then |TX| = T|X| < ATe£ = Ae.-, so Tx e F. 
Let T: E -* F be defined by Tx = Tx for all x e Ë, then T is a Riesz 
homomorphism. 
If S is a linear operator from E to F such that 0 < S < T then we can 
define in a similar way a linear operator S: Ë •+ F satisfying Sx = Sx 
for all x e Ë. 
By thm 18.5 we have now Sx = TxSeF for all x G Ë. If TT from F to F is 
the multiplication operator R then TT e Orth(F) and § = TT°T. 
Suppose now that T = A ^ + (1 - A)T2 with T ^ T 2 e C, A e (0,1), then 
0 < AT, < T and 0 < (1 - A)T2 < T.By the foregoing, there exist 
TT,, TT2 e Orth(F) such that AT, = TT,°T and (1 - A) T2 = TT2<>T. 
If ip, = A" TT, and <JJ_ = (1 - A)" TT?, then T, = ^,°f, T„ = I|J2»T. From 
T,eE = T2eF = eF we have ^,eF = ^«e.. = eF, so <JJ1 and i>„ coincide on the 
subset {eF> of the Archimedean Riesz space F. By thm 12.21 it follows 
now that <K = i>2> so T, = T2, hence T, and T 2 coincide on E. 
Let x e E be arbitrary. If f e seq(E) is defined by f(n) = xAne for all 
n e U , then as in the proof of (a) •* (b) we have that rLf = x. 
Now by thm 11.3 we have that rL(T, - T2)f = (T, - T2)x, hence 
(T1 - T2)x = 0, so T^ = T2. 
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18.9. Remark. The positiveness of T is essentially used in the implica-
tion (b) •+ (a) (compare ex. 18.2). However, if E is supposed to be 
regulator complete, then this assumption can be omitted, as we shall 
see in thm 22.1. 
19. Normalizers and local multipliers on f-algebras 
In this section F is an f-algebra. 
19.1. Definition. A linear operator A : F -»• F is called a normalizer on 
F if for all x e F holds that A°£ = £ . J J
 x AX 
19.2. Definition. A linear operator B : F -»• F is aalled a local multiplier 
on F if there exists a mapping a: F -»• F such that for x e F holds that 
x a(x) 
19.3. Theorem. Every normalizer A on F is a Jordan operator. 
Proof: A = A°£e = £^ - £ ( A e ) + - £ ( A e ). . By lemma 15.6 £(Afi)+ and £ ( A e ). 
are positive linear operators. 
In a general (Archimedean) f-algebra thm 19.3 is false, because on a zero-
algebra F every linear operator A is a normalizer, since A°£ = 0 = £ 
for all x e F. But it is well known that not every linear operator on a 
Riesz space is a Jordan operator (cf. Meyer [1979, ex. 2.6. ]). 
19.4. Theorem. Every orthomorphism T on an Archimedean faithful f-algebra 
? is a normalizer. 
Proof: Let x,y e F. 
First, suppose that Tx = 0.. By thm 15.3 we have xy e x . It is a consequence 
of thm 12.20 that the nullspace N(T) of T is a band in F, hence x c N(T) 
and thus xy e N(T), so T(xy) = 0. 
In this case we have therefore T(xy) = (Tx)y. 
In the general case, let s = R °T -£ , then s also is an orthomorphism, 
because s is the difference of two orthomorphisms. 
We have now Sx = <R (Tx) - (Tx)x = 0. 
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With the foregoing it follows that S(xy) = (Sx)y, hence (T(xy))x = (Tx)xy, 
and since F is commutative (T(xy))x = (Tx)yx, hence (T(xy) - (Tx)y)x = 0. 
Since F is faithful T(xy) - (Tx)ylx. On the other hand we have Tx e x , 
hence (Tx)y s x ; xy e x , hence T(xy) e x .It follows that also 
T(xy) - (Tx)y e x , hence T(xy) = (Tx)y,soT°£ = £ for all x e F. 
19.5. Theorem. Every normaliser A on a faithful f-algebra ? is a stabilizer. 
Proof: if xiy then xy = 0, hence A(xy) = 0, so (Ax)y = 0. Since F is faith-
ful we have Axly, hence A is a stabilizer. 
19.6. Theorem. Every orthomorphism T on an Archimedean f-algebra F is a 
local multiplier. 
Proof: Let x e F be arbitrary, then £ °T is an orthomorphism and 
N(JC "T) 3 x1. 
For X = {x .x 1 } holds that X11 = F. 
( V ) x = (Tx)x = x(Tx) = (VT)X-
If y e x , then (ï^y = (Tx)y = 0 and (£x°T)y = x(Ty) = 0 hence 
(•cTx)y = (VT)y. 
It follows now by thm 12.21 that Xx°T = £ T x > so T is a local multiplier. 
19.7. Theorem. Every local multiplier B on a faithful Archimedean f-algebra 
F which is a Jordan operator, is an orthomorphism. 
Proof: it is no restriction to take B > 0. 
Let x,y e F be such that xAy = 0. 
There exists a mapping a: F ->• F such that £ °B = £ , ,, hence (£ °B)y = £ /„\y. 
We may assume a(x) > 0, for otherwise replace a(x) by a(x) (because 
((By)x)+ = (a(x)y)+, so (B(y))x = a(x)+y). 
xAy = 0 and a(x) > 0 imply xAa(x)y = 0, so xAx(By) = 0. 
2 
Suppose xABy # 0, then, because F is faithful, xBy ^  0, hence (xBy) * 0, 
2 2 2 
so, since F is commutative, x (By) =£ 0, but then certainly x By * 0, hence, 
since F is faithful, xAxBy =* 0, contradiction. It follows that xABy = 0, 
so B is an orthomorphism. 
The following theorem follows directly from the foregoing theorems of 
this section. 
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19.8. Theorem. For a Jordan operator T on a faithful Archimedean f-algebra F 
the following assertions are equivalent. 
(a) T is a normaliser 
(b) T is a local multiplier 
(a) T is an orthomorphism 
We remark that in Brainerd [1962] the class of all linear operators on 
an f-algebra F which are normalizer and local multiplier at the same 
time, is studied under the name "the normalizer of F". It is proved 
there by elementary means that the normalizer of an f-algebra without 
non-zero left or right annihilators is an f-algebra. Since every faith-
ful Archimedean f-algebra satisfies this condition, we have by thm 19.8 
the following theorem. 
19.9. Theorem. For every faithful Archimedean f-algebra F the space 
Orth(F) is an Archimedean f-algebra under the operator ordering and 
composition as multiplication. 
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Chapter V 
INVERSIONS AND SQUARE ROOTS IN ARCHIMEDEAN $-ALGEBRAS 
An Archimedean ^-algebra can be closed more or less under taking inverses 
and square roots. For the case of inversion three closure property condi-
tions are given; each of them seems to be natural. For the case of square 
roots only one closure property condition is given. 
As a corollary of this theory a generalization of a theorem of Ellis [1963 ] 
and Phelps [1964 ] is given. 
20. Inversions in Archimedean ^-algebras. 
In this section F is a given Archimedean $-algebra, so in particular F 
is faithful by thm 16.6 and commutative by thm 15.10. 
20.1. Definition, x e F is called invertible if both the following conditions 
are satisfied. 
(a) the band B generated by X is a projection band 
(b) there exist a y G B such that xy = P e,where P is the projection on 
the band B (P exists by virtue of(a)). 
In that case y is called an inverse of x. 
20.2. Theorem. Any x e F has at most one inverse. 
Proof: if y, and y2 are inverses of x then by definition y,, y~ e B and 
Wl = xy2 = Pxe e Bx, hence y : - y2 e Bx and x{yl - y2) = 0. F is 
faithful, hence the latter implies y. - y. e B . 
It follows that y, = y9. 
-1 The inverse of x is denoted by x . 
It follows directly from the definition that x" is invertible and 
(x- 1)- 1 = x. 
2 -1 
20.3. Lemma. For every x e F it holds that (x ) exists if and only if 
~-I '. . -12 2-1 
X exists; in that case (x ) = (x ) Proof: By thm 15.3 we have B 2 c B . 
To prove the converse, let 0 < z e B . It is sufficient to show that 
2 x 2 2 
sAx = 0 for s e F implies sAz = 0. If sAx = 0, then also xsAx = 0, 
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hence x(sAx) = 0, so since F is f a i t h f u l x l sAx, so sAx = 0, 
hence sAz = 0. I t follows that B = B o a n d p x = p x 2 - Further 
we have that Pep e = (e - (e - Pve))p e = (e - (I - P )e)P e = P e x x i x x x x x A A _i A A A A A 
by thm 15.3. If (x2)" = y, then x2y = Py2e = P e, hence x(xy) = Pye, 
xists, then x 
1,2 .2,-1 
-1 -1 ? -1 2 i l 
so x exists and is equal to xy. If x exists, then x (x ) = xx'^xx"4-
= PveP e = P e = p?e. It follows that (x - 1) 2 = (x2) 
X X X X 
20.4. Theorem, (compare Vulikh [ 1948 ] and Rice [ 1968 ] ). If x and y 
are invertible in ¥ , then 
(a) |x| is invertible and |x| = |x | 
(b) x > 0 if and only if x > 0 
(a) x 1 y implies x + y invertible and in that oase (x + y) = x + y 
Proof: (a) From thm 15.9 (b)\t follows that Pi ,e = P e = |p e| = |x||x |, 
_i Ix I x x i i 
B = B, i and |x | e B _i c B v, hence |x| is invertible and |x| = |x |. x
 lxl x x _, _. _, 
(b) it is sufficient to show that x > 0 implies x > 0. x = x P e 
= x-1x_1x = (x-1)2x > 0 by thm 15.9 (d) . (o) from B n B = {0} it follows that B + B = B and B a projection 
x y x y . x+y x+y 
band. Now we have P J w e = P e + P e and from y e B , x-1 e B it follows 
_i ix+y x y y x 
that xy" = 0, yx~ = 0, hence (x + y)(x_1 + y"*) = xx-1 + xy~l + yx"1 + yy"l 
= P e + p e. x
 y 
Now the announced three closure property conditions for taking inverses 
are given. Note that the conditions are arranged according to increasing 
strength. 
20.5. Definition. F is oalled 
(a) closed under bounded inversion, abbreviated to Bij if every X > e 
is invertible 
(b) weakly closed under inversion, abbreviated to ÜI1, if every weak 
order unit is invertible 
(a) completely invertible, abbreviated to CI,if every element of F 
is invertible. 
Note that for every weak order unit x e F condition (a) of definiton 
20.1 is fulfilled automatically. 
BI was defined by Henriksen and Johnson [1961 ] . They proved by means 
of representation theory that regulator completeness is a 
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sufficient condition for F to be BÎ. Here we give a direct proof of this 
fact and an example to show that this condition is not necessary. 
CI is already defined by Vulikh [1948 ] in Dedekind complete Riesz spaces 
with respect to a given weak order unit, and was studied by Rice [ 1968 ] . 
Their results depend on Freudenthal 's spectral theorem (cf. e.g. Luxemburg 
and Zaanen [1971, Ch. 6 ]) which holds in Dedekind complete Riesz spaces. 
20.6. Theorem. Every regulator complete Archimedean ^-algebra F is BI. 
Proof: Let x e F, x > e. 
Define f, g e seq(F) by f(n) = xAne and g(n) = (e - -x) for all n e H . 
Then 0 < g(n) < (e - ^ e ) + = — e for all n e f\ . Let for all n e « a 3V
 '
 v
 n ' n 
sequence s in F be defined by s (m) = e + g(n) + ... + g(n) , then s 
is a regulator Cauchy sequence for all n e fi , because for all e > 0 
n n-1 N11 o
 n there exists an N e ft such that (—) e < ^  ; if m, > m~ > N then e i n n i c z m„+l m, m« 
|sn(m1) - sn(m2)| = g(n) + ... + g(n) = g(n) (e + g(n) + ... 
mi-m2+l n-1 m2 n-1 n-1 mi-'112+1 
+ g ( n ) 1 l ) < (Ve) > + (V)e + ••• +O e) 
Now we can define a sequence s in F by s(n) = r(.s . 
Using f(n) = ne - ng(n) for all n € f\ it follows by induction that 
f(n)sn(m) = n(e - g(n)"i+1) holds for all m e ]N . If for all n e IN a 
sequence hp in F is defined by h (m) = g(n) m + 1 (me H),then rL(hp,e)=0 for 
all n e ]N , hence, if t e seq(F) is defined by t(n) = n~ s(n) for all 
n e IN , then we have f (n)t(n) = rLf (n)n_1sn= n"1 rLn(e - h ) = rL(e - hp) = e. 
Hence, t(n) is the inverse of f(n) for all n e ]N . We shall prove now that 
2 1 
t is a x -Cauchy sequence in F. Let e > 0. If N e f| is such that N > -, 
then for all n, m e u with m > n > N we have |t(m) - t(n)| = t(n) - t(m) 
< (t(n) - t(m))f(m) = t(n) f(m) - e = t(n)(xAme) - e= (t(n)xAt(n)me) - e 
-12 -12 ? 
= (t(n)x - e) A (t(n)m - e ) < n x < N x < ex . From the regulator 
r 2 
completeness of F it follows that y = L(t,x ) exists in F. It can be 
proved similarly as in thm 18.8 (a) •> (h) that rLf = x. Now by thm 15.11 (b) 
we have xy = rLf rLt = rLft = e. 
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20.7. Example. FR, the Archimedean $-algebra of all sequences of real 
numbers with a finite range (with componentwise multiplication) is not 
regulator complete (remark 15.8), but FR is 81, even CI. Hence, regulator 
completeness is not necessary in the foregoing theorem. 
20.8. Example. 
(a) If F, is the Dedekind complete $-algebra of all bounded sequences of 
1 1 
real numbers (componentwise multiplication), then x = (1, -*, -?, ...) 
is a weak order unit in F., however x" does not exist. 
(b) If F„ is the Archimedean $-algebra of all functions x on F such that 
for all t e K there exists a e > 0 such that x is constant on 
[t, t + e) (pointwise multiplication), then F„ is lateral complete 
and not Dedekind complete, (section 3). Observe that F? is CI. 
A $-algebra which is CI has PPP by definition, however PP is not auto-
matically fulfilled, as the following example shows. 
20.9. Example. If F is the Riesz subspace of the ^-algebras s of all 
sequences of real numbers with componentwise multiplication, generated 
by c Q 0 and all elements r (k e TL) with r = (1, 2, 3, ... ), then F has 
PPP, but F does not have PP because the band of all elements of F with 
odd components all equal to 0, is not a projection band in F. Provided 
with the $-multipli cation of E, F is itself a $-algebra. It is easy 
to see that F is CI. 
20.10. Theorem. If F is an Archimedean ^-algebra which is fill, then for 
every weak order unit U G F there exists an f-multiplication * on the 
underlying Riesz space such that F provided with this multiplication * 
is a ^-algebra with multiplicative unit u. 
Proof: Let * be defined by x * y = xyu for all x, y G F. Then (F,*) 
is a Riesz algebra by the positivity of u~ . 
If for x, y, z e E holds that yAz = 0, then xyu Az = 0, hence 
x * y A z = 0, hence (F,*) is an f-algebra. For all x e F we have that 
x * u = xuu" = xe = x, so u is the multiplicative unit of (F,*). 
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21. Square roots in Archimedean ^-algebras 
In this section we prove that for an Archimedean $-algebra to be closed 
under taking square roots, its regulator completeness'is a suffi ei ent con-
dition.Some results can be generalized to arbitrary f-algebras, but here 
we restrict ourself to Archimedean ^-algebras. In this section F is a 
given Archimedean §-algebra, so in particular F is faithful by thm 16.6 
and commutative by thm 15.10. 
21.1. Definition. If for x, y e F holds that y = x then y is called a 
square root of X. 
n th roots are defined by Rice [ 1966 ] , [ 1968 ] in Dedekind complete 
Riesz spaces with respect to a given weak order unit and by Cristescu 
[1976, 4.3.2 ] in Dedekind a-complete Riesz spaces. 
21.2. Theorem. Any x e F has at most one square root. 
2 2 2 2 
Proof: if for y., y„ > 0 holds that y. = x and y„ = x then y, = y«; since 
F is faithful we may apply lemma 16.3, hence y, = y~. 
i 
The square root of x is denoted by /x or x2. 
21.3. Lemma. If /x and /y exist for x, y e F , then also fxy exists and 
/xy = /x /y. 
2 2 + 2 2 2 
Proof: if x = w , y = z for certain w, z G F , then xy = w z = (wz) 
and wz > 0, hence /xy exists and is equal to /x /y. 
21.4. Theorem. If /x for 0 < x e F exists then /x e B . 
Proof: it is sufficient to prove that Sx A z = 0 for all z e F such that 
xAz = 0. From xAz = 0 it follows that Jx(/x A z ) = x A /x z = 0. Since F 
is faithful this implies that T x l /x A z, hence /x A z = 0 because 
0 < /x h z < /x . 
21.5. Theorem. If /x and /y exist for x, y e F then x 1 y implies that 
/x + y exists and /x + y = /x + /y. 
Proof: by the foregoing theorem we have that /x e B and /y e B , hence 
x y 
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/x l /y, so /x /y = 0. It follows that (^ x + i^) = x + y + 2/x /y = x + y. 
Together with 0 < >^x + /y this implies that /x + y exists and /x + y 
= >/x + v^ 7. 
In general not every positive element of an Archimedean <J>-algebra 
has a square root; e.g. in ex. 17.9 the element z such that z(t) = t 
has no square root. 
21.6. Definition. F is called closed under taking square roots, abbre-
viated to SR if /x exists for every x e F . 
Similar to the case of bounded inversion (sect. 19), a sufficient con-
dition for an Archimedean $-algebra F to be SR is regulator completeness 
of F. That this condition is not necessary is clear if we take FR, as in 
ex. 20.7. FR is SR, but not regulator complete. 
21.7. Theorem. Every regulator complete Archimedean ^-algebra F is SR. 
Proof: The proof is by means of an approximation procedure, which is a 
generalization to regulator complete Archimedean ^-algebras of the well 
known Newton method for approximating zeros of a real- or complex valued 
function on F . For the proof that there exists a limit we have to be 
more careful than in the real case, where in general the proof is based 
on the Dedekind completeness of R . 
The proof that our approximating sequence is monotone is similar to the 
proof of Visser [1937 ] (see also Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, p. 377 ] ). 
However, in the sequel of that proof a property of the ordered vector 
space of Hermitean operators on a Hubert space is used (Luxemburg and 
Zaanen [1971, Thm 53.4 ] ) , which is analogous to Dedekind completeness 
of a Riesz space and is not available in our case, so we have to proceed 
differently. First we prove that /k~ exists for every x e [ôe,e ] , 
where 6 e (0,1 ] . 
Let f e seq(F) be defined inductively by f(l) = e, f(n + 1) 
= f(n) + ?(* - f(n)2) for all n e M . If z = e - x and g = e - f, then 
z e [0, (1 - ô)e ] , g(l) = 0 and g(n + 1) = \{z + g(n)2) for all n e H . 
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Now we prove by induction that g(n) and g(n + 1) - g(n) are polynomials 
in z with non-negative coefficients for all n e IN . For n = 1 the state-
ment is true, because g(l) = 0 and g(2) - g(l) = -^z. If for certain 
k e M , k > 2, holds that g(k - 1) and g(k) - g(k - 1) are polynomials 
in z with non-negative coefficients, then also g(k) is such a polynomial, 
but then also g(k) + g(k - 1). Now we have that g(k + 1) - g(k) 
= |(9(k)2 - g(k - l)2) = |(g(k) + g(k - l))(g(k) - g(k - 1)) is a poly-
nomial in z with non-negative coefficients. It follows that 0 < g and -l-g. 
In order to prove that f is an e-Cauchy sequence in F we show that 
0 < g < (1 - <5)e. 0 < g(l) < (1 - <5)e because g(l) = 0. Suppose 
0 < g(k) < (1 - <5)e, then g(k + 1) = \{z + g(k)2) < |((1 - 6)e + (1 - <5)2e) 
< j({l - 6)e + (1 - <5)e) = (1 - 6)e. Now by induction we have 0 < g < (1 - 6)e. 
It follows that g(n + 1) - g(n) = |(g(n) + g(n - l))(g(n) - g(n - 1)) 
< (1 - ô)(g(n) - g(n - 1)) for all n e u . Now f(n) - f(n + 1) 
= g(n + 1) - g(n) < (1 - 6)(g(n) - g(n - 1)) = (1 - 6)(f(n - 1) - f(n)) 
holds for all n e M . Further 0 < f(l) - f(2) = --^ (x - f(l)2) 
= -2"(x - e) = ^e - jx < ^e. This implies that |f(n) - f(n + 1) | < j(l - 6)ne 
holds for all n e n . 
Let e > 0. If N e n is such that ^ (1 - ô ) w + 1 ô"1 < E, then for all 
n,' m e IN such that n > m > N holds that |f(n) - f (m) | = f (m) - f(n) 
= (f(m) - f(m + 1)) + (f(m + 1)- f(m + 2)) + ... (f(n - 1) - f(n)) 
<|(1 - ô)m e +|(1 - ô ) m + 1 e + ... + j(l - ô)"" 1 e 
< i(l - 6 ) m I (1 - 6) k e < i(l - ô ) w + 1 ô"1 e < ee. 
c
 k=l ù 
It follows that f is an e-Cauchy sequence in F; if y = rLf, then by 
thm 15.11 (b) we have that y2 = rL(f2) 
r 2 But also L(f ) = x, because if z > 0, then take N e K such that 
(1 - ô) < e. Then for all n e f\ such that n > N we have |x - f(n) | 
= 2(f(n + 1)- f(n)) < 2 . ^ (1 - <5)n e < (1 - Ô) H < ee. Now by the 
2 
uniqueness of the regulator limit in F we have x = y . 
Suppose now x e [0,e ] arbitrary. By the foregoing VxVn" e exists for 
every n e H , Let h e seq(F) be defined by h(n) = VxVn e for all n 
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We show that h is an e-Cauchy sequence in F. Let e > 0. Take s e K such 
that N > Ze . For all n, m e M such that n > m > M we have that 
V (xvm e)(xVn e) exists. 
in ) e < N e < j e e. Now we have (x - N" e) < (x 
hence (xVN e) - (xVm e) < (N_1 - m )e< •=• e2e. 
Further (N" m- 1e) +, 
This implies that 2(xvN_1e) - 2V (xVm" e)(xVn_1e) < e2e, so 
(xVm e) + (xVn e) - 2V (xVm e)(xVn e) < e2e, hence VxVm_1e - VxVn_1< 
< (ee)2. It follows from thm 16.6 that V x V m e Â xVn e< ce, so h is an 
e-Cauchy sequence in F. 
Let w = rLh. For all n e K it holds that 0 < p e 
r 1 + n 
(thm 7.1 (ß) ) that rLp = 0 if p(n) = (-ie - x) for all n e K . It foil 
that for q e seq(F) with q(n) = xVn" e holds that rLq = x. 
x) < -e; this implies 
ows 
By thm 15.11 (b) we have w2 = rLh2 Lq = x. 
Finally, let x e F be arbitrary. Then /xAe exists by the foregoing. 
By thm 20.6 we have that (xVe) exists and (xVe) = (xve) e 
< (xVe) (xVe) = e, hence by the foregoing we have that V(xVe) exists. 
-1 T (xve) x = p/(xVe)" 
equal to xVe. 
By lemma 20.3 also ('/(xVe) 
T121-1 
is i nve r t i b l e , so 
-1 
(•/(xvef1)' •1 exists and is 
exists and i t holds that • (xVe)" 
•11 
= [[V (xve) x J j = xVe, so SicTë exists. It follows by lemma 21.3 that 
/x = /(xAe)(xve) = /xAe /xVe exists. 
22. A generalization of the Ellis-Phelps theorem 
The following theorem is a variant of thm 18.8 and a generalization of 
the Ellis-Phelps theorem (Schaefer [1974, III thm 9.1 ]). 
22.1. Theorem. If E and F are Archimedean ^-algebras and moreover E is 
regulator complete then for T e £(E,F) the following assertions are 
equivalent 
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(a) T is an extreme point of C = {Re £(E,F); R > 0 and Re,- = ef] 
(b ) T is a ring homomorphism satisfying TeF = ßp 
(o) H is a Riesz homomorphism satisfying TeF = eF. 
Proof: The proof is essentially the same as the proof of thm 18.8 except 
(b) •> (o) where we have to prove that T > 0. 
+ 2 
By thm 21.7 E is SR. Now we have for every x e E that Tx = T((/x) ) 
= (T(/x))2 > 0, hence T > 0. 
22.2. Remark. It is obvious that assertion (d) of Schaefer [1974, III thm 9.1 
cannot be taken into account here. 
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Chapter VI 
PARTIAL f-MULTIPLICATIONS IN ARCHIMEDEAN RIESZ SPACES 
In this chapter a mapping reminiscent of f-muImplication is defined on 
Archimedean Riesz spaces with a strong order unit, and a connection with 
orthomorphisms is demonstrated. 
23. Introduction and definitions 
In section 15 it was shown that every Riesz space can be made into an 
f-algebra by the zero-multiplication, but it was remarked that for our 
purposes this multiplication is not useful. 
It is a natural question to ask whether every Archimedean Riesz space E 
can be provided with an f-multiplication (def. 15.4) such that a previously 
given weak order unit e of E is the unit of multiplication. The answer is 
no. If E = c and e = (l.i.i. •••) then Orth (E) is Riesz Isomorphic to b 
(Zaanen [1975, ex.vi ] ). But b is not Riesz isomorphic to cQ, because b 
has a strong order unit and c„ has not, hence by thm 16.9 there exists 
no f-multi pli cation on c„ such that e is the unit of multiplication. 
Hager and Robertson [ 1977 ] ask for necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of such an f-multiplication, but the authors remark that 
in general they had little success in identifying such "rings in disguise". 
In section 24 this question is answered for Archimedean Riesz spaces with 
a given strong order unit. 
From Conrad [ 1974 ] it can be deduced that in fact the ring structure of 
an Archimedean ^-algebra is determined by the Riesz space structure of E, 
because he proved that if E is an Archimedean $-algebra with f-multipli-
cation #, and * is another f-multiplication on E, then x * y = x # y # z 
for all x,y e E and some fixed z e E . Hence, if there exists an f-multipli-
cation on a given Archimedean Riesz space E with a weak order unit e such 
that e is the multiplicative unit, then there exists no other f-multiplica-
tion on E with the same multiplicative unit. 
The foregoing is a reason to study Archimedean Riesz spaces on which is 
defined a partial f-multiplication or a partial ^-multiplication, of which 
the definitions are given below. To avoid the situation that too many 
products vanish, we require a kind of faithfulness of the partial f-multipli-
cation. 
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2 3 . 1 . Def ini t ion (cf. Veksler [1967 ] )Apair (E,*) is called an Archimedean 
Riesz space with a partial f-multipliaation (abbreviated to Archimedean 
pf-algebra) if E is an Archimedean Riesz space and * is a mapping from ExE 
toEu{0} such that for all x ,y , z e E holds that (we write x*y in stead 
of * ( x , y ) ; 
(PF1) x*y = y*x 
(PF2) if x*y * <i> and y*z ¥= <j>, then x*(y*z) = (x*y)*z 
(PF3) if x*y * </>, x*z * <t>, then x*(y + z) = x*y + x*z 
(PF4) if x,y > 0 and x*y * 0 t/zen x*y > 0 
(PF5) •£ƒ x*y ¥= <t> then (Ax)*y = A(x*y) for all A e R 
(PF6) x*y = 0 if and only if x ly . 
For f ixed * we abbreviate (E,*) to E. 
* is cal led a pf-mult i p l i cation on E. 
23.2. Def in i t ion . An Archimedean pf-algebra (E,*) is called multiplication 
complete if x*y ¥= <p for all X,y e E. 
Note that i f * is a p f -mu l t i p l i cation on an Archimedean Riesz space E, 
then i t follows from (PF6) that * - 1 (E) 3 { (x ,y) e ExE; x l y } . 
23 .3 . Theorem. On every Archimedean Riesz space E a p f-multiplication 
can be defined. 
Proof: Let * be the mapping from ExE to Eu{^} which assigns to (x,y) € ExE 
the element 0 i f x ly and tf> otherwise. Then i t follows from the elementary 
properties of orthogonality that * is a p f -mu l t ip l i ca t ion on E. 
23.4. Theorem. Every multiplication complete Archimedean pf- algebra (E,*) 
is a faithful Archimedean f-algebra and conversely. 
Proof:-*-: if x,y,z e E such that yAz = 0, then y*z = 0, hence xly * z, so 
x*(y*z) = 0. 
It follows that (x*y)*z = 0, hence x*ylz. 
Together with x*y > 0 and z > 0 this implies x*yAz = 0. The other equality 
follows from the fact that (x*y)*z = 0 implies (y*x)*z = 0, so (y*x)lz, 
and the positiveness of y*x and z. (E,*) is faithful by (PF6). 
«- :(PF1) follows from thm 15.10, (PF4) follows from the fact that E is a 
Riesz algebra, (PF6) follows from the faithfulness of E. The remaining PF's 
are easily verified. 
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Now we state a resul t s imi lar to thm 15.3. 
23.5 . Theorem. If x and y are elements of an Archimedean pf-algebra E such 
that x*y ^ <t>, then x*y e x r\y . 
Proof: i f x*y £ x <~>y , assume x*y f x , then there exists a z e x such 
that x*ylz does not hold. I f w = |x*y|A|z| then w > 0, w e (x*y) and 
w e x , so w*x = 0, hence (w*x)*y = 0 so w*(x*y) = 0, consequently w i (x*y ) , 
contradict ion. I t follows that x*y e x ny . 
Veksler [1967 ] gives an interest ing l i s t of properties an Archimedean 
pf-algebra can have. We give th is l i s t here and we show that none of these 
properties follows from the axioms for an Archimedean 'pf-algebra. Our 
notation is s l i g h t l y d i f fe ren t from Veksler 's. 
23.6. Def in i t ion . An Archimedean pf-algebra E is said to have property 
A. (normality of the multiplioation) if x*y + <p -> . X,*y, =£ <t> 
for every x , , y . e E such that | x , | < |x | and |y , [ < | y | . 
B. (monotony of the multiplication) if |x , | < | x | , |y, | < |y | and x*y + <S>, 
xx*y: * 0 - l v y i ' < l x * y l -
C. if for certain z e E holds that the band B is a projection band and 
x*y * 0. - Pzx*Pzy # <t>. 
D. if x*y * <t> -* | x | * | y | = |x*y| 
E. if x*y * <t> -» x * | y | ^ <t> 
F. if x*y * <P -* (xVy)*(xAy) = x*y 
G. (Rule of signs)if(x.y)+ii c ( (x+Ay+)V(x~Ay~) ) i i . 
23.7. Examples. 
(a) Let E be the Riesz space of a l l piecewise l inear continuous functions 
x on [ 0 . 1 ] , i . e . to every x e E there exist real numbers x.(x) such 
that 0 = x (x) < . . . < T , (x) = 1 such that x coincides with a l inear 
function x. on e v e r y [ T - ( X ) , x . + , ( x ) ) ( i = 0, . . . , n - 1) and with a l inear 
function xp on [ T n ( x ) » T n + 1 ( x ) 1-
Let e ( t ) = 1 for a l l t e [ 0 ,1 ] . 
Define x*y = z for x, y , z e E i f for a l l t e [ 0 ,1 ] holds that 
x ( t ) y ( t ) = z ( t ) ; i f for x , y e E there exists no z e E such that 
x*y = z, then define x*y = <t>. Then (E,*) is an Archimedean pf-algebra, 
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but does not have property A because e*e î <A, but x*x = <j> if x(t) = t 
for al t e [0,1 ] , although |x| < |e|. 
2 
(b) Let E be the Riesz space (K , <) where < is the componentwise partial 
ordering. 
Define * from ExE to Eu{0}by x*y = 0 i f x i y , x*y = (JAy.Ay) i f 
x = (2 A, A) and y = (2 y, y) ( A, y e R ) , x*y = ( Ay, Ay) i f x = ( A, A) and 
y = (v,v) (^ ,y eIR) and x*y = <t> otherwise. 
Then (E,*) is an Archimedean pf-algebra.(E,*) does not have property 
B, because if x= y = (2,1) and x, = y, = (1,1) then |x,| < |x| and 
|y11 < |y|,however x*y = (|,0) and x^y^ = (1,0). 
2 
(c) Let E be the Riesz space (IR , <) where < is the componentwise partial 
ordering. 
Define * from ExE to Eu{tf>} by x*y = 0 i f x l y , x*y = (Ay;Ay) i f x = (A,A) 
and y = (v,v) (^,y £1R), otherwise x*y = 0. 
Then (E,*) is an Archimedean pf-algebra which has PPP. I f z = (1 ,0 ) , 
x = y = (1,1) then x*y = (1,1) e E, V_K = Pzy = (1,0) and (P2x)*(P zy) = <t>, 
hence (E,*) does not have property C. 
(d) Let E be the Riesz space s of a l l sequences of real numbers. We define 
x*y to be the componentwise product of x and y i f |.s x-y• | < °° , 
otherwise x*y = <P , then (E,*) is an Archimedean pf-algebra. I f 
x = (1,-0-,-j,. • • ) and y = ( 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , . . . ) then x*y e E, however 
| x | * | y | = * and |x*y| + </> so (E,*) does not have property B 
(e) The example (d) shows at the same time that (E,*) does not have property 
E. However, there exists an example of an Archimedean pf-algebra which 
does have property 0, but not property E. This example is given by 
Veksler [1967 ] . Let E be the set of a l l pairs [ f , g ] where f and g 
are continuous functions from [0 ,1 ] to the two-point compactif ication 
K o f K , such that there ex is t A,y ,ve]R and $,\p e C [ 0 ,1 ] (a l l depending 
on [ f , g ] such that for a l l t e [ 0 ,1 ] , t * | holds that 
f ( t ) = 4>(t) + 7 + It - M a n d 
g(t ) = * ( t ) + * + — ^ ~ 
{t-ir i t -
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E can be made into an Archimedean Riesz space by componentwise pointwise 
operations. Let [fj.gj ]*[f2,g2 ] be the componentwise pointwise product 
(where by definition -°°.0 = <=°.0 = 0.-» = 0.« = 0) only if this product 
is again a member of E, otherwise [f-,,g,]* [f?,g? ] = 4>. 
Then (E,*) is an Archimedean pf-algebra. 
If f: [0,1 ] -*M is such that f(t) = ,. l ,, for t * J, f(J) = », 
I l " 2 1 
then, if x = y = [ f,-f ], we have x*y = [f2,f2 ] e E, but x*|y| = <j>. 
2 2 
We remark that [f ,f ] is a strong order unit of E. 
Note that the pf-multi pli cation used here is rather natural; this 
seems to be an indication that the conditions given by Bernau [1965a ] 
and Papert [1962 ] for a Riesz space to be an Archimedean pf-algebra 
are too strong. 
(f) (Veksler [ 1967, ex.2 ]) Let E be the Riesz space of all sequences 
of real numbers. Define x*y to be the componentwise product of x and 
y only if min ( sup{x(n); n e N}, sup (y(n); n e N}) < <*>, where 
M = {n e]N; x y ^ 0}, and x*y = <t> otherwise. 
If x = (-1,2,-3,4,...) and y = (1,1,1,...) then x*y * <t>, but 
(xVy)*(xAy) = 0, hence (E,*) does not have property F. 
o 
(g) Let E be the Riesz space (K ,<) where < is the componentwise partial 
ordering. Define x*y = 0 if xly, x*y = (-Ay, -Ay) if x = (A,-A) and 
y = (u,-u)(A,y e]R), otherwise x*y = 0. 
Then (E,*) is an Archimedean pf-algebra. 
If x = (1,-1), y = (-1,1), then (x+Ay+)V(x_Ay") = 0, hence 
( (x+Ay+ )V(x"Ay") ) i i = {0} . However, (x*y)+ = (1 ,1) , hence ( x * y ) + i i = E. 
This implies that (E,*) does not have property G. 
23.8. Theorem. Every Archimedean pf-algebra E which is multiplication 
complete has properties A,BiC,D,E,F and G. 
Proof: A,C and E are evidently f u l f i l l e d . (E,*) is an Archimedean f-algebra 
by thm 23.4. Hence (E,*) does have property D by thm 15.9 (b). 
(E,*) does have property B, because if |x,| < |x| and |y,| < |y| then by 
(PF4) we have (|x| - I x J ) * ^ ^ > 0 and |x|*(|y| - ly^) > 0, hence by 
property!) we have I x ^ y J = l x i I * l^i I < l x l * | y i l < l x l * | y | = l x*y| -
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(E,*) does have property F by thm 15.9 (g). 
It was proved by Veksler [ 1967, prop. 4, prop. 7 ] that properties D and 
F together imply property G, hence (E,*) does have property G. 
23.9. Definition. For every x in an Archimedean pf-algebra (E,*) let 
V = {y e E; x*y =£ 0} and 
«x = (y e E; x'z # • for all z e E with \z\ < |y|} 
Let K(E) = {x e E; x*y * 0 /or a H y e E}; K(E) is called the kernel of 
(E,*)-
From ex.23.7 (e) it follows that V is not always a Riesz subspace of E. 
However, we have the following proposition. 
23.10. Proposition. In an Archimedean pf-algebra E which has property E 
every V (x e E) is a Riesz sübspace of E. 
Proof: By (PF3) and (PF5) we have that V is a linear subspace of E. If 
y e V , then x*y # 0, hence, by property E, x*|y|' * 0, so |y| e V . 
A X 
It follows that V is a Riesz subspace of E. 
23.11. Proposition. In an Archimedean pf-algebra E every W (x G E) is 
an ideal of E. 
Proof: From the definition of W it follows that |y.| < |yJ and y . e y 
imply y1 e WX-
It is sufficient to show now that y, ,y2 e W and X, ,X„ e ]R imply that 
A;.y1 + X„y2 e W . Let z e E be such that |z| < l^y, + A„yJ, then certainly 
|z| < (1^1 + i)|yx! + (l>21 + i)|y2l. hence 
z + < ( Ï X11 + l ) | y i | + (|X2| + l)|y2|. 
With thm 3.4 Caj it follows now that 
z+ = z] + z\ such that 0 < z] < (IX.I + 1)|y.L hence 
0 < (|X.| + l)" 1 z\< |y.| (i =1,2). 
It follows that x*(|X, | + l)" 1 z]*4>, but then also x*z]_ # 0 (i = 1,2). 
With (PF3) we have now x*z ^ 0 . 
Similarly x*z" =£ 0, hence x*z ^  0; this implies that X..y.. + X„y2 e W . 
23.12. Theorem. Tn every Archimedean p f-algebra (E,*) which has property 
E the set K(E) is a Riesz sübspace of E. With the induced pf-algebra 
structure K(E) is a faithful Archimedean f-algebra. 
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Proof: K(E) = n{V ; y e [ ) because if x e K(E) then x*y e E for all 
y e E, hence x e v for all y e E. Conversely if x e V for all y e E 
then x*y * <t> for all y e E, hence x e K(E). 
By thm 3.7 and thm 23.10 it follows that K(E) is a Riesz subspace of E. 
Hence, K(E) is,with the induced Riesz space structure,an Archimedean Riesz 
space. 
Although the product of an element of K(E) with an element of E may fall 
outside K(E), we have that K(E)*K(E) c K(E), because if x,y e K(E) then 
x*(y*z) ^ 0 for all z e E, hence, by (PF2) we have (x*y)*z f- 4> for all 
z e E, so x*y e K(E). If *„ is the pf-multiplication * restricted to K(E), 
then (K(E), *K)satisfies (PF1), (PF2), (PF3), (PF4), (PF5) and (PF6), hence 
(K(E), * K) is an Archimedean pf-algebra. 
But (K(E), *„) is multiplication complete, hence, by thm 23.4 we have that 
(K(E), *K) is a faithful Archimedean f-algebra. 
23.13. Def in i t ion . A linear subspace J of an Archimedean pf-algebra (E,*) 
is called a pf-ideal if x e J , y e E and x*y t 4> imply x*y e J . 
In Archimedean pf-algebras which are multiplication complete the pf-ideals 
are precisely the ring ideals. 
23.14. Definition. A tripel (E,e,*) is called an Archimedean Riesz space 
with a partial ^-multiplication (abbreviated to Archimedean ^-algebra) 
if (E,*) is an Archimedean pf-algebra and e is a weak order unit of E, 
such that for all X £ E holds 
(P$) x*e = x. 
Then there is only one such en e,which is called the p$-unit of ( E , e , * ) . 
For fixed e and * we abbreviate (E,e,*) to E. 
* is called the p$-muImplication of E. 
23.15. Theorem. Every multiplication complete Archimedean p$-algebra (E,e,*) 
is an Archimedean ^-algebra and conversely. 
Proof: -<-:By thm 23.4 we have that E is an f-algebra. 
From (P<J>) it follows that the p$-unit of E is the multiplicative unit of E. 
*- : it follows from thm 16.6 that E is a faithful Archimedean f-algebra, 
so E is an Archimedean pf-algebra. From lemma 16.7 it follows that e is a 
weak order unit of E. 
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Of par t icu lar in terest are the p$-mult ip l i cations studied by Vulikh [1948 ] 
and Rice [ 1968 ] , which are defined i n t r i n s i c a l l y on a Dedekind complete 
Riesz space with respect to a given weak order un i t . In connection with 
th is subject we mention Tucker [ 1972 ] . 
In the fol lowing section we provide another class of Riesz spaces with 
a p$-mult ip l i ca t ion , namely the class of Archimedean Riesz spaces with 
a strong order un i t . A pleasant accidental circumstance there is that 
property E is always f u l f i l l e d . 
24. I n t r i ns i ca l l y defined p$-multi p l i cation on Archimedean Ries;z spaces with 
a strong order un i t 
In this section E is an Archimedean Riesz space and e is a fixed strong 
order unit of E. 
Let R be the set of all standard Riesz homomorphisms $: E -*]R. 
By thm 12.6 we have that R is non-empty,and in fact there is a 1-1 
correspondence between R and the set J of all maximal ideals of E, and 
for the last set it holds that nj = {0}. Hence, it follows from (fix = 0 
for all <|> e R that x = 0. 
We define a mapping : ExE -»• Eu{<£} by *(x,y) = z for x,y,z e E if for all 
<|> e R holds that <t>(x)<t>(y) = <l>(z)- In that case z is unique by the foregoing. 
x*y =0 if no z e E exists with the abovementioned property. In the 
sequel we write x*y in stead of *(x,y). 
24.1. Theorem. If E is an Archimedean Riesz space with a strong order unit 
&, and * is the mapping as defined above, then (E,e,*) is an Archimedean 
p$-algebra. 
Proof: 
(PF1) i f x*y = z for x,y,z e E, then for a l l 4>eR we have that «f>(x)c|>(y) = <f>(z) 
o r <|>(y)<|>(x) = <$>(z)> h e n c e y * x = z . 
If x*y = <t>, then by the foregoing also y*x = <P. 
(PF2) if x*y, y*z and x*(y*z) are in E, then for all 4> e R we have <t>(x*(y*z)) 
= <t>(x)<t>(y*z) = <Mx)<t>(yH(z) = <Kx*y)<!>(z), hence (x*y)*z = x*(y*z). 
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If x*(y*z) = <t>, then by the foregoing also (x*y)*z = <P. 
(PF3) for all <j> e R we have <j>(x*y) = *(x)<J>(y) and <(>(x*z) = (j)(x)<()(z), hence 
<(i(x*y + x*z) = <|>(x){<J>(y + z)}- Tnis implies x*(y + z) = x*y + x*z. 
(PF4) for all <(>e Rwe have 4>(x*y) = <j)(x)<)>(y) > 0 by the positivity of <f>. 
Hence (J>(x*yA0) = <f>(x*y)A0 = 0, so x*yA0 = 0, so x*y > 0. 
(PF5) if X ¥= 0 and x*y* 4>, then for all <f> e R we have <t>(x*y) = <|>(x)<|>(y)s 
hence <|)(X(x*y)) = <}>(Xx)c|>(y), so (Xx)*y = X(x*y). 
(PF6) suppose x*y = 0, then <j)(x)<t>(y) = 0 for all <j>eR. Because R is a 
faithful Archimedean f-algebra it follows that <f>(x)l<t>(y), so 
|c|>(x)|A|<J>(-y)| = 0, hence <j)( |x| )A<j)( |y| ) = 0, so <K|x|A|y|) = 0 for all * e R; 
this implies |x|A|y| = 0, so xiy. 
On the other hand xiy implies that for a l l <f>eR we have <|>(x)i<t>(y), so 
<t>(x)<J>(y) = 0, hence x*y = 0. 
(P$) for all x e E and cf> e R we have <j>(x) = <f>(x)<f>(e), so x*e = x. 
24.2. Definition. The mapping *, defined above is called the intrinsically 
defined p9-multiplication on E (relative to e). 
In the sequel the symbol * is reserved for this intrinsically defined 
p$-multiplication on E. 
Now we shall examine which properties of Veksler's list (def. 23.6) are 
fulfilled in the case of our intrinsically defined p$-multiplication. 
24.3. Proposition. Property A is not fulfilled in general. 
Proof: We take the Riesz space E of ex. 23.7(a). 
As a consequence of the compactness of [0,1 ] the only realvalued Riesz 
homomorphisms $ with 4>(e) = 1 are the point-evaluations <|>t(t e [0,1 ] ) , 
i.e. (f>t(x) = x(t) for x e E (cf. e.g. Schaefer [ 1974, III. 1 Ex. 1 ] ). 
Hence, * is exactly the pf-multipli cation as defined in ex. 23.7 (a), 
hence also (E,*) does not satisfy property A. 
24.4. Proposition. Property B is always fulfilled. 
Proof: Let <j> e R be a rb i t ra ry . By the p o s i t i v i t y of <J> we have 
• K l x j ' y j l ) = M x ^ y ^ l = |4>(x1)d>(y1)| = |<t>(x1)| |<f>(y1)| = 
^ I x ^ d - d y ^ ) < <f>(|x|)<j>(|y|) = l * ( x ) | U ( y ) | = |<f>(x*y)| = <t>(|x*y|). 
Hence |x->*y, | < | x *y | . 
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24.5. Proposition. Property C is always fulfilled. 
Proof: Suppose x,y,z e E such that x*y + <t> and B is a projection band. 
If for certain s,t e E we have that P.s = sup {sAn|t|} exists in E, 
then we shall write s. in stead of P.S. 
For w e E we have wlz if and only if wie because wlz implies win|z| 
for all n e IN, hence win|z|Ae for all n e IN, so wie . Conversely wie 
implies |w|A(|zjAe) = 0, hence (|w|A|z|)Ae = 0, so |w|A|z| = 0, hence wiz. 
This implies B = B and P = P . 
z e z z e z 
By elementary projection properties we have e A(e - e ) = 0 hence 
e *(e - e) = 0, and I - P = p 
z v z ' ' e_ e-e_ 
Further we have e *e = e . 
With (PF3) it follows that e *e = e , hence for all § e R we have 
<f>(ez)<|>(ez) = <)>(ez), so <))(ez) is 0 or 1. 
This implies <t>(e )<(>(x) 
'0 i f <|)(e ) = 0 
b(x) i f <j)(ej = 1 
We have <()(P x) = c|>(P x) = c(>(sup{xAne ;n e IN}) > sup{<|>(xAne );n e IN} = 
sup{<j)(x)An())(ez);n e IN} 
0 i f 4>(ez)'= 0 
(x) i f <fr(e7) = 1 
* ( e z H ( x ) ,.. (u) 
Now we shall prove that in (11) in fact equality holds. 
We do that by observing that 
*((I - Pz)x) = *((I - Pe )x) = «>(Pe_e x) 
= ())(sup{xAn(e - e );n e M } ) > 
sup{<j)(xAn(e - e );n € U} = sup{<|>(x)An<j>(e - e ) ; n e ]N} 
0 i f <))(e - e ) = 0 
.•(x) i f «t>(e - e7) = 1 
fO i f <KeJ = 1 
>(x) if 4>(e ) = 0 
(nil) 
(n) and (im) give now that <|>(x) = *(Px + (I - Pz)x) = <j>(Pzx) + <l>((l - Pz)x) 
> (J)(x) for all if £ R , so in (II) equality holds. 
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Now it follows that e_,*x = Pzx. 
Similarly can be proved that e *y = P y and e *(x*y) = P (x*y). 
Finally, Pz(x*y) = ez*(x*y) = (ez*ez)*(x*y) = ez*(ez*(x*y)) = 
= ez*((ez*x)*y) = ez*(y*(ez*x)) = (ez*y)*(ez*x) = (ez*x)*(ez*y) = Pzx*Pzy. 
24.6. Proposition. Property D is always fulfilled. 
Proof: If x*y G E then for all 4, G R we have 4>(|x*y|) = 14>(x*y > | = 
l<f>(x)<j>(y)l = |*(x)||«t>(y)| = <t>(|x|)(f>(|y|). Hence |x|*|y| = |x*y|. 
24.7. Proposition. Property E is always fulfilled. 
Proof: Let x,y e E be such that x*y e E. e is a strong order unit of E, 
hence there exists a A G M such that |x|< Ae, so -x < Ae, so x + Ae > 0. 
Ae*y e E by (P$) and (PF5). So by (PF3)(x + Ae)*y e E. 
The foregoing proposition now gives that |x + Ae|*|y| e E, so (x + Ae)*|y| e E. 
(-Ae)*|y| e E; it follows by (PF3) that also x*|y| e E. 
24.8. Proposition. Property F is always fulfilled. 
Proof: For all cf> e R is <t>(xVy)<f>(xAy) = t<l>(x)V<t>(y)H<l>(x)A<|>(y)} = <J>(x)<l>(y) = 
(fi(x*y), hence (xVy)*(xAy) = x*y. 
24.9. Proposition. Property G is always fulfilled. 
Proof: In Veksler [1967, prop. 4, prop. 7 ] it is proved that properties D 
and F together imply property G, hence (E,*) does have property G. 
24.10. Theorem. If E is an Archimedean Riesz space with a strong order unit 
e., and E is moreover a ^-algebra such that e is the multiplicative unit of 
Ej then the intrinsically defined ^-multiplication * on E (relative to e) 
coincides with the ^-multiplication, hence in particular (E,*) is multiplica-
tion complete. 
Proof: Let # be the $-multipli cation on E* If x,y,z G E are such that 
z = x # y, then by thm 18.1 we have for all <f>eR that <|>(z) = <j)(x)<f>(y), 
hence z = x*y. 
24.11. Theorem. An Archimedean Riesz space E with a given strong order unit 
e can be provided with an f-multiplication such that e is the multiplicative 
unit if and only if (E,*) is multiplication complete, where * is the 
intrinsically defined pi-multiplication on E (relative to e). 
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Proof: i f E is a $-algebra with mu l t ip l i ca t i ve uni t e, then by thm 24.10 
mul t ip l i ca t ion * coincides with the <J>-multi p l i ca t ion , hence (E,*) is 
mu l t ip l i ca t ion complete. 
Conversely, i f (E,*) is mu l t ip l i ca t ion complete, then, by thm 23.4, * is 
an f -mu l t i p l i ca t i on on E. e is the p$-uni t , hence is the mu l t ip l i ca t i ve 
un i t . 
25. Orth(E) for E an Archimedean Riesz space with a strong order unit 
In this section, we prove, independently of Bernau [1979 ],that Orth(E) 
is an Archimedean f-algebra if E is an Archimedean Riesz space with a 
strong order unit e. 
Let * be the intrinsically defined p$-multiplication on E (relative to e) 
(section 24); let K = K(E) be the kernel of (E,*)(section 23), then by 
thm 23.12 we have that K with the induced ordering and multiplication is 
an Archimedean f-algebra. Let Z = Z(E) be the class of all centre 
operators on E (section 12),then provided with the operator ordering and 
composition as multiplication, Z is a partially ordered algebra. 
25.1. Theorem. For every x £ K the mapping £ from E to E which assigns to 
y £ E the element x * y of E, is an element of Z; conversely, for every 
T e Z there exists an x e K such that T = £ 
x 
Proof: •+ : if x e K, then on account of the fact that e is a strong order 
unit of E there exists a A e F such that |x| < Ae. For all y € E + we 
have now by prop 24.4 that |£y| = | x * y | < | A e * y | = A y , hence £ is 
A X 
a centre operator. 
Conversely, if T e z, then there exists a A e ]R such that |Tx| < Ax for 
all x e E . We shall prove now that T = £ . Therefore, we have to show 
that Te e K. If x e E and <(> e R are arbitrary and if y = x - <f>(x)e, then 
<f>(y) = <Kx) - <Kx) = 0. N(4>) is an ideal of E, hence also |y| e N(<(>), but 
then also y + e N(<f>), y" e N(<j>). Further it holds that Ty = Tx - <j)(x)Te 
Now we have that 
0 < <}>(T(y+)) < <j>(Ay+) = A4>(y+) = 0 and 0 < d>(T(y")) < <J>(Ay") = A<J>(y") = 0, 
hence <j)(Ty) = <(>(T(y+)) - <l>(T(y")) = 0; together with Ty = Tx - c|)(x)Te this 
implies 0 = c|>(Tx) - <(>(x)c|>(Te), so <J>(Tx) = <)>(Te)(t>(x), hence (Te) * x = Tx. 
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consequently Te e K and T = X 
Next we prove that in fact K can be identified with Z, i.e. there exists 
an order isomorphism A from K to Z. 
25.2. Theorem. The linear operator A from K to Z which assigns to x e K 
the element X of Z is an order isomorphism. 
Proof: A is injective, because X = X for x, y e K implies X e = X e , 
hence x = y. A is surjective by thm 25.1. Ais positive because x > 0 
implies x > 0, A~ is positive because X > 0 implies X e > 0, hence 
x > 0. It follows that T is an order isomorphism. 
25.3. Theorem. For every Archimedean Riesz space E with strong order unit 
e the space Orth(E) is an Archimedean f-algebra under the operator ordering 
and composition as multiplication. 
Proof: by thm 12.23 we have Orth(E) = Z(E). K is an Archimedean Riesz space 
by thm 23.12, hence, by thm 25.2 Z(E) is also an Archimedean Riesz space. 
A is not only an order isomorphism, but also an algebra isomorphism, 
because, if x, y e K, then A(x * y) = £^y = X x ° X y = (Ax)(Ay). 
It follows that Z is an Archimedean f-algebra. 
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SAMENVATTING 
In dit proefschrift worden lineaire operatoren op Riesz ruimten bestu-
deerd, in het bijzonder disjunctieve lineaire operatoren. Enkele voor-
beelden van niet orde begrensde disjunctieve lineaire operatoren van 
een Riesz ruimte op zichzelf worden gegeven, terwijl de orde begrensde 
disjunctieve lineaire operatoren in verband worden gebracht met een par-
tieel gedefinieerde vermenigvuldigingsoperatie in de Riesz ruimte. 
Hoofdstuk I geeft een inleiding in de theorie van Riesz ruimten. In 
hoofdstuk II worden enkele typen van convergentie bestudeerd in ver-
band met lineaire operatoren. Disjunctieve lineaire operatoren worden 
in hoofdstuk III bestudeerd. In het bijzonder wordt aandacht geschon-
ken aan disjunctieve lineaire functionalen en orde begrensde disjunc-
tieve lineaire operatoren van een Archimedische Riesz ruimte met een 
sterke orde eenheid op zichzelf. In hoofdstuk IV worden Riesz ruimten 
bestudeerd die voorzien zijn van een vrij star gedefinieerde vermenig-
vuldigingsstructuur, de zogenaamde f-algebra's. Enige overeenkomsten 
en verschillen tussen Riesz homomorfismen en ring homomorfismen worden 
aangegeven en een variant van de stelling van Ellis-Phelps wordt afger 
leid. Met behulp van de in hoofdstuk V ontwikkelde theorie van inver-
teren en wortel trekken in regulator complete ^-algebra's wordt een 
generalisatie verkregen van bovengenoemde stelling. In hoofdstuk VI 
worden partiële vermenigvuldigingsoperaties op Archimedische Riesz 
ruimten met een zwakke orde eenheid axiomatisch ingevoerd. Op iedere 
Archimedische Riesz ruimte met sterke orde eenheid wordt tenslotte een 
intrinsieke partiële vermenigvuldiging aangegeven en in verband ge-
bracht met de ruimte van alle orde begrensde disjunctieve lineaire ope-
ratoren van de Riesz ruimte op zichzelf. 
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ERRATA to Disjunctive linear operators and partial multiplications in 
Riesz spaces - B. van Putten. 
4 6 : x,y e E + should read x,y > 0 
4 ' ' : sup(x.-x) should read sup{x,-x} 
8~ . : (f) a polar P of E is called a principal polar if there exists a 
Z e E such that P = z 1 1 
9 2 , 3 : should be deleted 
9 ' : The polar z is cal led the principal polar generated by z, and is 
denoted by P . 
11 : Def. 3.14 should read The intersection of all bands which contain 
an element z of a Riesz space E (which is a band by thm 7>.?) is 
called the principal band generated by Z. Every band of this form 
is called a principal band. E is said to have the projection property 
(abbreviated to PP,I if every band of E is a projection band. E is 
said to have the principal projection property (abbreviated to PPPJ 
if every principal band of E is a projection band. 
1312 : 5 should read M 
oo 
16Z : = ( T + (Xe + I X . e i - XeN))M > 0 
i*N 
16, : T x should read fr x) 
3 
28 : a Riesz space should read an Archimedean Riesz space 
28 : y e rLf should read y e cLf 
35- : T < pT < |p|l should read T < ui < |u|l 
37 1 5 : In this section 14 should read In section 14 
383 : X11 = X should read X11 = E 
40.,, , : should read In ex.13.13 the Riesz subspace T is prime. Note that 
T is not an ideal. 
4 1 3 : A j V x J
 afeJ1 i e l CT(1,K1 
keK 
4315 : N O J j then N=J should read N D M, then N=M 
5 
14 
5 
11 
44 
44 
44, 
45 
46! 
47 
51' 
52' 
58 
64 
66 
66 
66 
69 
72 
78 
78 
78g 
7911 
8317,18 
85 1 5 
11 
6 
6 
9 
13 
3 
16 
13 
10-1 
12 
13 
90 J 
90 
911 
16 
thm 6.12 should read thm 13.12 
x e E+ should read x e E 
I should read I 
y A (e -y ) = 0 should read y A(e-y) e R 
n s D R should read n z D R 
By the foregoing theorem should read By thm 13.22 
for a l l x e E should read for some x e E 
T( f (n ) ) (0 ) should read T ( f ( n ) ) ( l ) 
n the maximum should read n greater then the maximum 
2 2 2 2 
x y - nyx + n y should read yx - nyx + n y 
y should read $ 
S = TT * T i f J = Id(T(E)) 
Tzsx = TxSz holds for a l l x,z e E. 
e should read z 
on F should read on a O-algebra F 
( for a def in i t ion of P see Luxemburg and Zaanen [1971, thm 24.5 ] ) . 
< i ( l - 5 ) n e should read < } ( l - 6 ) n _ 1 e 
i ( l - 6 ) N + 1 5"1 should read £(1- ">)V 1 
on 
< J ( l -6 ) m i ( l -S)Ke < J(1-Ä)K(S e < ce 
k=0 
thm 7.1fe; should read thm 7.1(d) 
C. if B projection band (z e E), x*y * 0 -* P x * P y * 0 
min (sup{|x(n)|; n e W}, sup{|y(n)|; n e N}) 
P ts = sup {s + An| t | ; n € W} - sup {s "An | t | ; n e W} 
We have should read Assume f i r s t x > 0, then we have 
Now i t follows that e *x = P x for a l l x > 0, hence for a l l x G E 
we have P x = P x - P x e *x e *x = e *x. 
92. : 0 < <f)((Ty)+) < * ( |Ty | ) < A<j>(|y|) = 0, s imi lar ly <).((Ty)") = 0 
